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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Grven the p pularity of crafts activities in the United
,

States todayoit is astonishing how little we know about
the crafts world_in a comprehensive way. We do not know ,

how many,foraftspersons there] are working on a professional
basis. We do not knoW [their) 'geographic distribution . . .

or their'preferred media and techniques . . . . Similarly,
i we know very little about the activities-of the various
cfafts-supporting institutions.'
. ,

The National Endowokent'for.the Arts contracied in the spring of
( ,

1976"with Mathemaiica Policy Research, Inc. (MPR) tocOnduct a planning

study for a survey of craftspersons a d,oraftssupportihg institutions

:

that eould fill the'knowlodge gap ide ified in the opening' statement. A

/
repoft delivOed by MPR in January 19 7 recommended that the Endowment

focus on professional crafts-artists fro sell or exhibit their work and

m
presented preliminary estimates of t 0 number"belonging to organizations.

1 °'

for the 'Country as a whole and in eac geographic division.2 The report

'indicated,that the only.praCtical meains of.reaching a representative.sample
1

of cOftspersons,7given their small number, was through membership,rosters

of organizations to Which they 1")elo4 or other sources of mailing lists.

the report recommended that the' planning study be extended to conduct_

a survey of crafts memberihip o rganilations. The survey would have a two-

fold purpose: to gather key information that would permit designing a

cost-effeciive and-repreSentative sample survey of individual crafts-

,

artists belonging to organizations; and to provide a descriptive picture
9 1.

1
National Endowment,for the Arts, To Survey American Crafts: A

PlanninvStudV, by Constance P. CitrO, Research Division,Report #2 (Washington,
D.C., July.1977), p..1. This paper is a condensationof Diana Zentay and
Constance F. Citro. A Planning Study fOr A National Survey of the Craft Arts
(Washington, D.C,:r Mathematics Policy Research, January 1977).

,,

The terms "craftsperson",and "crafti-artist" are used interchangeably
in this report. P L

a.
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never-before obtained'of the full range of crafts membership organizations

and tieir role in the crafts. wbrid.

The Endowment accepted this recommendation.and contracted with

MPR in the fall of 1977 to Carryout a nationwide survey of crafts member-

ship organizations as the second phase of the plenning study. The national

crafts.membership organizations survey was completed at th' end of 1978,

with responies obtained frbm almbst 950 organiiations, or close to 80

percent of the total. This report,documents the survey r sults, describing

. ) . .

what has'been learned abodt/crafts membership organizatiois thempelveg

and recommending design alternatives for a subsequent survey of individual
. ., .

craftsperson members belonging to orgenizations.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

, Following the introductory chapter, which.gives the background

-

leading up to the'crafts'membership 'organizations survey and summarizes

phe body of the report, are three chapters,and a series of appendixes.

Chapter II describes the procedures ueed to conduct the survey, prolAems

encountered along the way, ail the response obtained. Chapter III is
a

oriented to what was the major\ purpose of the survey from the perspective'

of the Arts Endowment, namely to permit designing a cost-effective survey

of professional craftspersbns belonging to organizations. This chapter

develops revised estimates.of craftspersons in the United States based

on the information obtained from the survey,and presents detailed design

'alternatiyes.for the individual crafts-artists survey. The list part of

the report, chapter iV, focuses on the respondent organizations themselves,
,

proiiling their characteristicsfrom the survey data. Appendixes bound

*

incwith the report include rOroductions of the questionnaire ind othet

mailing pieces.

t.



CONDUCT OF THE CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS SURVEY
_

Chapter II of this'teport describes how MPR designed and carried

out the national survey of crafts membership organizations-commissioned,

by the Arts Endowment. The design called for a complete census of all

known organizations, rather than a sample survey per se. _Information was

required from the full range of organizations for developing a represents-

tive design for the subsequent survey of their membership and also to per-

mit the Endowment to further an interest in expanding the range of its,

contacts with organizations, including smaller, local groups.

Mail survey Procedures were used rather than telephone or personal

interviews to keep sts low. Every,effort was made to design a simple
\ I

and easy-to-answer questionnaire and to use follow-up procedures that yauld

increase the response rate to the gfeatest extentpossible. A master 'Vail-
\

ing list, totalling over 2,400 names, was developed frOnr directories and

reviewed for compleueness by knowledgSable craftspersons serving ai con-

sultants on the project. From their organizationtitles, it was surmised

that a.number of these groups might consider themselves related to the'

arts rather than craft and that'still in additional-number might not

be membership organizations pet se (for example, shops, educational in-

stitutions, o museums)., Rather than excluding any of these groups simply

on the basis of h ir name, it was decided to ietain all addresses in the

first mailing and letrey respondents eliminate themselves from the

field of study.

All groups on the master mailing litwer&eiitan advance letter

from the Arts Endowment ip early May to inform them of the s and io

ask' them to respond via a postcard with address corrections or to ask to
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betaken Off the list because ttley were not crafti membership group.

The questionnaire waS mailed shortly thereafter with a followup mailing

after several.weeks to nonrespondents. By early July, the response rate

was less than 60 percent, far short of the complete census hoped for. A

third mailing to nonrespondents was delayed until October ad the Sssumption

that many crafts membership groups might not be in Operation over summer

vacationq and that response should imprcive after Labor Day.

The end result of the survey effort was that 78 percent of the

original mailing list plus additions to the list received from responding

crafts Membership organizations and other sourceeither sent,in a com-

pleted questionnaire or indicated that they were not a crafts membership

group. (This figure excludes mailing pieces returned as undeliverable

by the post office.) The comple0.on rate per see or the percent of the
.;

universe of crafts membership groups, excluding those "not craft" groups asking

to be dropped, that colip1eteka questionnaire was justAher 65 percent.

However, further analysis estimated the true completion rate to be almost
4 ,

78 percentlas weat, on the not unreasonable assumption that many nonre-
,

spondents are not in the universe of crafts memberShip organizations.

These figures represent a high response rate,for a mail survey, although,.

1.

not a complete census by any Means. Further analysis in chapter II Of

/

the geographic distribution of the responding crafts membership organiza-

tions, and compari4on of the answersto a number of items of those grodps
,

sending in a questionnairebefore the third mailing versus those who did

not respond until fall, indicates that the 947 complet0 questionnaires

'are representative.of the total eitimated universe of About 1,200 crafts

membership organizations.
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AN UPDATED ESTIMAtE OF.0 FTSPERSONS

/ 'VS

...,

The.first half o chapter III dedOribes-an updated estimate of the

. '

number and geographic distribution.of craftepersons belonging to organiza7

tions in the United States as-of 1978, basedlon informatiOn obtained from

the, Crafts Membership organizatons suvey. This'estiMaie is compared.for
.-

teasonableness to the cruder estimatesLevelopedAn the,first PhaseHof the

'planning study. A reliable estimate:of both the total.number of Crafts-

per'sons and their:location by geographic area is essential for the design
, . .

of a representative samOle Of-individual crafts-ertists.for sub-sequent

The initial phase of the planning study prodilced a range of esti-
-

mateeof craftspe Ons belonging to-prganizationein the Unite& States as

of 1976-the high estimate Was about 350000 ceaftspersons and the low

estimate about 250,600. The updated estimate based on the results of the
S.

crafts membership organizations survey comesCtd about 375,000, or somewhat

The three estimates developed in the initial phase of the planning study'

*started from an estimated number of about 1,700 crafts Membership organi-

zations in the United States. Information on membership size of about 250
;

organizations listed in the ACC directory, ContemiSrary.Crafts Marketplace,-.

was, used to extrapolate 4romthe number of organizations tothe nUmber of persons

belonging to them. .An adjustment was madesto eliminate doublecounting due

to multiple organization memberships, based on A crosscheck of membership

lists for about two dozen organizations against the mailingilist of the

American Crafts Council., One :estimate of craftspersons, (the highest)-used

national average membership size and percent membership overlap figures

applied to the number of organizations in each geographic division; another

used division-specific membership size and overlaP information; and a third

(the lowest) made a further adjustment on the hypothesis that the ACC 1
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directory included a disproportionate number of the larger-sized.groups

(those .With over 500 members).

. /

c'Thè
updated estimate of craftspersons for the nation, totalling

375,000, and1 di4ision estimate's from the survey were built up using the

same basic approach as the procedures that produe,:ed the mid-range ancy_owest

of the firstphase pla7ing study estimates. Wheresone must look to ex-
/

plain the differing figures is in the actual data used. Some data elementsY

were the sameChotably, the estimates of.Organiztional overlap derived

.

for the initial planning study phase weie used in constructing the survey-
/

based figureS as well. The survey produced, however, a different estimate

of the,nuMber and geographic Zistribution of crafts membership orgarazations,
,

which are the building blocks for the craftsperson eStimateS,-and'a dif-
s

fering picture of their membership size.

The survey
,
estimated a smaller number of crafts membership organiza-

tions in the United States tnan the-inifial phase of the planning stddy--
e.

1,218 groups total Compared to 1,692. The survey also showed a much larger

proportion in the East North Central area and,a considerably smaller pro-
,

portion in the East South Central division. The smaller estimated universe I,

figure is basedOn an intensive effort to determin'e the status of each.or-
r

ganization on the master mailing list. 'It requIrOs only the not unreasonabl

assumption that those.groups still not nonrespon ing include the same pro-

portion of "not.craft" organizations that Shod d be eliminated from the ,

universe Ss the respondent groups. The first- hase planning study list, t

in contrast, undoubtedly included many "not craft" groups chap could not I

t

be weeded out in the absence of a survey. The geographic area differences

1 a're'similarly explainable by virtue cd the fact that the East North Centr

area turned ont.to hage a much higher proportion of craft to "not craft"
1
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groups and the East''South Central area a much ,lower.proportion tban the

average for the country.

Additionallyy, there is some evidence that the rate of formation
4.

of new traits membership groups may be declining--the survey showed

that almost twice as many of the organizationEvcompleting questionnaires

were organized five to nine years ago as were formed in the immediately

preceding four-year period. .Thus, a true drop in the universe of crafts

membership organizations*may have ocdurred as well as.ad imProved-

estimate made possible by the survey.

The overall effeA of a smaller estimated number of crafts mem-

bership organizations would be to loiter the estimated number of craft.,

persons, other factors.being equal. The reason why the survey estimate

instead is hilher than anyof the firSt-phaSe planning study totals is

that the survey registered a considerable increqe in meMbership size.

Average membership of regional, state; and local organizations listed

in the ACC directory nsed in the initial phase of the planning study

was 194 craftspersons; the average for respondents to the survey with a

0
regional, state, or local membership was 299. (The average for all

groups in the survey is,over 400 members.)' In addition, there were

more national organizations responding to the survey than included in

the first-phase planning study data.

The discussion in chapter III evaluating the survey estimate of

the number of,crafts membershp'organizations and the number of individuals

-
belonging to them is quite lengthy, but netessarily so.. It is crucial to

the design of a representative sample of organization members to have a

reliable universe estimate. Therb are tindoubtedly still weaknesses in

11-4
.4..
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the survey figures. The estimate of 1,218 otganizations excludes all uncle-

liyerables, which may be open to question.dihe estimate of craftspersons

does not improve upon the initiAl'planning study phase in ohe-importaht

dimension, namely in Using the same very crude estimates of multiple mem-.

berships. Nevertheleas, the careful procedured used to conduct the survey

resulted in up-to-date information from a large representative sample,

justifying confidence in the new estimates of organizations and their

craftsperson members.'

9
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SAMPLE SURVEY F CRAFTS ORGANIZATION-MEMBERS

The,second portion of chapter I\I presents more detailed recom-

mendations for the de $gn'of the subsequent survey of members og crafts

Organizations than outlined in the report of the initial planning study

phase. that report basically tecommended a two-fitage stratified-sample

deslgn for the individual crafte-artists survey. In the first stage, a

sample of the universe of OrganiZations wouili be designated from-which to

request membership lists. Prior to selection, the organizations would be

stratified, that is, divided into gioups acCording to characteristics

believed critical to obtaining a representatiVe membership sample, an% a

sample of organizations selected from each of the groups or strata. Then,
4/

in the second stage, a sample of ciaftspersons would be selected from the

- memberShip lists supplied by the specified organizations and sent the in-

dividual craftspersons survey questionnaire via mail.

Based on what has been learned from the just-coipleted surv% of

orpnizations, specific recommendations are made for the design of the

.survey of crafts-artist members. The discussion first reviews rpeommended
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?'

stratifiers to include in the first-stage arh'second-itage sample designs
Q.,

and whether or not disprepottfonate samPling of certain strata is required.
\ .

f eliable anaiSiS-'of the survey results.
.

,

Geoksaphic division of the country should be used to stratify'the

firs -stage and second-stage samples, so that all areas of the country are

adeqately represented. Disproportionate sampling iS not required, as
,.. .

, . .. . s. .

_ .. .

crafts organizations and their members are broadlydispersed-amonOiNiitIons.
: \(

.

Media in which members,wetk should alsp be inc uded as a stratifer

to represent this key dimeilsiOn central to the self-definition of craftsr.

artists. Approximate estimates of the number of crafts-artists working.in

eaCh major media category were developed from responses to the organizations
1

surveY listing up to five media of members in order of popularity. Average mem-

bership eize figures were applied to hses data together with factors re-

flepting assumptions about the proportion of organization m ber working
.(

in a medium depending on whehter it was listed first,) second, third, and

so on. Ile resdlting rough estimates show that crafts-artists are dis-

tributed very unevenly among the major media types-=fiber artists are

estimated to account for aliiost 45 percent of'crafts organization members,

While paper artists are esti ate4 to account for less than 1 percent.

.0versampling of the smaller

anaZysis.

dia grOps will be required for tellable

.1

Finally, it is recommended'that membership size be taken into ac-

count in the survey design. A'very small numbe r. of large-size groups ic-.

*.

count for a disproportionate.number of Prafts-Artists. These grqups

should be represented inthe first-stage sample such that the pool (4
4

,craftspersons obtained for sampling:in the second stage is not smaller tha
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Prior to recommending sampling frectiona for each stratifier; the

discAsion considets the overall sample size thatmakes sense for the in-
,

dividual craftspersons survey. Taking into account cost and reliability r,
*

concerns, it appearp that the sample size should"fall within a range of
3

.5,000 to 10,000,cases..
3\

If resources permit, it is,iedOmmended that a sample of 10,000
. _

cases be selected that oversamples craftspersons belonging to organizations

listing leather,and paper as media in which their members work (each of

these media types.accounta for less than an.estimated 2 percent of total

crafts-artists). All other Media types in this design would be sampled at

a smaller fraction. If funding is more limited, then a minimumaample size

0, of 5,000 is.recomplended. For this sample siZe, it is suggested that leather

and paper artists have the largest sampling fraction as before, but that'

craftipersons belonging to organizations that list metal, wood, glass,

"other" media, or' multi-media astheir primary:medium also be oversamPlid,

while crajtspersons'belonging to organIzarons oriented'to fiber and Clay

would be sampled-at 9e.smallest fractiont Tbis, ddiign is.more complex,

but a simpler design 'with an-overall aample,size of only 5,000. produces
/

-a-gYeater range of reliability for estlithateNf each, media category than
/

appears'deairable.

Laitly, procedures are outlined for stratifying'and draWing sam-
.

plea of organiatione in the first itage from which to request Membership

lists and then for.drawing a representative sample of members in'the sec

ond stage to' be,tailed questionnaires. The steps recommended are geared

. to obtaining either-a sample of 10,000 craf sperson cases using the sim-

-pler design with two samOling fraceions fo media 6ategories or a saniple
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of 5,000 cases based'on three-sampling fractions. Weighting procedures
4

4

to peiMit uldverse estimates from responses to the sutvey are also reviewed.
411

The discussion.of recommended sample.sizes ind sampling fractions

for the individual crafts-artists survey is illuftrative. Obviously, other

s,

alternatives within the ranges outlined are posslble. It is strongly rec-

ommended.that the final design be kept as simple asi,ossible, while recog-
.

nfzing the need to obtain sufficient cases for'reliable.analysis of the

very small media subgroups.' .,..

,

The report Of4the initial planning'study phase provides additidnal

recommendations for the Anduct of.the survey of crafts-artists selected

4
from the second-stage sampling,. The recommendation is for a mail_survey

.

s .

that.is conducted in increments, if possible. There is much to learn about

individual craftsartists.wIt may nof be effiCient to design a lengthy

questionnaire and send it to ailarge sample. Respondents are apt to balk

andlail to send back a completed form,.resulting.in e response rate that

is too low for reliable analysis. Moreover, the repp.es to certain items

may 'turn out to be uninteresting or unimportant.

It is suggested,that a ''sCreening" survey be conducted first of

the full second-stage saifiple. The questionnaire Would contain general

questions on significant facets of craftspersons' lives and work. The

purposes of this initial Survey would be to provide a broad7range, descrip-

tive picture of crafts-artists in America, not now available, and to point

up subject areas or pa11rticular groups of craftspersonsOpat merit more-in-
.

depth attention. The.next increment'would includequestionnaires that

W
ask for much more detailed information on a given subject.area or from

particular subgroups that would; in each case,-be adininistered to small
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subsets of the oiiginal sample. An alternative is to design a single

I .

questionnaire that containsclear skip logic, sp that respondents can

quickly by-pass SeCtionq.that are'not.rele4ant to their circuMstances. 4

f.

_ It should be stressed that the information gained fron(the survey of

ctafts-artists will be only'about those persons who have afflliated with

crafts memberahip organizations. The survey findings wilt not vcessarily

/apply to craftspefsons who do not belong to organizations, partioularly

those belonging to spedial groups, such as Native Americans, etnic crafts-

persons, and trig Amish. Nevertheless, having surveyed first crI afts asso-'

ciations and then the craftspersons belonging to them, the EndOwment for

-

the Arts will have-gone a long way tatiard building a comprehensive picture

41:
of crafts activity in the United States today. With the knoWledge gained

from these surveys, the Endowment will be better-able to embark upon ef-

lective surveys of other groups of craftspersoris and of the many insti-
.

tutions and organizations that are part of the complex and varied world

of'crafts.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

TODAY

- On the basis of the responses of 947 crafts meMbership organiza-

tions to the survey questionnaire, it ts now possible/to provide descrip-
.

tive information as to wheie crafts grobps are located, what media their

members work in, how big'they are and how long they have been in existence,

the activities they dndertake, where members-come from and how they are

accepted, as,well as information about their funding and expenses, their

organfiational structufe, staffing, facilities, and problems. The de-

tailed aiirvey results On these topics are presented in chapter IV, organ-
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.

ized, under thp headings of membetship, organizational structure, and
g .

.

developmental and,environmental characteristics of crafts membership

organilations. A summary of the more salient findings follows.

There are an estimated 1,218 Crafts membership organizations in the

,United States-today and an estimated 375,000 crafts-artistslelonging to'

these orgat4zations. Table 1-1 chows the percet distribution of organize-
/

tions and crafts-artists by the four regions and nine divisions of the coun-
-

-try, as these.arT are defined by the U.S. Bureau Of the Census.
1

The East ,

NorthsCentral division accounts for the largest share of crafts organizations

and member crafts-artists,- followed by the Pacific division. The proportions

for these,Oivisiond are in line with their share of the total adult working.-

age population. The New England.and East South Central states,*in contrast,

have larger, and the South Atlantic and Middle Atlantic states smaller, pr.,-

portions of crafts-artists relative to their share qf all-persons Age 18 to 64.

In answer to a survey question asking whether the organization.was-
-

oriented to a single,'specific craft medium or whether it was a general

crafts organization, over 60 percent of respondents indicated the latter.

Of groups whose members all work in the same medium, nearly two-thirds are

organizations of fiber artists such as weavers, embroiderers, or quiltmakers,

Organizetions with a national or international membership are predominantly

single-medium groups; while the reverse is true for organizations drawing
4

their membership from a region, state, or locality. Among general groups,

*

1
Statistics are presented in this report by regions and divisions

and. not by individual states. On average, the sample of survey.respon-
dents includes less than 20 crafts membership brganizations per state which
is not a sufficient number to permit meaningful categorization by other
variables.



TABLE I-1
7.

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATED CRAFTS ORGANIZATIONS
AND MEMBER CRAFTS-ARTISTS BY REGIONAND DIVISION

4Regidn and Division

Percent
Estimated.
Organizations

Percent
.EstiMated
Crafts-Artists

b
.

Northeast

New England (CONN, ME, MASS,'
NH, RI,, VT)

Middle Atlantic (NJ, -NY, PA)

North Central

.East North Central (ILL, IND, MICH,
OHIO, WISC)

West North Central (IOWA, (IiMINN,
NEB, ND,:SD)

South

South Atlantic.(DEL, DC, MD, FLA,
- GA, NC, SC, VA, WVA)

East South Central (ALA, KY, MISS,
TENN)

West South Central LA,

West

22.1%

10 .1 ,

12.0

25.4 '

18.1

7.3

27 .12

17.0

4.9

30.3 28.4

12,5 9.9

9.9

7.9 7.7

22.2 . 22.0

Mountain (ARIZ, COL , IDAHO, MONT, NEV,
NM, UTAH, WY) 8.9

'Pacific (AK, CALI , HAW, ORE, WASH)

TOTAL

5.1

16.9

100.0 100.0

A
See apter II for development of universe estimate of ,218 crafts

membership or anizations tiled as the base for the percentages in this.column.

b
Se Chapter III dor development of estimate of 305,893 crafts-artists

identifiabye by geographic area used as the base for the percentage in this
column. Another 68, 965 persons are estimated to belong to organizations with
a natiamai or international membership, as apposed to regional, state, or local,
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:

.clay was listed first as the most popular tedium of members by the

.largest inimber.
1

.Figure I-1 Shows the percent diatribution,by the nine

major media categories coded from hand-written entries on the'question-
,

naire of responses by1single-me4iuM\groups and the first and second men-
1

tions by_general groups.

The analysis in chapter IV uses a derived variable-identifying

the "primary medium" of respondents based on the first-mentioned medium

of general groups and the specific medium of single-medium groups. Fiber

'As the primary medil4m of 42 percent of crafts membership organizations,.

with clay accounting for another 40 percent. Metal, wood, and'other"'

media are each the primary i0iium of about 4 to 6 percent; while glass,

leather, paper, and multi-media are each the primary medium of 2 percent

or fewer of crafts membership organizAtions.

Fiber is the primary medium of 38 to 48 percent of crafts member- ,

ship groups in every geographic diviiion except the West South Central

1

states and New England, where fiber is less often mentioned. Clay crafts,

conversely, are the primary medium of"almost half the organizationE in the

West South Central area and of 35 to 45 percent of manizations in all

"other divisions except the Wedt North Central, where this category is less
-

often m ntioned. Both fiber and clay are the pritary medium for smaller

proport ons of groups with a national or inteinational membership than

of regional, state or local groups.

1Rispondents for single-tedium groups. were asked to write in the
medium on the questionnaire, while resppndents for general groups were
asked to Write inup tb fiie media'in which they knew members worked, listing
first the medium tOs t. poptilar.among the members, then the second-most pop-
ular mediud, ina so On. Staff of,the Arts Endowment developed a coding

4 scheme to classify the handwritten media responses into nine,broad cate-
gories add ovet seventy different detailed subcategories.
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FIGURE T-1

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY BROAD MEDIA CATEOORY OF SINGLE-MEDIUM.
AND FIRST AND SECOND LISTINGS OF GENERAL MEDIA CRAFT GRO6S, U.S., 1978

I.
Fiber:

Single Groups
1st listing generil
2nd listing general

Clai:
Single Groups
lst listing general
2nd listinggeneral

Mete:
Single Groups
lst listing general
2nd listing general

Wood:
Single Groups
lst listing general
2nd listing general

Glass:
Single Groups
lsc listing gen6ral
2nd listing general

Leather:
Single Groups
lst listing general
2nd listing general

Paper:
oi Single Groupi

lst listing general
2nd listing general

-Other Media:
Single Groups
lst listing general
2nd listing general

Single Groups
1st listing general
2nd listing general

Percent of total
single/lst/2nd
listing

KEY:

0 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 80%

64.72
27.9

43.9

23.42
50.1
18.4

-2.32

4.8
11.9

2.8%
- 6.2

10.4

Single Medium Groups No. = 351),
General Groups Listing Medium First (No. = 563).
General Groups Lifting Medium Second (No. = 538).

2.02
2.0
4.5

0.9%
0,5
2.6

0.6%
0.5
0.7

1.72
5.7
4.3

1.72
2.3
3.3

t

'NOTE:- Percentages add up to 100 for 'single-medium groups, fir.st'listings of

general groups and 'second listings of general groups. The "Other Media" Category
includes media such as plastic, ivory,'candles, egg decor, bread, and so on; the

"Multi-Media" category includes such items as dolls-and toys, clothing, nature crafts,

beach crafts, and so on. See Appendix H.
,
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Metal is,the primary medium of more crafts membership organizations

in the Mountain states than elsewhere, but is totally absent as a primary

medium from the West North Central area. Wood grouPs are particularly '

numerous in the East South Central division, while leather is the priMary

mediumdft more organizations in the West North Central division than

elsewhere.

Crafts membership organizations-.are Small in membership size on

.average--the Median number of members is 91 and Only 3 percent have 2,000

or more members. Those organizations that'draw their members from the

nation as.a whole and those located in New England and the Pacific divi-

sions are larger on average than those located elsewhere.

The survey showed that exhibiting and marketing of crafts and the

provision of crafts workshops are the moSt prevalent activities undertaken

by crafts membership grouPs. Of much.lesser importance were social func-

tions. Leather groups are noted for involvement in very few activities;

wood and "other" media goups more often have publications. National

groups include the highest proportion involved in publications and the

lowestproportion involved in sales. Marketing activities are more
r

prevalent in New England, and wurkshops are particularly popular in the

Middle Atlantic states.

,The requirement of successful jury review as A prerequisite to

membership is imposed by only a small portion of crafts membership groups.

Only 30 percent require iury approval of new members. New England has '

the largest proportion of groups (45 percent). which impose a jury require-
i.

ment, followed closely by,the South Atlantic states,. with 30 percent. The

West South Central division has the smallest proportion of groups (onit

.0

vir
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10 percent) imposing a jury review. Metal groups are noted for.having the

most atringent admissions rules; and leather, multi-media, and "other"

media haye the most open membership policies.

In examining.various organizational aspects of crafts membership

groups,'in general, the/are non-profit, low-budget operations perceiving

themselves as having few serious problems. Specifically, the survey re-

;
sults indicate that over 60 percent of crafts membership organizations

.are incorporated and that85 percent of the latter are non7profittax-

exempt groups. Only one-third of crafts membership organizations have

paid officers or staff; only 20 percent own facilities; and less than

one-third spent more than $10,000 in 1977. The majority of crafts mem-

. bership groups receive funding from only One or two sources. The findings

generally show that the larger the group's membership size, the more

likely it is to have paid personnel, own facilities, and spend more dol-
t

lars.:

Few crafts membership organizations perceive themselves as having

'many problems. Nearly half, in face, reported having only one or two

problems. Inadequate funds and inadequate display or storage space were

the problems mentioned most frequently.

The current stock of crafts membership organizations has been

in existence for some time--85 percent are over five years of age, and t

m°4^""ty are at least ten years old. The serviEes they provide and the

activities they engage in are frequently open to the general public,

although most groups reserve their social functions and publications for

members only. Almost 63 percent report drawing their members primarily
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from a local area. Another 20 percent report their members come from

within a single state. Only 8 percent of crafts organizations draw

membership from all areas of the country.

Analysis of the coincidence of stated purposes and actual execu-

tiou of those purposes shows the highest congruence in the areas of train-

ing, marketing, and social functions--less than 10 percent of'craftlfmem-

bership groups stated training or sacial functions as 4 main purpose

of the organization but did not carry out such activities\in 1977; and

on1120 percent did not carry out marketing activities in Support of a

stated purpose. However, 41 percent had a purpose of providing informa-

tion on crafts to members but did not carry out such activities.

Despite the small scale of their operations add the evidence that

crafts membership groups have found it-easier to help members exhibit.or

sell their work than upgrade their knowledge, crafts membership

organizations in the United.States today appear to be thriving. They

carry on a wide range of activities and report few serious problems.

It is true that crafts membership organizations are more important in

some areas of the country and for some kindsof crafts-artists--in terms
-

of the media they work in--than for others. There also seems to be evi-

dence that a "boom" period of formation of new crafts membership groups

occurred five to ten years ago and that, currently, the organized.erafts

workd is in a period of consolidation rather than rapid expansion.

The extent to which the latter statement is true can only be

tested by furOer study of crafts membership organizations. Chapter IV
tri

presents recommendation's lor'further research that more rigorously.analyzes

43.
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the data.collected in the national survey of crafts membership organizations

than was possible in the current report. aso.recommended is a res arch

program,to develop explanatory models for understanding attributes and

behavior patterns of crafts membership organizations. Full testin of

such models will require,additional longitudinal and comparative data than

obtained in this initial survey.

What has been learned from the survey about individual crafts,.

artists belonging to organizations and the implications for desigfi of a

cost-effective gurvey of a sample of organization members is ful y dis-

cussed in hapter In. It will be instructive in that survey to look at

the otherlaide of.the coin to learn the views of individual crafts-artists

regarding therrole of organizg7.'4fins in helping them realize their goals

and needs related to work in crafts.



CHAPTER II

CONDUCT OF THE SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

The two major purposes of _the national survey

organizations governed the design and'implementation

through every phase of the project These purposes;

of crafts membership
e

of the survey effort

to reCapiplate,,were:

(1) to obtain, descriptive information not'previously.available depicting'

the full range of crafts membership organizations and their role.in the crafts

world; and (2) obtain key information about the charatteristics of the organi-

zations members to permit designing a representative sample of individual

crafts-artists for study in a subsequent effort. The Arts Endowment viewed

the latter purposs as of paramount importance. The priority accorded to
/-

the design of the crafts-artists survey had an important effect on the de-

sign of the questionnaire for the organizations survey,,namely, to keep it

short to encourage the higheat possible response rate, even if this meant

omitting more detailed items about the organizations themselves.-

The design proposed for the survei of crafts membership organiza-

tiOns was to try to conduct, instead of a sample survey per se, a complete

pt%Srarcensus,of all known organizations. The estimate from the initial of

the planning study that well under 2,000 organizations were currently active

made a complete enumeration feasible. The Arts Endowment desired a full

census to ensure that the design for the subsequent survey of individual

craftspersons Was representative of the full spectrum of organization members,

particularly on the important dimension of metbers' 'media. A survey

that overlooked organizations with members working in media, suchlas paper'

and glass, believed to be much less prevalent'than other media much as fiber
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and clay, would be unsatisfactory in this regard. The Endowment also had

1

an interest in expanding its contacts with smaller, local crafts Membership

organizations:

In the survey design, limited resources had to be balanced against

the need to obtain a very high response rate. MPR's proposal was to in-
.

terview organizations by mail; rather then via telephone or.in pereon, to

keep costs doWn. Mail surveys are mUch less expensive than other methods,

as there are no costs for field staff or their training and traveling.
, . .

,*
There is also no possibility of the interviewer biasing the respondent's

answers. On the other hand, the mail technique typically has the lowest

response rate of the three methods--a considerable disadVantage. The bail

method suffers from other response problems as well--cer ain kinds of groups

14*.
may respond more readily than others, possibly biasing the results; the

questionnaire must be very simple and straightforward and there is nO op-

'portunity to assist the respondent in understanding the questions or to

probe for elaborationi; even then, the respondent may not anewer certain
SA

questions or mistakenly skip questions. There may also be,doubt about the

respondent's identity. However, there are a number of techniques available

to overcome these problems"that were,used to the fullest extent possible

in the crafts membership organizations survey.

Several points'strongly argued the case for conducting the survey
-

. -

of crafte membership Organizations bymail, despite the reeponse rate and
,

other problems. Addresses are readily availableffor these organizations,

but not generally telephone Cumbers, which makes the telephonelinethodless

IA

feasible. It may also be harder to obtain membership and financial data,

where the respondent needs to check records, over the telephone than_thrOngh
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the mail. Crafts membership organizations are (spread'across the country,

which would make an'effort to obtain a complete census by personal inter-

view prohibitively expensive. The fact that the Endatoment envisioned con-
.-- -

slucting subseqUent surveys to'this one argtol also for use of the mail

technique on costisavitig grounds.

,Given the decigion to mail out the survey questionnaire, the over-

riding concern Was to design the.queStiong and use proCedpreg'that would

increase the response rate to the greatest extent possible. The.remdinder

of this chapter discusses the survey design in detail, beginning with the
./

development of an initial master mailing list.

.
THE STARTING POINT --DEVELOPING AN INITIAL MASTER L.IST

e

-

The design of the survey called for a Complete enumeratioq,or 100-

percent count, of all knOwn organization:4. A complete census ayoids the

problem of sampling error and bias due to faults in the sample design or

1

implementation when only a subset of the universe of interest--crafts

membership organizations in thig case--is interviewed. But \nsug faces
, s .

problems of perhaps equal:Severity, that gre very familiar to the U.S.

Bureau of the Census, amounting to what is called "coverage error." Coverage

error happens when same components of the universe of interest are completelY

vverlooked (regulting in an "undercount"), While-same others are Counted

V .

more than once andtbr respondents that arenot part of the universe are
4

mistakely included (resulting in an "overgount").

Undercounting could'occur in the crafts membership organizations

census because of missing organizations that wefe newly'fOrmed between the

time the master mailing list was completed and the survey fielded. 'More

seriously, groups could be missed that fof one reason or another should

a
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have #gt did net appear.on any source list Used. Active.órganizatiens that

-changed adakress mitht prove untraceable as well. ,On the side. of overcounting,

the same.organization mightNecoive multiple questionnaires, for example, in
.

the case where one source list gave the mailing addreds of the.president and

another the address of thsecretary, with eft name ofithe organization dif-

).li
fering slightly in each Source. Or, schools, shops,, and.groups concerned

, .

'solely with the fine arts might 1;e misclatsified as drafts membership ergani-
,

. .

tations.

Undercouniink was anticipated to be the more serious problem and much

mpre difficitit to corr6ct fpr (the organization thal received two question-

-

,

naires.was'likely to call att9tioe to the problem, whereas the organization

, that received no questionnaire might or might net learn that the survey was

in progrdss and ask to be included), To the extent that under- or overcount-

ing occurred,,the resulting picture of the universe of crafts membership

organizations would be distorted, as.would the design for the subsequent

survey of indivi4ual ortanization members.

^.

Hence, substantial energies were devoted during the survey to try to

11Minimiie coverage error TTO lems, particularly resulting from overlooking

active groups. Many potential coverage problems were handled as part of

\tlte development of the initial master list; ether problems were addressed

'.in subsequent phases of theisurvey.

4 Development of the initial mas- ter list odcupied seveial Months at
a 1

the beginning of the project. The basic procedure was to obtain directories

and other sourcescontaining lists of crafts organizations, cross-check

these sources foi duplication, and have the unduplicated list reviewed by

sknowledgeable persons in the crafts field to indicate additions or Aeletions.
J.
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%V

One i'sue that was not resolved at this stage concerned the definition of

the study population. That is,"how do one distinguish "Crafts" from, say,,

the "arts"? And what is_meant by ñ crafts membership organization?

, The uni4erse for the organizations survey needed bounding for mean-

ingful interpretation of the results and to permit defining a meaningful

universe for the subsequefit survey pf individual crafts-srtists. A working

definition was adopted at the beginning,' naMely that "crafts membership .

organizations" are associations or.groups of individuals; includingat least

some persons active in crafts, that meet more-or less regularly to serve

0 . .

their members' interests. Sources of organization names were searched out

that were believed to include crafts membership groups as defined. One

of the major sources listed many groups with names like "art league" or

,"art asiociation" that might or Tight not have members working in crafts;

-.))similarly, source' ists included names that were probably-not membership

groups, but shogs, museums, educational institutiOns, and so on. R has

consistently believed that identification as a part of,the c s world,

whether as a membership'organiLtion or craftsperson, sho ld be by self-de-
.

signation. Thus, none of these groups was excluded from he master list;

,

instead, procedures were devised whereby ottani ns that did not con-
%

'sider themselves to be crafts mem- bership groups could exclude themselves

from the survey. This decision made it harder to determine the rate of

completions to the questionnaire mailings; but undoutedly resulted in more

complete universe coverage.

Sourc e lists/worked with included the following:

1. An updated version of the Marietta College Crafts Directory
list of organizations, containing over 3,000 names.

2. 1975 and 1979...editions of Contemporary Crafts MarketPlace,
compiled by tlfe American Crafts Council, each containing
250-300 names
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3. List of crafts organizations furnished by the Arta Endowment

N
4. National Consumer Director* published by te.Office of Econo-,

mic Opportunity in 1974, cOntaining a list of abodt 200 crafts
cooperatives.

In addition, staff of the.National R'search Center of the Arts were con-
,

sulted to determine if their list of
1

30,000,non-profit aris and cultural

'organizations included a significant number of crafts organizationssto war-
,

*ant more intensive examination. (It turned out that the NRCA list was
e

not relevant,) The Arts Endowment also'sent out a press release which ap-

peared in a crafts publication describing the upcoming survey and asking

organizations to submit their names for inclusion.

Because of its size, the Marietta College list was a'major source

and the one used as the basic reference against which other lists were

cross-checked. To briefly review its history, Marietta College undertook
A

to develop a directory of crafts organizations and crafts-artidts several

years ago with support from the Arts Endowment. Marietta started with a

listing of crafts organizations compiled by the Farmers Cooperative Service

of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and has been adding to its list since

then through mailings,to organization members and advertisements requesting

additional names. The first edition of the Marietta College Crafts Direc-

tory, published in March TfItl.contained names of 910 organizations. Dur-

ing the initial 'planning study ithase, Marietta furnished unpublished com-
/ /

puter printouts containing an additional 1,900 names in all. At the begin-'

ning of the crafts membership organizations survey project, Marietta sup-

plied an updated listing which totaled more than 3,000 names,7considerably

above the a0proximately 1,700.groups estimated to be in existence at the

time of-the initial phase of the planning study.
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1 Inspection of the Marietta list revealed a nUmber of problems with

the names and addresses, some largely cosmetic, others more central to the
ow%

issue of obtaining a comprehensive list of crafts membership organizatiOns.

Extremely abbreviated or clearly misspelled,addresses were corrected to

the extent possible.. Obvious duplicates were eliminated, making.a consider-,

able dent in the total number,.as were organizations with foreign adaressei.

Many addresses on the Marietta list looked, on the face of it,"as

if they, might notbe crafts membership organizations within the working de-

finition used for the survey, for example, sit leaguetS, galleries, shops,

etc. As discussed above, all usable, nonduplitate names were retained and a

code addedto flag those groups that might present potential probleMi of

overcounting. The returns could be analyzed using these codes to see if

1 response's were doming,largelyt.from those groups that appeared clearly to be

crafts membership organizations on the basis of their titles or if other kinds

of groups were responding in large numbers as well. Assignment of what wdb

\
termed the "title code" was clearly judgmental and based solely on the organ-

ization's name; nevertheless, it eeemed important to make soma type of de-

signation.to be in atbetter position to assess the.quality of the response-to

the survey. One of the following title codes was assigned to each nàiie on the

master list:

0 - Crafts membership group (all groups nOt assigned one of the
.other codes)

1 Arts group (group containing the word "prt" or related words
in the title, but no reference to criftS or especific craft;
for example,,the Cherokee City Arts Council; butimot the_
Ilppecanoe Artists-Craftsmen Guild)

)

- Chapter/II:romps that appeared.to be chapters of a larger group)

Edutational body (names containing the word "school," "college," o'

"education," , or related wordi)

Shop (listiMgs containfng the word, p," "gallery," or re-
lated wordS)
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5 - Other (all other listings whose status as a crafts member-
ship organization was not apparent from theirctitle)

6 - Museum (listings containing the word "museum")

7 - Exhibit (listings containing the word "exhibit" or "show")

.8 - Person (listings where a person's name was given but no or-
e- ganization).

.

After cleaning up and coding the Marietta list; lists from other 4

sources (those referenced above) were compared to it and any names not already

present added. In-cross-checking Marietta with the two ACC Contemporary

Crafts_Marketplace listings, addresses frOm the latter source were accepted

as the more accurate where there were differences and the personaf contact,

tame which is provided for almost all of the organizations in the ACC direc-

tories inserted. All additions to the master list were assigned one of the

above tiele codes.

After all corrections, additions, and deletiond had been.made, por-

tions of the master list were seht for review to knowledgeable persons as-
.

sociated with-crafts who were seri/ling as consultantslor the project.

(Limited time'and resources did nOt permit review of the entire.list.) The

consultants looked-at the listings for Arizona, California, the District of

Columbia, Maryland, New Mexico, Wirth Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South

Carolina, Tennessee,.Virginia, Washington, and West.Virginia, and made some

additions and deletions. 'The final mad*r list, prior to mailing of the

advance letter, totaled 2,325 organization names.

REFINING THE MASTER LIST DURING THE SURFEY

Crafts membership groupsome voluntary associations and, as such, are

subject to dissolution when they no longer Held their members' interests. Con-

versely, new grouPS,can be formed at any time. This.means the universe of

.crafts organizations is always changing. Maintaining an,updated list is thus
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critical for the success of a comprehensive survey effort. Dcussed next

is how the original master liar of crafts organizations was rfined during

the survey.

Before survey work commenced, much time was spent checking the master

list for duplicates anci against.other materials for oMissioni.. The fidar

list was much larger'than originally envisioned. Instead, of 1,700, the

number of organizations rose to over 3,000 before.being 'refined to 2,325 at

the start.of the surimy. During the survey, another 262 organizations were

added to the list, for a,total mailing list of 2,587, or 52 percent above

6

thsoriginal estimate. Responses to the survey mailings subsequently

lowered tht count Of active organizations that fit the definition of crafts

membership groups' to 1,446; and further analysis discuaiii later suggests

that the'true 'limber is even lower--the best estimate is 1,218 organizations.

From the time that the advance letter went out until the day on

which data entry, was completed, the master list wae constantly updated. ,

Information was received by the following means:

' 1. Corrections to name and/or address

The majority of porrections cane from responses to the
advance postcards. Question 15b also requested-Information on
other addresses for respondent organizations.

Additional*corrections resulted in some cases where question-
naires were mailed to a specific organization representative
who was no longer an officer, ,no longer an active member, or
believed himself/herself to be anPinapproOriate respondent.
The recipidilts sometimes forwarded the questionnaires to
other individuals or to other organizations,

2. Additions

Question 17 asked for names and addresses of new and/oftical
crafts organizations known'to the respondent organization tSkt

should be included in the survey. 'These newly-identified
(4groups were added to the list.

Newsletters and other publications mailed in by the respondents,
as requested by the questionnaire, were searched for names of
organizations to add.

77
.
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Acrafts publi6Ition carried an announcement of the survey,

asking organizations to send in their names to be included,-,

with, however, relatively little response.

3. Deletions

.

,The.response to the postcard enclosed mdth the advance letter.
:hrougheim.informationun thoie,organizationa that did not .

Considerithenselves crafts venbership groupt: (Some of these

wire eventually "Converted": into completed questionnaires
after determination by the Arts Endowment and consultants that
they fitll within the suiVey scope.) A !number of groups alSo

declared thenselves "not craft" on the questionnaire.

A few.returned questionnaires had been completed by'fine arts

groups, schools, museuns, etc., who had no members engaged in #

crafts, as evidenced in a question on craft media of members.

These were designated "not craft" after review by the Endownent

and deleted from the list.

Some questionnaires were returned by the recipients who indi- .
cated that their organization was now defunct.

Some addresses were determined by the consultants or

respondents to be. duplicates of other names on the list.

Finally, some advance letters and questionnaires wereyeturned

by the Post Office as undeliverable.

All told, approxinately 305 address changes were recorded, or 12

percent of the totek mailing list of 2,587. Additions from all sokirces

numbered 262, or 10 percent of the total. Organizations that designated

themselves, or were designated, "not craft" numbered 788, or 30 percent,

while deletions for all other causes came to 353, or 14 percent.

DESIGNING THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIREOND OTHER HAILING PIECES

'
Determination of items to ask in the crafts membership organizations

,1

survey was governed byithree basic considerations. First, it was viewed as

,essential to have a short and easy questionnaire to facilitate a high re-

sponse rate. Second, the quesiionnaire had to include items about the organi-
, -----

,

zations' members that would permit developing a sensible design for the
, -

,

in4ividual surVey. Finally, to the extent space remained on the questionnaire,
,
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. the Endowment desired to learn about the organizations themselves--their size,

financial condition, activities, problems, and so on. This survey or census

of crafts mebership organizations was the first of its kiwi, and,interest was ,

expected to be high in what it revelaed about the role of membership Organize- ,

tions in'the crafts 'world.

In developing the questionnaire content to satisfy these concerns,

care h!td to be exercised to keep the document visually attractive, interest-

ing, and comprehensible to potential respondents. To enhance the visual

attractiveness for this special , the questionnaire was printed on

recycled paper and commemorative stamps were used for all mailings.

A first draft of the questionnaire was produced in September 1977

(see appendix A- for a reprodgction) and circulated among the crafts consul-

tants and staff members of the Endowient. After consideration of all com-

ments received, a second draft was prepared for use in pretesting with a small

sample of organizations (this draft is reproduced in appendix B). A pre-

test of nine crafts organizations in the New York-New Jersey-Pennsylvania-

WaShington, D.C. area-was held during the week of December 12, 1977.1 In---,

--tiilTrie-Wers visited two organizations in person, and seven others were sent

questionnaires through the mail. The latter were instructed to call collect

after completing the questionnaire to discuss any problems in filling it

out. In general, the pretest went well, and there was interest and coopera-.

tion on the part of all crafts organizations contacted. (AppendixC contains

"'the pretest debriefing report from the survey manager to the principal in-

vestigator)

1
U.S. Office of Management an,1 Budget regulations for federally-

sponsored surveys require that prior approval of, the questionnaire be ob-
tained for,any survey qf ten'or more respondents. To save,time, therefore,
the pretest was directed to only nine groups. -Clearance was obtained for

'the final questionnaire after all revisions.
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The questionnaire was redrafted once more,,based on comments by the

pretest organizations.as well as the crafts consultants and Endowment repre-

sentatives: A few pretest respondents were called again to try out a re-,

wording of the questions on organization structure nd selection of officers.

The question aboui the media in which members Work osed the most difficult ./

Problem, since the pretest wording elicited comments that respondents would

not know what media their members worked in other than those media central

to the organization. However, it was felt that a question on this topic was

crucial to any subsequent survey of individual craftspersons. After a nuMber

of consultations with the Endowment, the present wording (questions 5a and 5b)

was adopted.

The final versioh of the questionnaire included the following, items

(see appendix D for a rekoduction):

1. Hain purposes of the organization
2. Number of years in existence
3. Whether chapter of a larger organization or parent organization

with chapters
4a. Whether incorporated
4b. If incorporated, whether as a not-for-profit 501-C-3 organization
5a. Whether oriented to a single medium of craft work (fiber, clay,

etc.), and if so, which medium; or whether a general craft
organization

5b. If a general organization, up4to five media (in order of popu-
larity) in wto.ch members work

6. Types of activities in last year
7. Whether activities intended for members only, members and other

craft professionals, or the general public
8. Whether has paid officers or other staff, owns or rents any

facilities
9. Amount of last year's expenditures

10. Sources of funds last year
11. Number of members at present
12. Whether jurying of work required for some or all members

13. Geographic distribution of members
14a. Whether holds regular elections for officers
14b. How often elections held
14c. When next election scheduled
14d. Whether address changes with change in officers
15. Whether organization has another address and what that is
16. 'Problems of the organization

, 17. Names of new or local organizations that should b included in tlr
'survey

18. Position of respondent in the organizat on.
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A number of items on the final questionnaire were directed toward the design

of a representative Survey of individual %embers, such as media Of members,

whether work had to 'be juried for membership, number and geographic distrir

bution of members. Several questions were &cluded to make it easier

ketp track oi organization addresses, again to facilitate the subsequent

survey, as well as for other program purposes of the Endotement. Detailed

investigation of organization characteristics per se could not be accommodated;

nevertheless, basic questions were incIiiae4on almost every aspect of

organization structure and activities.

Along with each new draft of the q9.htionnaire, accompanying mailing

pieces were redrafted and revieWed. These included:

An advance letter on Endowment letterhead which informed ,

respondents of the study, it's sponsorship, and purposes.
A return postcard was included asking organizations to confirm
their status as an active group, and make any necesdary address

- corrections, or to-indicate that they were "not craft" and should
be removed from the survey,list,

A cover letter which formed the first page of the questionnaire
and again explained the purpose of the survey;

A reminder postcard, mailed a fevi days after the questionnaire, ,

thanking those who had returned theirs and urging others to do
so immediately.

Appendix E shows the final velsion of all accompanying maIling pieces, used

in the crafts membership organizations survey.

MAILINO.THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES

In order to achieve the highest possible response rate within the .

confines of the budget, up to three mailings of the
-
'questionnaire were

.

.

plarnedi for all nonredpondentd. The original survey schedule called for
A

4
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mailing the aAvan e letter in the first w k of January 1978 and completing

*
all mailings by t end of February. e to problems eneountered in compiling

the master list, d due to a lonikd ayin receiving the required clearance

from the Office o Management and udget to proceed withlthe survey, this sched-
1

ule eould not

, of June.

adhered to. A, revised schedule called !or mailings by the end

I.

advance letter including a return pOstcarditientnut May'3-5 to a

total of ,325 organizations. The letter requested a response from every
6

organization via the postcard; however,,.the respOnse was low--by May 15, only

275 (12 percent) had sent back postcards and-, of these 100 reported they were

not a ctatts memhership organization. By Mhy 24, the itesponse stood at 767-
. ,

replies (33 percent), of-which 276 categorized themselVes as-"not craft." By

the end of.the survey period, a total_of 2,479 groups had received the advance

letter, including'154 of.the 262 additions to the Original master list (time

constraints did not permit sending letters tolall of Ole additions).,--11

overall response to the advance mailing was as follows:

Original Additional
List (2,325) List (154)

Confirmed craft responses 686 71

"Not craft" responses 326 25

Total responses 1,012 43.5% i 96 62.3%
'

Concern with the very low initial response tb the advance letter
\

led the Endowment to suggest delaying the first mailing of the survey ques-

tionnaire, originally scheduled for May 1,2-16, by two weeks to givetime

for further response. A perplexing problem was how to regard the nonrespon-

dents--were they all not.craft" groups who did not take ihe trouble

to return the postcard asking that they be delected from the survey list?
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111.

Or were they a mixture of both crafts and not craft groups? The-latter case

seemedmost likely, so it was decided to send,the first mailing of the ques-,-

tionnaire to confirmed drafts membetship groups plus all those who had not

responded to the advance letter.

On May 24 and 25the first mailing of questionnaires Went to-those

organizations who had returned postcards confirming oi updating their cUrrent

addresses. Mailing tp the remainder of the organizations iitto had not returneiPil

postcards took place on May 30. ReMinder postcards weie sent in each case

one week after the questionnaire mailing.

Several'additional sfepi were taken at this stage to help make Sure,

that the survey was reaching the true universe of crafts membership organi-

zations: To guard against bvercounting, a prepaidpostcard was clipped to

each questionniare, requesting recipients who did not represent active crafts

membership organizations to return the postcard sO that they could be.re-

mOved.from the mailing list.. (The postcard is reproduced in appendix E.)

To minimize undercounting, the postcards from the advance mailing
.

were scrutiniied to see if there were any leads to other crafts membership

groilps not on the master list or if some'"not craft" responses should be

challenged. Staff of the Arts Endowment identified some "umbrella" groups

that might have member crafts organizations. A letter was sent asking for

their cooperation in supplying lists gf names and addresses of any such

organizations (See appendix E). The response to these letters was minimal

(two organizations); two organizations refused to supply such lists.

The "riot craft" responses were also reviewed by the Arts .Endowment

and 31 were identified ihat,'based on personal knowledge of the crafts field,

appeared to be crafts membership organizations within the scope of the work-

ing definition. These groups were sent a "conversion" letter inviting their
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response to the survey (see appendix 8): The response to these'letters was

18 completions (58 percent), 4 reiterations that the group did not consider,

itself a crafts membership organization (13 percent), and 9 nouresponses (29).

The problems associated with the conversion letters illustrate the 'difficul-

'ties, even among persons active in crafts, of agreeing on e definition of the

survey field.

The second questionnaire mailing took place June 15-17. By June 23,

a total of approximately 607 completions had been received to both mailings.

By July 21, responses stood at 710 completed.questionnaires plus 670 "not

.craft" responses, for an 'overall response rate of close to 60 percent--65

percent excluding mail returned as undeliqrable and duplicate listings.
f

(These figures are based on the original list only, as the additional list

was not sent the first questionnaire mailing.until July 17.) The comple-

tion rate, however, that is, the Proportion of completed questionnaires to

the total list minus confirmed "not craft" groups as well as undeliverables

and duplicates, was lower--less than 50 percent.

Discussions with the Arts Endowment about the response and completion

rates led to the conclusion that very probably the timing of the mailings--
,

the height of summer vacation season--was holding down the response. Officers

of many crafts membership organizations serve on a volunteer basis and it was

believed that many groups might,be inactiye ovei the sudater while key people

'were away eXhibiting or on vacation.'"

There wat also. the continuing question of how many of the nonre-'

spondents Were truly crafts membership organizations and how many were "not

craft" groups who were not bothering to send in either of the postcards in-

viting them to iemove themsehies from the survey list: Preliminary analysis

using the title,codes that were originally assigned to',each group during

t,,
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the construction of the Mister list suggested that the nonrespondents were

undoubtedly a mix of crafts and other groups, so thatthe true completion

rate was probably close to the overall response rate. (Alull;analysis of

'the final completion rate is presented later on in this chapter.) .Howeverl-

the responSe rate dedired was as close to 100 percent'as possible and, cer-
.

tainly above 75 pdrcent, Which is the OffiCe of Management and Budget guide-
,

line for federally-sPonsored surveys. 'A 60-65 percent response rate was nof .

acceptable.

To raise the response rate, it wastdecided to postpone-the third

questionnaire mailing until fall wheniorganization activities wOuld have

geared up again for many crafts membership groups. The third mailing went

out between October 4-6 to 669 groups on the original And adciitional fists

who had not responded to any,prior mailings. A spdcial'cover letter was in-

eluded to explain the timing of the mailings and urge completion of the quei-

tionnaire (see appendix E).

Meanwhile, Arts,Endowment staff reviewed a priniout of the complete

mailing list that identified the status.of each group prior to the third

mailing--whether the group had completed a questionnaire', respdhded "not

craft," the post office had returned the qUestionnaire,as undeliverable, or -

whether the group had still not been heard from'. .The Endowment cOnsulted

'with crafts coordinators in several states--Connecticut, Kentucky, New

.Mexico, and West Virginia-=to determine if there were important groups in

the "pending" (not been heard from) or undeliverable categories that should

be followed up, or, conversely,*if there were groups that should be deleted

as defunct or "not craft." Project consultants a);so reviewed the lists for

the District ofColumbia, Maryland. North Carona, Pennsylvania, South
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,

. Carolida, Tennessee, and West Virginia. A total of 46 organizations were

,
identified for followuP in. Kentucky, New Mexico, North Carolina, South Carol-

ina, Tennessee', and West Virginia. A, list minute attempt was made to inter-

view these groups, resulting in 18 completions.:

AlthoUgh undercgratinuwas the More worrisome problem, teps were

taken toweventovercounting as.well. Arts Endowment staff identified a.

number of completed questionnaires that did not appear to be from a Member-

ship organization Or where the responsesindidated that the media practiced

by members difinitely fell outside the scope of crafts (for example, where

-the only media indicated by a fine arts club Were oils and acrylics). Dur-

ing the course of the study, 55 completed questionnaires were "lost" that

'had to be redefined as "not craft" organizations.

RESPONSE RATES AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE SURVEY

At the conclusion of survey operations in early December 1978, re-

sponses,from the total mailing list of 2,587 organizations, including the

, original list and additions', were as follows. Valid completed questionnaires

had been sent in by,947 groups, 788 groups had categorized themselves or

been categorized "not craft," 6korganization8 had been identified as dupli-
t

cates, 73 hadheen determined to have gone Oia-of, business, and the potsit

office had returned mailings:to 212 organizations as undeliverable.. GroU0s

which had not heard from at all totaled 499.

In calculating the overall response rate to the survey and the rate

of completions, one-questign is how to handle the last-mentioned category of

undeliverables, SoMe of these may be active crafts membership groups-thst

moved and left no forWarding addresi, or where, more likely, the questionnaire 6

- came addressed to the organization, bUt the address was that of an officer
.
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who haemoved away, and the new occupants had no knowledge ot the former re-
,

sident's connection with the Crafts group. On,t7 he other hand, many of the

undeliverables are probably defunct or not in the survey universe.

Figure 1171 showsthe.calculated response and completion rates for

the total list, excluding the undeliverable category. As can be seen, the

response rate, which includes both completed questionnaires and "not craft"

responses, Is 77.7 percent of the total, excluding duplicates, defunct, and

undeliverable listingi. This is a very respectable rate for a mail survey.

The completiOn rate, which is the percent of 'completed questionnaires divided

by the total universe of crafts membership organizations, i.e., the total

list excluding not only duPlicates, defunct, and undeliverable listings, but

the confirmed "not craft" groups, is appreciably lower--65.5 percent. (Re-

sponse and completion rates for the addi ional list, which included names

primarily of smaller, local groups supplied by survey respondents on the

original list, were not as high as the'figures for the total, standing at

60 percent and 56 percent,.respectively.)

The lower completion rate would seem to indicate that Crafts member-

ship groups are not as responsive to surveys as the other.kinds of groups

on our master: list. However, further analysis in this chapter suggests that

the true Completion rate is virtually the'ssme as the overall response rate,

when one takes inio account that dome of the nonrespondents are aliost cer-

\ tainly "not craft" groups as well. Figure II-1 shows this estimated revised

-
completion rate as well.

PROCESSING THE DATA

rs,

Receipt of a filled-out questionnaire marked the successful conclu-

sion to the mailing.and follow-up operations, but just the beginning of an

4,
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FIGURE II-1

RESPONSE COMPLETION RATES TO THE
NATIONWIDE SURVEY OF, RAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

Response Rate 77.7 percent

Calculated as follows:

Original list 2,325
Additiotal list . 262
Total list" 2,587

Duplicate organizations
4 : Out of business organizations

Undeliverables
Total deletions from list

List after deletions

68
73

.212

353,

2,234

Completed questionnaires 947
"Not craft" responses 788
Tatal responses 1,735

Response rate = Total responses = 1,735 = 77.7%
List after Igeletions 2,234

Completion Rate = 65.5 percent
(assuming all nonrespondents are crafts membership groups)

Total list 2,587

Deletions fram.list as above . 353
"Noi craferesponses 788

Total inactive or tot craft 1,141
exclusions from list

List after exclusions 1,446

CoMpletion rate = Completed questionnaires = 947 = 0.5%
List after exclusions 1,446

Revised Completion Rate = 77.8 percent

Total list 2,587

Deletions from list as above 353
"Not craft6 responses 788
Estimated "not craft" groups 228
among nonrespondents

Total revised exclusions from list 1069

Revised list after exclusions 1,218

Revised completion rate Completed questionnaires = 947 = 77.8%
Revised list after exclusions 1,218

NOTE: Not deleting undeliveiablês from the total list gives the_following
rates: response rate= 1;735/2,446= 70.9%; completion rate= 947/1,658= 57.1%;
revised completion rate= 947/1,337= 70.8%. See last section of this chapter for a
Altailed discussion of how the proportion of not craft groups among the nonrespond-
ants was estimated for use in calculating a revised completion rate.

50
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extenaive set of operations.to transform the respondent's adswer into meaning-

,

ful=data suitable for computer analyeis. Each questionnaire wits th4rough1y

revieWea by clerical quality control staff to resolve inconsistencies, de-

,

Cipher illegible-answers; and otherwise make,the responses as complete and

meaningful as possible. After review, answers were put into,computer-readable

form on a magnetià tape ,file using key-edit data entry equipment that per-

formed a final quality control check.

Quality control was carried out according to consistent and well- -

defined rules laid down in arset of quality control and coding instructions

(these are reproduced in appendix F). Typical of the kinds of problems .

thgt had to'be resolved were cases where respondents improperly skipped ques-

.tions that thiey should have answered, gave more th,P one answer to a ques-

tion such as membership size, or, in response-to a question siich as problems

faced by the'organization, gave an o er ly that properly fell under

o of the defined categories (for examp indicating as an,"other" pro- -

blem, ode 9, "need more chopping machines which was recoded as 4, "need

more equipment").
,

,

In prep' ration for data entry, thesquality control operation,coded

every questionn ire item, even if the respondent did not supply an answer.
,

tfr

Where an ansWer could not reasonably be determined, missing data codes were
40

entered, to indicate that the respondent had not answered the item. Missing

data codes were alai) used toindicate "don't know" responses, and inappli-

cable responsesi(for example, where the organization did not iridicate its ex.-

penditures in 1977 because,it Was not formed tntil 1978).
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The only items that were not handled by the quality'control staff

were the handwritten media responses,to questions 5a and 5b. . A xerox of

this page of ihe questiOnnaire was sent ,to'the Arts Endowment, whose staff

developed a coding scheme to classigy the variety of responses that were

given for this item. The Endowment returned-the xeroxes with the appro-

priate codes indicated for entry otto the computer tape file.

One other problem that arose in revie4eing the questionnaires con-

cerned duplicate respoUses.' In some cases, mailings had gone to two different _

)

indiviauals at the seine organization and both sent in Completed questionnaires.

In other cases, the same person filled out two questionnaires. The dAcision

was made in the.first instance to, retain the .questionnaire answered by the

president or director of the organization in preference to 6ne answered by

iome other person. In the second instance, the first 'ersion of.those ques-

tionnaires completed by the'same" persOn was retained for data entry.
1

The final data tape contains records fo 947 respondentse each re-
,

'cord 179 character long (the documentation for the tape file is provided in

appendix G). Frequency counts were made of each varisable'on ihe file to-
,

'kether with a number of cross-tabulations for analysis purposes using the .,

SPSS,(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) program,(these are fully

reviewed in chapter IV): Inspection of the frequencies showed that ihe

number of respondents with a missing data code indicating no answer (or no

answer that could reasonably be figured out) was quite small for aliost all
4

questions--1 to 3 peicent for most.questions and as high as 5 or 6 percent

,for only question 8 on owning or renting facilities and question-7 on for

, whom the organization's activities were intended. In general, the quality

of responses to the crafts membership organizations urvey was high.
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HOW REPRESENTATIVE IS THE SAMPLE?

Although the aimof the survey was to obtain a complete enumeration

or census of known drafts membership orgaiiization; the outcome fell short.

The response rate"was high for\a mail survey, but still far from a complete

count. It thus is iMportant to assegs whether fhe iample of respondents that

was obtained is representative-Of the entire universe of crafts membership

organizations, including those that did not respond.

T9 review the response and comple ion rates gain, a a total final

mailing list of 2,234 organizationi, inclu ng aWitions during the survey
f ,

but excluding duplicate, defunCt and undeliverable'listings, 1,735 responded,

for ak response rate of 77.7 percent. Of the responses, 788 indicated that
%

they were not a craft group and 947 completed yalid questionnaires. The

completion rate, i.e.: those organizations returning a questionnaire divided

,.-

by the total number Of organizations that did not elimihate themselves from

the universe, i.e., 947/(2,234-788), was 65.5 percent, meaning that fully

one-third of the putative craffsorganizations did- ot return a questionnaire.\
This non-completion rate is high enough to give cause for concern--if the

groups that did not respond differ in significant ware from the two-thirds'

that sent in their questionnaires, then both the descriptive picture of crafts

membership organizations obtained from the respondents and the design of the

subsequent survey of a sample-of organizifion members ere on less than solid
)

ground.

HoweVer before examining the question of possible bias from non-

response, it is worth taking some time to determine whether, in fact, the

completion rate as originally calculated is not too low, and therefore that

the potential bias problem is not as significant as if might otherwise ap-,
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pear. The calculated conipletion rate assumes that all nonrespondents are

crafts membership organizations, when, in fact, many oflbem may not be crafts

membership groups at all, while iome may be groups that are no longer active.

Looking at the distribution of nonrespondents compared to groups completing

a queitionnaire and Also to groupp indicating they were not concerned with

crafts by the title codee originally assigned to each nrganiRation during

the construction of the mailing list is instructive in ihis regard. '

Table II-1 shows the percentage of completions, "not craft" respond-

ents, and nonrespondents within each title code category, including crafts-

relaied-title, arts-related title, educational, shop,. "other", museum, 1

V

exhibit, and person. Remember that these designatlons were made solely

on the basis of the orgabization's name. Looking at the completions, fully

percent have titles that suggested they were in fact crafts organizations,

another 19 percent have;titles related to art but not explicitly crafts,"and

13 percent have titles in the "other" category, with small percehtages fall-

ing in the remainihg categories. The organizations taking the trouble.to

exclude.themselves Am the survey by saying they were "not craft" groups

show a sharply contrasting pattern: only 26 percent have titles that appeared

definitely related to crafts, while almost 44 percent have arts-related titles,

18 percent are in the "other" category, and significant percentages appear

with educational, shop, museum, and. exhibit titles. The nonrespondents fall

right between the completions and not craft groups, with a percentage of

\tk'crafts-titled groups t at is higher than the latter but lower than the former,
':...

and vice versa for all the other categories.

spondents are in fact made up of a inixture of

other groups that should be excluded from'the

4
ortanizations.

This suggests that, the,nonre-

crafts membership groups and

universe of crafts membership
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TABLE LI-1

PERCENT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS SURVEY MASTER
LIST RESPONSE TYPESa BY TITLE CODEb

Title' . (1) (2) (3) Total
Code Completions "Not Craft" Nonrespondents. List

Crafts-Related Titlec 63.0% 25.9% 46.1% 46.2%
Arts-Related Title 19.2 43.8 28.0 29.9
Educational 1.8 3.3 2.5 2.4
Shop 1.3 4.0 3.2 2.6
Museum 0.8 1.9 0.8 1.2
Exhibit 0.7 3.0 2.2 1.9
Person 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2
"Other" Title 13.1 18.0 16.8 15.7
Total 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.1
(N) (947) (788) (499) (2,234)

a Response types include:

(1) organizations returning a completed questionnaire
(2) organizations responding they were not a craft group un the

advance letter return postcard or questionnaire'
(3) organizatiOns not responding at all, excluding undeliverables,

duplicates, and groups determined to be out of eXistence

Title codes were assigned to each group on the master list by MPR
staff in advance of the survey based on the group's organization title.

c.
ncludes groups coded as chapters, ,of which there were only five.

Li



A simple estimation can be made of the proportion of crafts membership
-

groups among the nonrespondents, by calculating the percent of all responlents

(completions plus "not craft" responses).within each title category which,

in fact, sent in completed questionnaires, and app1ying this figure to the

number of nonrespondents. Summing the numb,er nonrespondents in each

title category estimated to be crafts membership groups who would'have coM-

pleted questionnaires if followed up even more vigorously gives a totil number

of 271,expected completions from the 499 nonrespondents (table 11-2 shows

these calculations in detail). Adding 271 to the 947 who did complete a

questionnaire.gives an estimated total universe of 1,218 crafts membership

and a revised estimated com4etion rate of 77.8 percent, or virtually the

same as the overall response rate.. This admittedly crude estimation further-

more does not allow for the fact that some of the nonrespondent crafts member-

ship groups may have gone out of business (although, as a counterweight, new

groups may have formed in the meantime that are not on the list at all). A

completion rate 'of almost 78 percent is still not as high as one might like,

but is considerably impro4ied over the originally estimated rate of 65 percent.

There remains the issue of how repre6entative the completions are of

the total universe of.crafts membership groups. One dimension that can be

examined directly is the geographic location o the respondents by state and

census division. Figure 11-2 shows compl on rates as reestimated using .

the procedures described above plus response rates for the different divisions'

of the country, while figure 11-3 graphs the.50 states and D.C. by comple-

tion rate decile categories. (Table 11-3 shows the number of respondents,

nonrespondents, and percent crafts groups of,all respondents in each division

used in calculating revised completion and response rates by division.) The
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TABLE 11-2

CALCULATION OF ESTIMATED NUMBER OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP
GROUPS AMONG NONRESPONDENTS WITHIN TITLE CATEGORIES

Title
Code/

(I)

% Completions
of Total Responses

'(Completions + Not Craft)
within'each Title Category

(2)

Total Number
Nonrespondents

(3)

Estimated No. Craft
Oroups Among

Nonrespondents
(col. 1 x col. 2)

Crafts-related title
Arts-related title
Educational
Shop
Museum
Exhibit
Person
"Other" title
Total

74.3%
34.3
38.1
27.3

46.4
34.8
22.6
50.0
54.4

230
140
12

`16
84
4

11

2

499

171

48

5

4

39'1
1

271

Note that the estimate of crafts membership groups among nonreepon-

4ents using title codes is the same as an estimate using simply the percent

crafts membership groups of all respondente times total nonrespondents (i.e.,

54.47 x 499 = 271).
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TABLE 11-3

RESPONDENTS. NONRESIMNDENTS, AND
COMPLETIONS 3? DIVISION

Division

(1)

Number all
Respondents

(Completions + Not Craft)

(2)

Mumber
Nonrespondents

(3)

'Number
Completions.

0)
Percent

Completions of
All Respondents

New England ' 189 35- 104 55.0%

Middle Atlantic 241' 58 117 48.5

East/North Central 265 78 169 63.8

West North Central 125 32 71 56.8

South Atlantic 232 65, 118 50.9

,East.South Central 209 97: 82 39.2

West South Central 124 5f- , 66 , 53.2

Mountain 129 39 83 64.3
,

Pacific 221 39 137 62.0.

1735 499 947 54.4%

VOTE: The response rate for a division shown in figure 11-2 is calculated

as nonrespondents in column 2/(respondents in column 1 t nonrespondents in column 2);

the revised completion rate is calculated gs completions in column 3/(completions in

column 3 + (nonrespondents in column 2 times percent-completions in column 4))t
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FIGURE 11-2

RESPONSE RATES- AND,REVISED COMPLTION RATES FOR DIVISIONS

New' England

Middle Atlantic

East North
Central

West North Centra-
Central

South Atlantic

East South
Central

West South
Central

Mountain

Pacific/
7

U . S.

Percent I
each di sion

KEY :

WK::::gx:MO:Wocx0M0fan 8.4t4

x.wpeemeeeeee.w.v4v4yea4vmweeeNvemeex:

8.6,

80.6%
8'0.7

77.7%

77.2

"WiZe."140WeAMX0:4:7409.0M;PSWEFeM: 79 . 6%

XP::::$00WW..X4X044

manunumw..:Pxximw

.5k:MMWMni6m45:MMOM:50

i

0% 10 20 30

Response Rate
Revised Completion Rate

I 4 'I 4 I I
50 60 '70 80 90 100%

80.7

78-.17%

78.1

68.3%
68.3

68.9%
68.8

76.8%

76.9

85.0%
85.1

77.7% .

77.8

°NOTE1 See text for definitions of "response rate' and revised com-
pletion rate." See figure I-1 for listing of states in each census division,
and table 11-3 for raw numbers used to calculate response and completion Tates.
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FIGURE II-3

DISTRIBUTION OF REVISED COMPLETION RATES BY STATE;

Nobf 247

States 23

22

U.S.

, 77.8% CONN

ME

MASS

21 NH

KI

19
VT

18

17
IND

16
MICH

15
WISC

14,
MINN

13
DEL

12
DC

11
NJ FLA

10 ILL PA 'NC

9 OHIO SC

8 NEB GA MISS

7 VA .MD TENN

6 ALA WVA MONT

5 KY LA NM

4 ARK TEX AK

3 ND IDAHO ARIZ CALIF IOWA

2 SD NEV, COLO HAW ' MO

1 OKLA UTAH WY 'WASH ORE

Revised
Completion
Rate (%)

0-9% 20-29 40-49 60-69 80-89 '

10-19 30-39 50-59 70-79 90-100%

NOTE: The response rate categbries are the'same for, 45 of 51
states; the remaining 6 states have response rates in the next adjacent

category. See text for definition of "response rate" and "revise4 com-

pletion rate."
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rates by division show some variation, with the East and West South Central

areas having the lowest rates (68 and 69 percent, respectively), while the

Pacific area and New England show far and away the best response, with com-
4

pletion rates of about 85 percent in each case. However, as figure 11-3 makes

clear, no one division has all or even most of its ptates concentrated in the

low end of ihe completion rate distribution. In fact, the state completion

figures are bunched quite closely together, suggesting that the sample of

crafts respondents is representative of all areas of the cOuntry.

LookIng at the distributin of responies tO the questionnaire on

other characteristics such as years in existence, size (number of members),
)
_

and media members practice can give a feel for the sample representativeness.

For example, if an extremely large number of groups indicated a craft medium,

such as glass-making, that is knpn to be less widely practiced than other

media such as ceramics or weaving, one would suspect bias in ihe Sample.

loin the other hand, it is hard to infer, too much from the distributiOn of re-

sponses, given that this survey is the first comprehensive ittemk to learn
,

about crafts membership organizations and that data for making comparisons .

are scarce. No obvious boiases spring gut from examing responses to key items.

Detailed discussion of individual items 4s proyided in chapter Iy,./ Chapter
_

I

i

I also presents evidence-comparing the planning study with the survey find-

I/1i/ngs

that suggests the sample of survey iespohdents is representative of thp.

total universe. I

A commonly used method of estimating sample bias is to interview a

sample of nonrespondents to see if their characteristics differ in any signi-

ficant way from the completions. Resource constraints did not permit con-

ducting a follow-on survey of nonrespondents for this study. However, it is
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tit

possible to look at the chartteristics of those groups that responded to the

third mailing in the fill compared to the groups that responded to the earlier

firit and second mailings. If significant differences are pt4sent., this would

suggest that crafts membership groups failing to respond to any of the m.ailings

'differ stillmore from the early responders and thus that the characteristics

of the total universe are not truly represented by the actual sample-of com-

pletions.

An item-by-item comparison for the two respondent groups is heartening-

in this regard. The samples differ on some items: Thus, the fall respon-

dents come disproportionately from some areas of the country compared to the spring

respondents, as shown in figure 11-4.. For example,'10 perceni of the fall

group are from states in the.West North Central division compared to 6

percent for the spring respondents, and over 12 percent come from the East

South Central states compared to 7 percent, respectively. Other areas, con-

versely, are less prevalent in the fall sample compared to the spring. How-

ever, as will became evident in-chapter III, the effect of the response to

the third mailing was to increase the representativeness of the total sample

in'terms.of geographic location compared to previously available informaion.
,

The fall sipinple, also differs 'from the. spx4g in the title codes as-

signed to each listing. Specifically;,fully 25 percent of the fall sample

have titles in the "other" category, compared to 8 percent of the spring

sample; conversely, only 54 percent and 15 percent of the fall simple,groups

have crafts versus arts-related titles, respectively, compared to almost 67

and 21 percent of the spring sample (see figure 11-5). This suggests that

the groups that were clearly in the universe responded more quickly; while

some groups that may have been doubtful about whether they should have re-

sponded did ,so later on.
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FIGURE II-4

SPRING VS. FALL RESPONDENTS COMPARED.

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION

e
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_ASst North
,3 Central

lest North
Central

South Atlantic
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Central
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8.2%
9.9

15.0%
12.9
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4 6 Et 10 1-2". 14 16 `np 20%

Spring Respondents (No. = 675)

Fall Respondents (No. = 272)

NOT Petcentages add up to 100 for each respondent

group (sprin ndtfall). See figure 1-1 for listing of

states in eaCt census division.
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FIGURE 11-5

SPRING S. FALL RESPONDENTS COMPARED:
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY TITLE CODE

vbFAX.:ve.MI.X.F.MOW.50

4

. 0

8 12
0 4 I f 4 4 4 4
16 20 24 50 , 54 581', 62 66 70%

66.6%
54.0

20.7%
15.4

1.6%
1.8

1.2%
1.5

0.6%

1.5

0

0.7%
0.7

0.1%

' 8.3%
25.0

Respondents (No. = 675)
(No. = 272)

NOTE: Percentages add up to 100 for each,respondent group (spring
and fall). :Title codes were assigned to each group on the master file lise

' by MPR staff in advance of the survey based on the group's organization title.

N
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Turning to the questionnaire item6 that hsk about the characteristics

of the organizations and their members, one finds that ther are virtually

no differencesAietween the two sets of reapOndents. That is, the fall and
. I

spring reepondents have about the same proportions of small, medium,'and large-
!

size groups; similarly', closero the same, roportions of'small, mOderate, and

^

btg budget groups; andof local, state, regional,:and national groups. They

4aim to have the same purposes, activitieS, and problems. They show similar

proportions owning or renting facilities, with paid stiff, and requiring that

wOrk be juried for membership. Very importantly, the fall and spring samples
,

hay alMost the same proliortions of groups active in a single craft medium
1

.versus general-media groups (37 ve. 39 percent and 64 vs. 61 percent, re-'

speCtively). Within each of pese classes, the proportions of members reported

to practice t,he various types of media are very similar (see figure 11-6).
, .

The only variables showing differences that are statistically signi-

ficant are number of years in existence and source of funds.
1

The fall

sample is younger, with almost 13 percent clf the_Oganizations having been

in existence no more than two years, compared to less than 3 percent of the

springe7p1e. Conversely, over 46 percent of the fall sample has been in

existence\40 years or more comiared to almbst 58 percent of the spring sample.

\Of Again, this fact May have hidasomething to do with why organizations responded

earlier or later--the newly-formed groups'may have taken longer ,o get or-
. 4.

ganized to send in a response. With regard to sources of funds, the fall

sample relies som h t less on membership fees than the-spring sample, al-

though the differen e is not startling--79 percent compared to 87 percent.

1
Statistical siglleficance was determined by tests of difference of

means or propprtions between the spring and fall'respondent groups using
Z scores. The statistically significant differences that were fbund would
have had less than 5 chances in 100 of occurring by chance.
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FIGURE'T1-6.

SPRING VS. FALL RESPONDENTS
SPRING ANB FALL SINGLEMEDIUM

[

Single Groups--
Fiber

[

General Groups--
Wood'

General Croups--
Tiber

Single Groups--
Clay

General Groups--
Clay

Single Groups--
Wood

[Single Groups--
Metal

General Groups--
Metal

Single,Groups - -

All Other
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7

COMPARED: PERCENT
AND GENERAL GROUPS

DISTRIBUTION OF
BY MEDIA CATEGORY
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KEY:,.%;;X::.:Spring Respondents (no. Single Medium Groups. 253,
no. General Groups. 396)

Fall Respondents (no. Single. Medium Groups. 98
no. General Groups. 167)

72 80'4

69.4
011111
26.3
31.7
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3.1

5.3

8..

2,4'

2.0.

5.1

6.67,

7.1

1:

10.6

NDTE: Percentages add up to 100 for the four groupsspring single
medium, spring general, fall single medium, and fall general. Organisations
designated themselves as oriented to a single craft medium or as a general
group involved in more than one medium in response to question Sa. The

specific media types (fiber, clay, etc.) were assigned by Arta Endowment
staff based on handwritten responses to questions Sa and SI). Note that 33
of the total 947 groups did hot indicate media of their members. The media

type shown for general,groups is the first medium listed b9 Ssch stoup. The

"all other",category includes Oise; leather, paper, multi.media, and other
media.
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The thrust of this comparison of the earlier and later groups of

respondents is to support confidence in the representativeness of the totsi

survey sample. The two groups are very similar in their characteristics and

those of their,slemhers. If one were to pursue the nonrespondents to obtain

completed questionnaires, it.is not likely that the b'asic profile of crafts

memberships organizations and their members shown in this report wo d be

altered in any meaningful way.



CHAPTER III
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AN UPDATED ESTIMATE OF CRAFTSPERSONS; DESIGN FOR A SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

In the initial or first phase of the planning study, MPR developed

estimates of the numbers and basic characteriitics of professional crafts-

persons in the United States, using the scanty data then available. To de-

velop these estimates, it was necessary to estimate as a preceding step the

numbers and characteristics of crafts membership organizations to which many

professional craftspersons belong. Based on this experience, MPR recommended

strongly that a survey of crafts membership organizations be conducted prior

to a survey of individual crafts-artists in order to"Permit an efficient and

xost-effective design for the latter effort.

The initial planning study phase produced a range of estimates of

professional crafts-artists in the United States as of 1976-7-the high estimate

was about 350,000 craftspersons and the low estimate about 250,000. Based on-

the results of the just-completed survey of crafts membership organizations,

an updated estimate of the number of crafts-artists as of 1978 comes to about

375,000, or somewhat higher than the highesnitial figure. Estimates were

also constructed in each phase for geographic divisions.

This chapter first reviews how the first7phase planning study sti-

mates were derived. Then the methods used to develop the revised s

based estimate are alewed. The survey-based findings are co

the first-phase planning study results on several dimensions t help valu-

ate the reliability of the updated eitimate. Trends toward increased size

red to

and longevity of crafts organizations that appear to have occurred support

the reasonableness of the larger survey-based figure. Undergirding

the updated estimate are the careful and thorough procedures that were

-58-
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used to carry out the survey, while, inevitably, the initial phase

of tihe,planning study had to make do with less than complete and often

suspect data.

The survey-based estimate of about 375,00d craftspersons still suf-

fers from incomplete information in some respects. Most importantly, it does

not improve upon the very rough estiiate of multiple organization memberships

by individual crafts-artists developed initially. Moreover, the updated esti-

mate, like the initial estimates, is not an estimate of professional crafts-
LI

persons who sell or exhibit their work as such, but an estimate of indiyiduals

who belong to crafts membership organizations. Not all crafts organization

members are professional craftspersons; conversely, there may be some pro-

fCsSional crafts-artists who do not belong to organizations. 'Evidence from

- CM
the initial planning stUdy phase suggests 'that the number of nonaffiliated

-
craftspersons is not great and that the universe of organization members coin-

cidet fairly well with the universe of professional crafts-artists.

THE PLANNING STUDY ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY IN REVIEW

Despie the absenceof a large-scale survey oi 7tspersons in

American prior to the initial phase of,the planning study, bits and pieces

of data were available that permitted cOnstructing at least rough estimates

of the total number of professional craftspersons and their distribution by

place of residence. A key tource that was used for the initial estimates was

the Bowker publication, Contemporary Crafts Marketplace, which is prepared by

the American Crafts Council (ACC) Rescatt_n and Education DiVision. The 1975

edition listed 251 national, regional, and state crafts organizations by name

and address that had at least 10 members and were organized'under a constitu-

tion or by-laws. A membership figure was given for most of the organizations.



Table III-1 shows the number and percentage distribution of the 238 state

and regiofial organizations listed in Contemporary Crafts Marketplace by

geographic region and division of 'the country, along with the distribution

nf the'reported membership of these organizations and their average membership

by division.

Several interestin&,points appear. The areas of the cOuntry with

'the most crafts membership organizations from the 1975 ACC list were the

Pacific division with ioNT. 20 percent of the total number and the New England

and Middle Atlantic divisions with over 14 percent each. The pattern of

membership in the state and regional organizations, however.,, did not follow

the distribution of the organizations themselves. Thus,,New England, with

less than 15 percent of the organizations had almost 35 percent of'the members,

while the Pacific division with 20 percent of the organizations had only 11

percent df the members. .The average size of the organizations in each region

ranged from 345 members in the Northeast (458 in New England specifically)
:1

A
to 163 in the South to 148 in the North Central region, with the- Vegt. "having

the lowest average of 94 members per organization.

The total membership represented by the 238 state and regionalnrgani.,.-

zations listed in the 1975 edition of.Cpntemporary Crafts Marketplace amounted
'

to 46,000 cräftspersons: ,In addition, thie source listed 13 national organi-,

zations (inCluding ACC), having a combined membership of over 50,000, for

a total number of about 96,200 craftspersons. This figure was just the start-

ing point for an estimate of craltspersons,' as the ACC publicatiOn included

only a fraction of the total number of crafts membership organizatlims in the

131.S. and therefore only a fraction of their members,

For the initial planning study phase, anuintefisive effort was made

to determine the total number of crafts membership organizations in the, U.S.
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TABLE II1-1

DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATION
MEMBERS FROM'ACC DIRECTORY, BY REGION AND DIVISION

Regiontand"
Division

State and

Crafts Organizations
Listed in
porary Crafts

(1)

Regional

1975 Contem-

.(2)

Members of
Organizations
in Column (1)

No. Percent
of Total

(3)

Average
Membership Size
of Organizations

(Column' (2) divided

,by Column (1))

Marketplace
Percent
of Total

No.

Northeast 69 29.0% 23:805 51.6% 345

New England 35 14.7 16,040 34.8 .458

Middle Allantic 34 14.3 7,765 16.8 228

'North Central 38 16.0 5,636 12.2 148

East NOrth Central 28 11.8 4,107 8.9 147

West North Central 10 4.2 1,529 3.3 153

South 63 26.45 10,279 22.3 163

South Atlantic 29 12.3 4,237 9,2 146

East-South Central 16 6.7 2,538 5.5 159

WeSt South Central 18 7.6 3,504 7.6 195

West 68 28.6 6 400 13.9 94

Mcuntain 19 1,369 3.0 72

Pacific 49 20.6 5,031 10.9 103

TOTAL 238 100.1 46,120 100.0 194

NOTE: Regions and divisions are as defined by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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to use in building an estimate of craftspersons based on the membership pat-

terns evident in Contemporary Crafts Marketplace. Cross-checking'of organi-

zation lists from several Sources, including the first edition of the

Marietta College Crafts Directory, plus update printouts from Marietta, and

the 1974 Office of Economic Opportunity National Consumer Directory, pro-

duced a'total unduplicated list of 1,692 organizations that were believed to

be active crafts membership groups as of 1976. Table 111-2 shows the number

and percentage distribution of organizations on this list by geographic division.

There is a concentration'of groups in the South, but otherwise they are evenly

spread throughout the country.

A major problem in building an estimate of craftspersons, from their

organizations is overlap of membership. That is, some crafts-artists may

belong to more than one organization, perhaps a local general group plus a

7
national single-medium group,, or a local specialized group plus the ACC, or

some other combination. EWirt was diiected in the initial phase of the plan-

ning Study toWards assessing the extent of this.phenomenon. Membership rosters

were requested from the American Crafts Council, 13 other national organize-4

tions, and 12 state and local organizations representing all regions of the

country. Lists of exhibitors were also requested from three crafts fairs and

one statewide exhibition. Each of the 22 lists that were received was checked

against the ACC list to see how many persons who belonged to one of the national

organizations also belonged to ACC and if persons belonging to one of the state

or local organizations or who'exhibited at one ofrthe fairs also belonged to

ACC.
1

Because of time conStraints, not all of the cross-checking that would

1
Diana Zentay and Convtance Citro, A Planning Study for a National

Survey ot the Craft Arts (Wallington, D.C.': Mathematica Policy Research,
January 1977); table 8, lists the organizations whose lists were.checked and
the percentage overlap with the ACC membership for each.

,/
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.4

TABLE III-2

DISTRIBUTION OF INITIAL PLANNING STUDY LIST OF
CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS BY REGION AND DIVISION

Region and
Division

Total Crafts Organizations

Number Percentof Total

Northeast 366 21.77
New England 165 9.8

Middle Atlantic 201 11.9

North Central 348 *20.6
East North Central 12.3
West North Central 140 8.3

South 632 37.3
South Atlantic 207 12.2

East South Central 258 15.2

West South Central 167 9.9.

West 346 20.4

Mountain 141 8.3

Pacific 205 12.1

TOTAL 1,692 100.0

SOURCE: Developed by combining and eliminating duplicate
organization names from The 1975 Contemporary Crafts Marketplace list
of 251 names: the March 1976 Marietta College Crafts Directory list of
910 names (568 were not duplicated elsewhere); an additional 500 name
from Marietta received in July (348 wtre not duplicates); another 00
names received from Marietta in September (415 were not duplicates ;
203 crafts cooperatives from the 1974 Office of Economic Opportuni y
National Consumer Directory (76 were not duplicates); and a few m scel-
laneous names.
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have been desirable could be accomplished, for example, checking\for dupli-
t

cation between state organizations and other organizations besides the ACC.

The results of even the limited cross-checking that was dpne showed

considerable variation. Less than one percent of the National Wood Carvers

Association members also bel?dged to the ACC, while, in contrast, over 61

percent of the members of the Society of North American Goldsmiths were ACC

membets. The.total overlap for all of the national organizations listed in

Contemporary Crafts Marketplace with ACC was estimated at 9 to 10-percent,

and for the prganizations in each division at an average overlap, of 13 percent,

ranging from over 40 percent overlap in the South Atlattic division to less

than 4 percent in New England.

Using the estimate of total crafts membership organizations, the infor-

mation on average membership size of those groups listed by ACC, and the ad-

mittedly very tentative estimate of,organizational overlap, three estimates

were developed of the number.of craftspersons belonging to organizations. These

estimates are reproduced in tabfe 111-3 in the next section, and range from

246,000 for the estimate called 1.1, tc 353,000 for the Ma estimate, with the M
1

estimate falling 1.2,between at 326,000 craftspersons.

The M
3

estimate was constructed in the most straightforward fashion,

ignoring the evidence of differences among divisions of the country in average

membership size and organization overlap. Thus,cfor each division, the total

number of crafts membership organizations in the division as shown in table 111-2

was multiplied times the average membership of all 238 ACC-listed state and

regional organizations combined from table III-1 (i.e., 194 members), and

the estimated overlap for all state and regional groups (13 percent) subtracted

fr.= the resulting figure. To this remainder was added the exact undui)licated

a

aunt of persons belonging to one of three large national organizations--the,

%my
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American Crafts-Council, ational.WoOd Carvers Ass9ciation, and Handweavers

1'

aiild of America--whose membership lists were ordered by division. The

resulting sum was the divisional total. To obtain the grand national total,

the divisional'figures were summed and members of natidnal organizations (not

also members of ACC) where residence was not known added in. This estimate,

as noted above, was the largest of the three.

The M
1
estimate, in contrast, took advantage of what had been learned

about geographic variationp in membership sizd and joining patterns. For

this estimate, the number of crafts membership organizations in each divisioil

from table 41-2 was multiplied times the average membership for that divi-

sion from table III-1 and the results corrected for the organizational over-

lap estimated for the particular division. As before,'the unduplicated divi-

sional ACC, Wood Carvers, and Handweavers membership was added in to get the

divisional total. The grand total was derived as above. This estimate was

lower than the 143 estimate but higher than the other estimate called M,.
,

The M
2

estimate was developed to try to corr r an apparent

anomaly in the membership size data from the ACC directory. As pointed out
-

in the discussion of table 11171, the membership distribution of the state

and regional organizations listed in Contemporary Crafts Marketplace was
*
_skewed toward the Northeast and away from the other regions, particularly

the West. The average membership size by division indicates a reason for

this. N4w./ngland contained organizations that were much larger on the average

than in any other area of the country, while the Mountain and Pacifid divisions

had the smallast organizations on the average. Lo ng at the largest and

smallest size categories of membership, over 23 percent of the organizations

listed foi New England-had 500 or more members, while only.6 percent had

less than 50 members; in contrast, 2 pecent of the Western organizations

u
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0

had 500 or more members, while almost 52vercent had fewer than 50 members.

'The assumption that the average size by division for the total list

of almost 1,700 organizations, if these figures were available, would parallel

the average size by division reported for the subset of organizations listed

by ACC seemed open to question. Given that ACC was aiming to include the

"best" or most prominent crafts organizations, the opposite assumption that

all or almost all of the-very large organizations (t*hose with 500 or more

members) were already listed in that puWication appeared at least as credible.
v,

Hence, the M
2
estimate was prepared in the same manner as the M estimate,

1

but with an added factor to limit the number ollarge crafts membership or-

gankrations to the ACC total. This estimate was the smallest of the three

developed.in the initial planning study phase.

ESTIMATING CRAFTSPERSONS FROM THE CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP OR6ANIZATIONS SURVEY

One of the major purposes of the nationwide survey of crafts member-.

ship organizations wa to permit a better estimate of the number and basic

characteristics of craftpicsons in the second phase of the planning study.

The survey questionnaire included an item on membership size, question 11.

To malio it easy to answer, the question asked the respondent to circle a

size category rather than try to give a precise membership count. The cate-

ries that ould be circled included less than 25 members, 25 to 49, 50 to

99, 100 to 499, 500 to 1,999, 2,000 to 4,999, and 5,000 or more members.

Responses were obtained on this question from 932 of the 947 groups completing

questionnaires.

A revised estimate of craftspersons belonging to organizations based

on the survey Was constructed in ale. following manner for geographic divisions

6

and, ihe country as a whole. For each division, an initial fiiure was obtained

CP.
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from a tabulation of organizations indicating in response to question 13 that

their membersh5 was local, state, or regional (and therefore clearly attri-

butable to that area) by the seven size categOries. The number of organiza-

tions in each size category was multiplied by the midpoint of the size inter-

val to give the number of organization members represented by ttlet category.

Results were summed foli all size categories to give a first-cut divisional

membership'total. Figure III-1 shows thiscalculation for each division

and for the remaining orgLdiatiOns with a: natinal oi'international member-
:

ship. The midpoint values aSsigned to each size interval are indicated. Note

that the midpoint for the open-ended interval of 5,000 or more members was

designated as 10,000 based on knowledge of the size of these large organ!-

zations from the ACC directory.

The craftsperson estimates shown i figure III-1 represent just a

starting point, however, as they do not account for multiple organization

memberships, on the one hanA, which would reduce the figures, Or nonresponse

to the survey, on the Rther, which would increase the'figures. Figure 111-2,

shows the calculation.of revised craftsperson estimates for eaCh division,

starting with the'first-cut estimate from figure III-i, reduced by percent of

organizational overlap for the division estimated in the.initfai planning

study phase, and inflated by the revised completion rate to account for

the estimated additional crafts membership organizations not responding to
ta

tpe survey. Lastly, the unduplicated membership of the ACC, Wood Carvers, and

Handweavers associations is added to'obtain final divisional totals. Calcu-

lation of a revised membership fligure for the remaining national and inter-

*national groups, subtracting out.the ACC, Wood Carvers, and Handweavers, and

, correcting for estimated overlap with the ACC, is also shoWn in figure III-2..

l.1
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FIGURE I1I-1

CALCULATION OF FIRST-CUT SURVEY ESTIMATES OF CRAFTSPERSONS BY DIVISION,
BASED ON NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS BY SIZE
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1201 (12 in this case) equals 120 craftspersons.
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FIGURE 111-2

CALCULATION OF FIRAL SURVEY-BASED ESTIMATES OF CRAFTSPERSONS BY DIVISION

'Division
First-Cut
Estimate

New England 35,266

' Middle Atlantic 26,897

East No'rth'Centrar 52,821

West North Central 12,239

South Atlantic 31,991

East South Central 23,782

West South Central 16,016

Mountain 13,919

Pacific 44,742

1-Estimated
. Organizational

x Overlap

Unduplicated ACC,
Revised Wood Carvers, and Final

/ Completion'Rate + Handweavers Membership Estimate

x (1-.036) = 133,958 / .846 = 40,139 +
c 5

x (1- .109) = 23,965 / .807 = 29,696 +

x (1-.370) = 33,277 / .,772 = 43,105 +

x (1-.229) = 9,436 / .807 = 11,693 +

x - (1- .401) = 19,163../ .781 = 24,536 +

)011 (1-.088) = 21,689 / .683 = 31,755 +

x (1-.088) = 14,607 / .688 = 21,231 +

x 411(1-.300) = 9,743 / .769 = 12,670 +

fx (1=-:194) = 36,062 / .851 = 42,376 +

4;869 = 45,008

10,177 = 39,873

8,862 = 51,967

3,407 = 15,100

5,648 = 30,184

1,169 = 32,924

2,289 = 23,520

3,019 = 15,689

9,252 = 51,628

National/
International
Organizations

Unduplicated
ACC, Wood Carvers,

First-Cut Estimate x (1-Estimated Overlap) - and Handweavers = Estimate
ti

129,721 x (1-.093) = 117,657 - 46692 = 68,965

Grand Total 374,858

NOTE: Virst-cut estimate is from figure I1I-1.

Estimated organizational overlap is from the initial planning study phase; see Diana Zentay and
Constance Citro, A PlanningrStudy for a National Survey of the Craft Arts (Washington, D.C., Mathematica Policy
Research, January 1977), table 8.

Revised completion rate is from figure 11-2.
Unduplicated ACC, Wood Carvers, and Handweavers membership is from the initial planning study phase;

see Zentay and-Citro, A Planning Study, table 6.
b
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Table 111-3 shows the final survey-based estimate of craftspersons belonging

to organizations as a whole, alongside.the three estimates from the initial

planning study phase. The survey-based grand total estimate amounts to

375,000 craftspersons, which is a larger figure than any developed initially.

Table 111-3 shows that, not only is the survey-based estimate the

highest of the four, but the percentage distribution of craftspersons by re-

gion and division based on the survey is unlike that of any of the estimates

from the initial planning study phase. The survey-based distribution resembles

most closely the pattern of the M
2

estimate, which was the most carefully con-

structed of the first-phase planning study figures, but differs significantly,

too. Most dramatically,Jthe survey puts 17 percent of total craftspersons residing

in the East North Central states and less than 11 percent in.the East South

Central area, while the M
2

estimation has less than 12 percent and almost

17 percent in these two divisions"respectively. What should be made of these

differences between the survey-based estimate of craftspersons and the three

first-phase planning study estimates? How much reliance shoud be plated on

the survey-based figures? It is important to answer these questions before

proceeding to design a survey of individual crafts organization members.

COMPARING THE URVEY AND INITIAL PLANNING STUDY FINDINGS

The survey-based estimates orcraftspersons for the nation and divt-

sions were built up using the same basic approach as the 'procedures followed

in developing the M1 and M2 estimates in the initial planning study phase.

Where one must look to explain the differences among the estimates is.in the

actual data used. Some data elements_ were the same. Most notably, the esti-

mates of organizational overlap made for the initial planning study phase were used

in constructing the survey-based figures as well. In fact, one of the major

": JL
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TABLE 111-3

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATED CRAFTS-ARTISTS WI REGION AND DIVATON
FROM THE CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS SURVEY AND THE,INITIAL PLANNING STUDY PHASE

Region and

Percent of Estimated Craftspersons

From the Initial Planning Study Phase .

Based (11-1

the'

Survey

M
1
-derived on
a geographic
area basis

-

42.zderived coriect-
ing for oversize -
organizationd

M
3
Lderived on
a national"
basis'

Northeast 41.8% 32.8% 23.0% 27.7%
New England 25.2 16.4 9.8 14.7
Middle Atlantic 16..6 16.4 : 13.2 . .13.0

North Central 15.7 18:6 21.3 21.9
East North Central 9.2 11.6 13.2 17.0
West North Central 6.5 7.a 8.1 4.9

South 30.6 33.3 34.6 28.4

South Atlantic 7.7 8.2 12.1' 9.9
East South Central 12.5 16.9 13.4 : 10.8
yest South Central 10.4 8.2 9.1 7.7

West 11.4 15.2 21.2 22.0
Mountain 3.3 4.5 8.1 5.1
Pacific 8.6 10.7 13.1 16.9

.Total identifiable by 100.0 99.9. 100.1 100.0
geographic area

(Number of Persons) (306,975) (227,127) (333,965) (305,893)

National:Total 325,883 246,035 - 352,873 % 374,858

SOURCE: See text for explanation of how each estimate was derived; see also
Diana Zentay and Constance Citro, A Planning Study for a National Survey of the Craft
Arts (Washington,-D.C.: M4thematica Policy Research, January 1977); table 4, for

further-explanation of the initial planning study estimates;Isee also figures III-1 and
111-2 fot further explanation of the survey-based estimate.
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defiCiencies of the updated estimates of craftspersons from the survey is

. that they do not reflect more recent and completel knowledge. of multiple.or-

ganization memberships. However, the overlap\data can be dismissed from con-
,

sideration as a source of discrepancies between,the survey and first-phase
ci

planning study figures.

The data obtained ftom the'survey differ otably from the dati used

for the initial planning study phase in two respe ts. .First, the survey re-

sulted in a different estimate of the number and distribution of crafts member-

ship organizations, which are the building blocks for the estimate of crafts-
.

persons. Secondly, the survey obtainel a different picture of the membershin

size of these organizations.'

Looking at the question of how many crafts membership organizations

there "really" are an4 where they are located, table 111-4 shows the number

and percent distribution by division of crafts pembership organizations from

four sources. ,These sources are the list det,eloped for the initial planning

u

study phase, the total master mailing list dpveloped for the crafts member-

ship organizations survey, the group of organizations that actually completed

questionnaires, and the estimated universe of crafts'memberShip groups ,as of

1978, taking into account the estimated nonresponse of bona fide crafts member-

ship organizations to the survey.

The initial planning study phase estimated a total of 1,692 crafts member-

ship organizatiqns in the countri as of 1976. In developing this figure, an ef-
,

fort was made to weed out duplicates and also to eliminate groups that, ,on the

,basis of knowledge of the crafts world, appearad definitely to fall outside

the study scope. NeverthelegS-, because no survey was conducted, there were

undoubtedly many "not craft" groups still.on this list.
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The master mailing list at the conclusion of the crafts illembership

organizations survey.totalled a much larger number--2,344 groups (e-Acludinge

duplicates, defunct groups, and undeliverables). The source lists used for

the survey master list had grown in size since the initial planningstudy

effort. Also, there was consciously no effort to weed out "not craft" groups

in advance. Note that the survey master list TIrci first-phase planning study

list aze fairly similar in geographic distribution, although the former

shows higher percentages of organizations in the East North Central area and

the Middle Atlantic states and somewhat lower percentages in the East South

Central and the West South Central areas.

The last two columns in table III-4'show the completions to the sur-

vey, totalling 947 groups, and the estimated universe of crafts membership

groups, totalling 1,218. The universe,estimate was constructed.knowing that

an additional 788 groups Teplied they were not a crafts membership,organiza-

tion, making the 947 completions about 54 percent of the total responses.

Applying that same percentage to the 499 groups that did not respond at all .

.and adding the resulting 271 estimated crafts membership groups'among the

nonrespondents to the 947 completions gave the universe edtimate of 1,218.

The geographic diStribution of completions and that of the estimated universe are

Very similar--areas that had a low completion rate (see figure 11-2), such

as the East and West South Central'divisions, have a slightly larger share

of ,the universe than of the completions.

The important differences areibetween the first-phase -planning study

lief in the first column and the estimated universe of crafts membership

organizations in the fourth columh. The latter total of 1,218 groups is over

25 percent less than the first-phase planning study total of 1,692. Moreover,

the, Oographic distribution is sharply, different for two divisions--the East
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TABLE 111-4

COMPARISON OF SURVEY RESULTS TO INITIAL PLANNING STUDY PHASE

(1)
Initial Phase of

(2) (3) (4)

Planning Study- Survey-Total 'Survey- Survey-Estimated Tot
Division Final List Master List Completions Crafts Membership GI

New England 9.8% 10.0% 10.9% 10.1%

Middle Atlantic 11.9 13.4 12.4 12.0

East North Central 12.3 15.4 17.9 18.1

West North Central 8.3 7.0 7.6 7.3

South Atlantic 12.2 13.2 12.4 12.5

'East South Central 15.2 13.7 8.7 9.9

West South Central 9.9 8.1 / 7.1 7.4

-Mountain 8.3 7.5 8.7 8.9

Pacific 12.1 , 11.6 14.4 13.3

Total 100.0 99.9 100.1 '100.0

(Number) (1,692) (2,234) (947) (1%213)

aigtimated dividing completions by the revised completion rate to account for
estimated nonresponse of crafts membership groups.

411

al
a

oups
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North-Central, which accounts for only 12 percent of the initial planning

study list but 18 percent of the estimated universe, and the East South

Central division, where the figures are just the reverse, 15 percent versus

10 percent, respectively.

The.smaller estimated universe figure is based on responses to an

actual survey, and requires only the not unreasonable/Assumptions that sur-

vey nonrespondents include a proportion of "not craft" as well as craft groups

and that mailings returned as undeliverable by/the post office are for.the

most,part defunct groups. The first-phase planning study list,,in contrast,

undoubtedly includes,many."not,craft" groups that could not be weeded out

in the absence of a survey plus groups that were no longer in business. There

is also somelevidence, discussed further on, that the rate of formation of

new crafts membership groups may be declining, so that a true drop in the uni-

verse occurred in addition to an improved estimate made possible by the survey.

The differences in geographic distribution between'the estimated

universe,and the first-phase planning study list come about because of divisional

differences in the estimated number of crafts versus "not craft" groups. Look-A

ing back at table 11-3, it is the East North Central divisioft that has one

orthe highest proportion of craft& membership groups to total survey re-

spondents, almsot 64 pertent, and thus a much higher share of the estimated

universe of crafts membership organizations than of the first-phase planning

study list (or the survey master mailing list for that matter). In conprast,

the East South Central division has the lowest proportion of crafts member-
%

ship groups among its respondents, only 39 percent, and hence a lesser share

of the estimated universe" compared to the first-iihase planning study or sur-

vey master lists.
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The overall effect of a snaller estimated universe of crafts tember-

ship organizations compared to the initfal planning study Olase should be,

all other things equal, a smaller estimated number of craftspersons. If

the membership size data applied to the number of organizations from the

survey were the same as used in the initial planning study phase, the esti-

mated number of craftspersons would fall in the range of abouts200,000 to

275,000, instead of:the 375,000 actually estimated.'

Diffeting data on membership size explain why the survey estimate

of craftspersons is higher than any of the first-phase planning study egti-

mates, despite a mnaller estimated number of organizations. Table III-5

shows the distribution of regional, state, and local órganizations)by_size

categories and the average membership size in each division from the survey1

1

and from the_ACC diiectory list used in the initial planning study phase.

Clearly, crafts membership groups have.grown substantially over the past few

yearsthe average membership for all divisions now stands at 299 compared ,

to 194 in the ACC list, or more than a 50 percent increase. This disparity

would be even greater under the assumption, used in developing the M
2-
esti-

mate, that the ACC list was biased toward large-size.groups.

Looking more closely at membership size categories rather'than just

the average, the survey results indicate that the crafts movement is still
'

characterized by many small-size groups with fewer.than 50 and between 50

to 99 members. What seems to have happened is a rise in the proportion of

groups with 500 or more members and a substantial increase in the.size of

these groups. (There has also been an absolute increase in the number of

groups with a national or international membership.) This accounts for the

larger survey-based estimate of 375,000 craftspersons.
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TABLE 111-5

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS BY
SIZE CLASS (NUMBER,OF MEMBERS): SURVEY RESULTS COMPARED

TO 1975 ACC LIST

Division
and Source

Less th'an
50 Members 50-99 100-499

500 or
More

Avera
Size

New England
ACC,

SurvOr

Middle Atlantic
ACC
Survey

East North Central
ACC
Survey

West islorth Central

ACC
Survey

South Atlantic
ACC
Survey

&

East South Central
ACC
Survey

West South Central
ACC
Survey

Mountain
ACC
Survey

Pacific
ACC
Survey

Total
ACC
Survey

5.8% 32.4% 38.2% 23,5%- . 458
19.1 25.5 38.3 17.1 ' 375

29.4 11.8 47.0 11.8 228
29.5 27.6 32.4 10.5 256

33.3 3.7 59.2 3.7 147

37.7 18.8 31.2 12.2 343

20.0 30.0 40.0 10.0 153
35.4 22.6 37.1 4,,8' 197

29.6 25.9 33.3 11.1 146

39.4 13.8 34.9 11.9 293

25.0
.

56 4. 3 159,18.8
46.1 17.9 29.5 6.4 305

26.7 20.0 40.0 13,.3 195
31.1 25.9 34,.5 8.6 276

43.8 '31.3 25.0 72

47.4 17.9 29.5 5.1 178

54.2 16.7 27.1 2.1 103

33.1 21.8 29.8 15.3 361

31.3 20.3 39.7 8.8 194

35.3 21.0 32.7 11.0 299

NOTE: ExclUdes national membership organizations; .N= 862 for survey,
N=227 for list in American Crafts Council, Contemporary Crafts Marketplace, ,

1975-edition.
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Differences in geographic distribution that are not already explained

by the changes in the distribution of the organizations themselves looked at

earlier are accounted for by differing patterns of change over time in member-

ship size. The Pacific division provides the most dramatic illüstratiOn.

This area is figured to have about 12 to 13 perdent of total crafts member-

ship organizations by both the initial planning study phase and the survey

(refer back to table The first-phase planning study estimates-of its

share of craftspersons range from 8 to 13 percent; in contrast, the survey-

based estimate s'tands,at almost 17 percent of total craftspersons identifi-

'able by residence (see table 111-3). Table 111-5 shows the reason, namely

that average membership size in this area has increased by over 250 percent,

from 103 members in the initial planning study phase to 361 members based

on the survey. Conversely, the Middle Atlantic area has, hardly grown in .

membership size and so does not have as high a share of the survey-based esti-

mate of craftspersons as of either of the first-phase planning study estimates

(M
1

and M
2
) that used division-specific average memberships.

A caution flag should be raised regarding how much to make of the

apparent changes in membership size over the period since 1976. The size

data used in the initial planning study phase were from one source, ACC's

Contemporary Crafts Marketplace, listing less than 20 percent of.the universe

of crafts membership organizations. The ACC directory may not have depicted

the,true size distribution or organizations at that time.

Nevertheless, it seems probable that a 'txend toward a larger number

of large-size groups has occurred. Comparative data on longevity.of crafts member-

ship organizations lends support to this assertion. \Table 111-6 shows the percent

distribution of crafts membershizorganizations by nuMbe of years in existence
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TABLE 111-6

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
BY YEARS IN EXISTENCE: SURVEY COMPARED TO

1975 ACC LIST

, 1-5 Years (ACC) 6-10 Years (ACC) 11 Years or More (ACC)
Division 1-4 Years (Survey) 5-9 Years (Survey) 10 Years or More (Survey)

New England
ACC 25.0% .6.3% 68.8%
Survey 16.1 34.4 49.5

Middle Atlantic'
ACC 21.2 15.2 63.7
Survey .15.6 25.2 5982

East North Central
ACC 18.5 11:1 70.3
Survey 10.5 /21.7 67.8

West North Central
ACC 37.5" 12.5 50.0
Survey 17.4 39.7' 42.8

South Atlantic
ACC 33.3 11.1 55.5
Survey 22.2 35.2 42.6

East South Central
ACC 37.5 25.0 ,37.5

Survey 20.5 34.6 44.8

West South Central
ACC 26.7 33.3 40.0
Survey 13.1 31..1 55.7

Mouritain

ACC 45.5 9.1 45.5
Survey 13.9 39.2 46,9

Pacific
ACC 25.5 10.6 63.9
Survey 15.0 635

Total
ACC 27.3 13.4 59.3
Survey 15.8 29.9 54.3

NOTE: pecludes national membership organizations; N=863 for survey, N=216
for,list in American Crafts Council; Contemporary Crafts Marketplace, 1975 edition.
Survey refetences.1977 as year 1, ACt list references 1974.
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from the ACC directory and the recent survey. -Looking first at the ACC

data and keeping in mind that they are incomplete and may be less than

accurate, almost all divisions show a relatively large number of new groups

formed in the precedinvfive years (1970 to 1974)--over 27 percent of the

total for all divisions--and conversely many fewer groups formed in the

period 1965 to 1969--only 13 percent overall. The survey results exhibit

just the'opposite Rattern--less than 16 percent of the survey respondent

4
'groupS were organized in the four years preceding the survey, 14e., from 1974

to 1977, and almost 30 percent had their origins in the k969 to 1973 period.

It may be that economic conditions in the latter part of the 1970s have

been less favorable to formation Of new craftp membership groups than in the

first Part of the decade. On th ther hand, those groups that forthed in the

early 1970s seem to have co tinued in existence and may have experienced

membership growth sufficient to account for a good part of the increased

size of'crafts.groups apparent in the survey. Without conducting

several successive surveys that look for new groups and follow the fortunes

of old ones, it is not possible to verify the pattern that show up in

tables 111-5 and 111-6. It is plausible, however,.to suggest that the crafts

movement experienced a wave of organization formation Jin the early 1970s and

ha's since entered into a period of consolidation.
%

This discussion evaluating the survey-based éstiates of the number

of crafts membership organizations and the number of individuals belonging

to them has necessarily been lengthy. It is e.ricial to the design of a re-

presentative sample of organization members to have confidence in the universe

estimate. The survey-based figures are not without weaknesses: The:exclusion

of all undeliverables from the estimate of 1,218 crafts groups is open to

question. More importantly, the survey-based estimates of craftspersons
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belonging to organizations do not incorporate any better ata on multiple

memberships than were developed in the initial phase of the planning study:

On. the other hand, the survey saw an intensive effort to determine the

status of each group on the master mailing list as an active crafts member-

ship organization and to obtain information on membership ze Snd other

characteristics from as many bona fide crafts membership o ganizations as

possible. Thus, the survey-based estimate of 375,000 craitspersons belong-
.

ing to organizations in the nation as a whole and the division estimates

rest on a more accurate determination of the universe of organizations and

on more complete membership size information than was obtained in the initial

planning study phase.

DESIGNING A SAMPLE SURVEY OF CRAFTS ORGANIZATION MEMBERS

As stated in chapter I, a primary purpose of the survey of crafts

membership organizations that was just completed is to make possible a

more cost-effective survey of their members. The initial Planning study

p e recommended a two-stage stratified sample design for the individual

raftspersons survey. In the first stage, a sample of the universe of

organizations would be designated rom which to request membership lists.

Prior to selection, the organizations would be stratified, that is, divided

into groups according to characteristics deemed critical to achieving a

. representative sample of their members, and a sample of organizations se-

lected from eacti of the groups or strata. Then, in the second stage, after

membership lists have been obtained from the specified organizations, a

ta0ple of their members would be designated to receive the individual crafts-
,

persons survey questionnaire via mail.

Yrhe remainder of this chapter provides more detailed recommenda-

ions for the craftspersons survey, based on what has been learned from the
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prior survey of organizations. The discussion first reviews recommended

stratifiers to include in the first-stage and second-stage Sample designs, then

considers the overall size for the second-stage sarle of\crafts-artists

balancing cost and reliability factors. Given upper and lower bounds of

10,000 and 5;000 cases, alternative schemes are presented for the composition

of the sample, balancing the desire to achieve equally reliable representation

of all major media groups against the need to keep the design simple for
4

ease of implementation. Finally, the discussion turns back to consider the

composition of the first-stage sample of organizations necessary to achieve

the desired second-stage sample of individual crafts-artist members.

)e;STRATIFICATION

The initial planning study phase recommended taking advantage of

the information gained from the crafts membership organizations survey to

design a stratified'sample that ensures adequate representation of the

full spectrum of organization.members. Statistical theory states that ran-

dom methods are to be preferred in sample selection as there is the least

chance of intrOducing a bias: However, where knowledge is available about

Critical characteristics of the study population, and particularly where

there is reason to believe that some elements may be misbed using random

sampling, then a design based on stratifying the universe into groups and

selecting from within each group to ensure that all are represented makes

sense., The strata should be limited to characteristics that are deemed key

to understanding the study population. Non-critical characteristics should

not,be included, as there is alwaya the posSibility that representing one

characteristic will misrepresent another to which the-first is nonrandomly

related.
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Given a stratified sample design, the next decision is the propor-

1
tion of cases to select from each stratum. Proportionate sampling may e

-used where all of the strata are reasonably sized; that is, the same fiac-

tion of case& is sampled from each stratumevery fifth or tenth or nth

case as necessary to achieve the desired overall total sample. Or, where

one or more strata are so small that selecting at a uniform fraction will

not produce sufficient representation for,reliability, these strata may

need to be overrepresented by using a larger sampling fraction. Whenever

disproportionate sampling is adopted (either over- or underrepresenting a

group relative to others), then the weights applied to derive universe

estimates from the sample cases must be adjusted accordingly.

The crafts membership organizations survey,b ined information

on several items that pertain to the members rather t an the organization

per se. These items include the geographic location.of the organization,

augmented by information on whether members are drawn primarily from a

locality, state, region, or the nation as a whole; membership size; and

the kinds of crafts media--fiber, metal, etc.--members work in. Two othov

items were asiced partly in the expectation that the4,might discriminate

between organizations.with members engaged in crafts work on a profjfional

basis versus leisure-oriented craftspersons. These items are organization

activities in the past year, such as marketing, exhibiting, and social

functions, and whether the organization requires jurying of an individual's

work for7acceptance as a member. Each of the above items is a possible

candidate to include in the stratification of the first-stage sample of

organizations and also in the stratification of the second-stage sample of

individual craftsperson members.

9 4
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Geographic Location

It clearly seems important to include geographic dIvision of the

country in the first-stage sample stratification, treating those organiza-

tions with a national or international membership as a separate category

from organizations with local, state, or regional memberships in each divi-

sion. As shown in chapter IV, crafts membership organizations are not the

same in all areas of the country. It is-probable tbat craftspersons living

in different regions differ as well on characteristics such as tedian in-

come from crafts, proportion working in various media, and so on. The re-

sponse to the organizations survey also differed among the geographic

divisions. Thus, including geographic location as a stratifier ensures

proper representation on this important dimension and will make it easier

to weight the samPle of waftspersons for different response rates. Once

membership rosters )-,1, been obtained from the orpnizations in the first-
)

stage sample, the names should be sorted or arranged in order/by division,

so that the secon)kstage sample of craftspersons is also stratified,by

geographic location. Disproportionate sampling should not be required in

either case, as crafts membership organizations and crafts-artists are

broadly.dispersed among divisions7-no one area is estimated to have fewer

than 7 percent of total organizations or 5 percent of their members-, or

more than 18 percent of organizations or 17 percent of their members.

Media

Likewise, it seems critical to include the dimension of crafts media

tr.

in which organization members work in both the first-stage and second-stage

stratification. A craftperson's medium is cehtral to his or her self-de-



finition. One would no want A sample of crafts-artistf to include iust

weavers or potters and overlook glass workers* leathercrafters, just as

one would not want a sample of U.S. workers to include'only one or two of

the major occupational groups. gotvnly should.mepia be included as a-stra-

tifier td ensure representation of all types of crafts-artists, but the

findings of the organizations survey indicate that some media categories

must-be disPropOrtionatly sampled for reliable analysis because they account

for such small'proportlans of Vital craftspersons..

Defining media categories, and deciding which types tb-Oversample_..
0

are not easy matterA, .Discussed below Are what the crafts memberihip or-
.

ganizations survey reveals about'media of individual crafts-artists and the

limitations vf'this information.

The crafts membership organizations surve7 questionnaire included

an item asking about media in which members work.' Question 5a first asked

whether the organization was oriented to A single medium of craft work or

whether ic was a general organization Involved ir more than one medium.

If the answer was "specific medium," the respondent was asked to write in

that medium. /if the answer was "general," the reApondent was asked in

question 5b to write in up to five media in which_ members worked, in ordef

of popularity, listing first the medium in which the largest proportion

wo ked, then the'next most pvpular medium, and so on. Staff of the Arts
'''d

End wment supplied media codes for the anwers to questions 5a and 5b that

were entered in the data record for each organization.

Several problems attend the use of these data for Atimating the/

number of individual crafts-artists who work in a particular medium, such

,

as fiber, clay, glass, metal,-and so on. First of all, it'is not clear

from the answers what 'proportion of an organization's meibers actually
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practice the media named, Presumably all of the member's of a single-

-

medium organization work in4that medium (or almost all--some membe'rs of

. * *
crafts membership 'Organizations may not be practicing craftspersons).

However, few, some, or many members may also work in other media. tor

the general groups, the data are even lesg clear. Respondents were asked .

.to list media in order of popularity, but it is hard to translate this

statement into numerical terms. -A e um lisied first by an organization

that listed five in all presumably is yractited by over 20 percent of the .

membership, but whether the actual pioportion is 25 percent, 30, 50, 75,

or 100, is not known. .Similaily, one can only guess at the proportions,

working in the other media listed. Another proilim in the case of.general
4

groups is that the respondent may not know all of themedia members work.

In and ma not have ranked the media in their true oraer or popularity.
1

Finally, there ishe inherent problem in estimating distributions of in-.

dividuals from data,on organizations, namely.that the same persons may be-
,

long to more than,pne organization and hence be doublecounted.

Degpite the problems, ityds essential to develop at least approxi-e

wate estimatea of the' number of persons working in each media category

for input tothe crafts-artists gurvey first7stage and second-stage sample

designs. Table III-r shows the esti6ated percent distribution of single or

specific-medium groups by the nine major media categories identified by

the.Endowment, The table,also shows the distribution by media of the first-

listed reaponses by general groulis (presumably the most popular), the

1Comments during the rirete4t of the survey questionnaire' indicated

that organization respondents feltiuncomfortable in trying to supply nupti-

cai estimntes.of propOrtions of members working in various media. Hence,

the'decision was made not to strive_for a mAleading level of, precision but

instead to encourage response by adopting the less specific\Wording used'in

'question1,5a and 5b. .



second-listed responses, third7, fourth-, and fifthl-listed, and the totar
\ A

number of renonses. (A few groups listed.more than five medial their re- .

sponse beyond the fifth are not inciuded in the table.) The bottom part

*of the table giVes the rank order Of the media within each response cate-

gory from the most'frequently-mentioned (rank 1) to the least-frequently-
.

, .

mentilned (rank 9).

Clearly, fiber is the most popular medium foi the 351 specif/ic

groups. Among the 463 general groups', it-is mentioned less Often than

clay as Ale most popular medium of memhers; howeVer, ii is mentioned moat

often as the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th-most popular medium. Of the'total of

y2,222 mentions by general groups, fiber ranks,first. Clay is next in

popularity among single7medium groups and hps the second highest proportion
, .

of-all mentions bygeneral groups. Metal and wodd have many fewer mentions .

than.either fiber or clay, but still a respectable,number. Glassfleatlier,

paper, multi-media, and "other" media appear to have relatiVely. little

.popularity as crafts media.,

-Using data onlaverage membership size of ,the organizations resned-

ing to the survey (about 415 members.on 'average including national groups)

,and making some assumptions about the proportion 'of organizpion,members

4

working in a medium depending on whether 4t was listed first, second; third,

.
Js

and-so on, very crude estimates were developed of the number of craftspersons

/ I' .

in each media category. Appendix H details the construction of these esti- ./
r

v. i
. [

mates for the nine broad categories and individual media subtypes within - I

each. Table 111-8 gives rounded-off estimates for the nine broad groupiiigs.

Note that these estimates correct neither for nonresponse to ehe organiza-

tions survey nor for estimated multiple memberships. They also suffer from
, -

all of the uncertainties about what proportion of members work in the
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TABLE

.PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR.MEDIAOCATpORIES MOTIONED BY CRAFTS

MXMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS BY' Mum 'OF LISTING

I

Media
Category

i.

Specific
Groups

, Ceneral Groups
.

1
J

'1st

-Listing
2nd

Liiiing
3rd

%Lifting

4th
Listing

5th

Listing.

1st thru 5th
Listing

Fiber

Clay

Metal
its

Wood

Glabs

ether

Multi

Leather
I

Paper

Tot41

(N)
-,

64.7%

23.4
I

2.3

2.8

2.0,

1:7

1.7

0:4

0.6

1

27.9% 43.9% 40.6% 24.5% 24.6% 31.47.

50.1- 18.4 '' 12.1 7.3 4.1 .21.5
-

i

4%8 11:9 23.1 18.7 :' 11.8 13.7
.

6.2 10:4 14.3 I 19.4- 14.8. 12.3

2.0 .4.5 6.2 . 12.4 270.5 7.4

5.7 4/3 6.2. 4.8 5:7 . 5.3
o

2.3 3.3 .4.4. _7.6 8.6 4.6

0.5 2.6 ,2.5 1.8 7.4 2.7
. -

- 0:5 ' 0.7 0.6 3.5 2.5 1.0

100.1

(351)

1094e. 100.0 100.0, 100.0 100.0 ,999''
(563) (538) (481) . (396) (244). (2222) .

c

,

.,
.

Rank Order of Media Categories Within Each Listing
.

Fi er

Clay

Metal

Wood

Glass

Other

Multi ..

Leather'\

Paper_

,

1

2

4

3

5

6.5

6.5
f

8

9.

2 1 1
. .

1 1 1
t

1 )52 . 4 8 2
_

5 3 2 3 4 3

3 4 3 2 3 4

7 5 5.5 4' 2 5. .

4 '6 . 5.5 '7 7 6

1 . 7 5 . , 7

8.5 . 8 1 59 .. 6 ) 8
. .

8.5 9 9 '8
9 ,

9

... a

SOURCE: National crafts membershi& organizations survey conducted/bY

Mathematica,Policy Research; 1978.
t-

NOTE: 33 respondents did WA indicate media for their organizat
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4
various media.with only popularity rankings to go on. So the 4gures that

shown in table 111-8 should be regarded with considerable tkepticism..

are

everif they probably give,a roughly accurate-picture of'the relatikre POpularity

of the major media among,working,craftspersons.
4t

The take showathat fiber Artists are estimated at about 170,000

or almost 45 percent of the total; crafts-artists working in clay are the

next largest.group, accounting for about 98,000 persons Or over'25 percent

of the total.. Crafts-artists working in metal and wood Vre each about

."4

30,000 .or 8 percent. Glass workers are less than 16,000 or about 4 percent,

while crafts-artists Wrking in leather ana paper are quite few in number,

abouf 6,000-and 3,000, respectively. Craftspersons Working in multiTmedia

(this category included such responpes as do115,and toys, nature crafts,

beach crafts, Native American and bther ethnic crafts) aTe estimated at,

about 11000 persons, and those working in -"other" media ,(such as Plastic,

ivory, tele, candles, egg decor, and bread) at about 15,000.

. From the figures shown in table III-g, even allowing for a sizable

mirgin of error, it appeais that craffs-artists are distributed very un-

evenly among the major media"' It should be n prOblem at all to Obtkin

a representative sample of fiber and clay ar sts and no big problem f or

wood and tal artists using almost any reasonable sampling fraction. How-

,

ever, 0 produce sufficient numbers of glass, lealibar, piper, multi-media,

and "other" media artists may require overrepresenting these grloups in the

sample.

Membership Size

,Nuriaber of members is an attribute of orianitations, not individuals.

1Nevertheless, it is recommended that' membership size be,taken in& accoiint

P.
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TABLE 111-8

APPROXIMATE ESTIMATES OF CRAFTSPERSONS
WORKING-IN.EACH MAJOR MEDIUM

./
Media
CAtegdry

Estimated draftsOrsAns

Number Percent'

41.ber

Clay.

getal

I.
2

Wodd

Glass

"Ofher" Media

Multi-Media .

170,000 .*

98,000,

.32,000

29,000

16,000

15,000

11,000

".

a.
'

44.7%

25.8

8.4.

7.6

4.2 :

3.9

2.9

Leatiiet?

Paper

Total

6,000

3400

380,000

0: 8

99.9%

)

SOURCE: National rrafts membership organizations.survey
conducted by Mathematica Policy Research, 1978.

- NOTE: Appendix H explains the derivation of these figures

and-shows the individaal mediasubclassifications included in each

- btoad category.

Th

101

2

-

_



in the rst-stage sample design. Craft* membership organizations vary,

wide y i size from groupsowith tewer than 25 members to those with well

over 5,000. The distribution by site Categories is very uneven, so much

86-that the proportio6 of tbtal craftsperson members accounted fofby
.

groups of different sizes varies inversely with number of members. Thus,

crafts-organizatrons with fewer than 50 members account for about one-A-

'third of all organizations responding to the surveybut less than-3 per-

. cent of all
organizatiogmember's,- while organize ion* with 2,000 or more

'member-Aso-count-for less than.3 percent of ell organization member* but

over one-third of all members. Given the inverse relationship between

,

share of the universe of organizations and share !f the'Uniyerse of
.

craftsperson members, care should betaken to include most, if not
40

-
of the very large groups in the first-stage sample, together with a

40

.repcesentative selection of smaller-sized organizations. This distine-

tion should be carried ow- to the second-stage sample 'design': lin this
_ .

instance tiaing a smaller sampling fraetion for-members of the verilarge
a a

.groups compared to'members of other groups, so that all persons in the

uniVerse have an,equal probabilityof being selected. ,

74h

Other Characteristic*
.

'There do not appear to be compelling reason*, p-inclpde the items

on organization octiyities or jury requirement in either the first-stage

br secad7stap samlile stratifications. As chapter IV ihows, respons es

to the question on activities is not provi'de abagis for distinguishing

between groups Of professional versus recreational cr aftspersons-72 par--

cent of all crafts membership groups had sales activities in the previous

year, 72 percent ofteted porkshops, and almost 88 percent pui on Axhibits.

1 02 r-
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,The item on jury requirement for membership appears more discriminating--

- leis than 30 Percent of,crafts'organizations have such a requirement for

some or all of their members. However, the use of jurying to restrict

memebership to presumably professional crafts-artists producing work of

high quality is'clearly particular to cerain arms of the country and

certain types of media. Over 46 percent of organizations in New England

'and phe South Atlantic states and of organizations oriented to metal a nd

. paper crafts have a jury requirement fôr some or all members, but this
. - t

.
.

-is true for less than 20 percent of.groups in the'yest North and South

t
.

Centkal states and for.groups oriented CO leather or crafts in thelother"

media and multi-media c ies. In light Of these findings, it is un- .

/

warranted to st atify by Jur requirement as an'indicator of professions-
,

lism of creaspersons.belonging to organizations.

OVERALL SAMPLE SIZE

. A critical paramet er to estiblish before sampling fractions for

stratifiers included in eithere first-stage or'Second-stage design are

specified is thevoverall sample,size desired for the individual crafts-
.

Piralins survey. -The initial planning stuay'phase recommended that the

sample of c.,1.9ftsperslitTspbe in the range of 10,000 to 25,000 to perkit fol-

)
,loWieg .up important subgroups and subject areas 1.11 detail. Costs were

estimated at $200,000 to $300,000 for a mail survey of 10,000 and at $500,000
. .s.

, . .
,,

.
..to $750,000.f$r a mail survey of 25,000.'

.
,

/

Recent experience with the crafts membership organizations survey
. \

. .

and other' mail_sutireys suggests thap costs for the crafts-artists survey
/

.

- /

will-be ciose.tó or above tHoe'high end or these r ies,Jigured per saMple

O3
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case.. The crafts vembership organizations survey included an advance mailing

with a return postcard and incurred.ad ded costs due to delay of the third

mailing. The individual craftspersons survey will also require a pcior mail-

. ,

ing to organizations to obtain,membership rosters, plus a computer sorting

I' and matching operation to eliminate duplicate names. Responses,to first and
4 . .

second mailings may be better on the.part of individual crafts-artists who are

speaking for themselves than it was for organization represent atives. On the

other hand, the longer questionnaire that will be needed to explore c, rafts-

persons' socioecohomic circumstances may deter response. In sum', there is no

reason to expect that costs per cise for the crafts-artiSts survey will be

significantly lOwer tban the cost of the prior survey of organizations.'

- '

In determining the optimum overall sample size, cost must
7
be bal-.

anced against xeliability: Table 111-9 shows 95.percent c onfidence in-

tervals in percentage.terms.for estimates of hypothetical subgroups off-
craftspersons accounting for 50 percent; 25 percent, 8 percent, 4 Percent;

,

and 2 picent ofthe universe of 375,000 crafts-artists* The confidence

'1
-.

Confidence.intervals express the aange of deltiation frowthe "true"

values of.characteristics in a populatiOn.universe which can be expected

.when estimates are based on a sample rather than on a complete enumeration.

Thus, ifthe 68 percent confidencelimit fox an estimated tubgroupof 10,000

is +1,000,./this means there is a.68 Percent probability that the radge1,000

to 'limp contains the true value. (The 68 percent confidence limit is also

called the etandard error of the estimate.) With a 95 percent confidence

litit of +1,00q for an estimated subgroup of 10,0 0 (or twice the standard

error), iiie chances are 95 out of.100.that the ra ge'8,000.to 12,000.containi

the true value. Table 1119 shows 95 percent con d.dence intervals as percents

of the subgroup being estimated.' tonfidence intervals at the 99 percent

level, which would be even more certain, are ope-ehj.rd again the size of the

95 percent confidence intervals.
,

.....
,

.
,

Note that confidence Intervale express only the variation to:be ex-

pected because of sampling okrors. Nonsampling errors,Spch as bias from
,

nonreporting or coding and processing erFors, can also be important, parti-

cularly as the estimated number approaches the total'universe.
.

/
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TABLE 111-9

95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR 'ESTIMATES OF SUBGROUpS OF CRAFTS-

PERSONS BASEDON ALTERNATIVE SAMPLE ZIZES

Estimated-Subgroup Size
, Percent of

iumber Total Universe

'Numbe of Cases
in Sample

n% porifidence interval
as Percent of Estimated

Subgroup Size'

Sample Size: 25,0004(1 in 15 of universe)

1 '

187,5001 50% 12 500 + 1:3%

93:750. 25 6,250 + 2.3

30,000 8 2,000

15;000 4 1,000 6.2

7,500 '2 500 + 8.8

C.)
Sample Size: lo,poo (1 in 37.5 of universe)

50% 5,000

25 2,50

8 8 0

4 400

2 200

4 2.1%
+ 3.6
+ 6.8
+ 9.8
+ 14.o

187,500
91,750
30,000
15,000
'7,5q0 .

Sample Size: 5,000 (1 in 75 of universe)

187,500 50%- 12,500 4 3.0%

93,750 25 IMO + 5.0

30,000 8 400 ' 71- 9.6

15,000. 4 200 \-± l.8 g

7,500 2 00 44- 20.0

SWRCE: Confidence intervals calculated using table in AOpendix A,

"Derivation of 95 Percent Confidence'Intervals," in Constance F. Citro and

: Patricia J. Doyle, Description andEvaluation of the SSI Elderly State and

National Semples (Washington, D.C.: Methematica Policy Research; Ine.,

August 1977).

N : The 95 percent confidenbe interval represents twice the

stan dard e ror and is here presented as a percep; of the estimated number

for each subgroup; e.g., with'a sampling fraca44of 1 in 15, the 95 percent

cOnfidence interval for a subgroup actouniing for 50 "percent of the total

is + 2,510 or + 1.3 percent of the'estimaied number of187,500 craft ersons

in This subgroup.
. v
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)
limits shown are based on sample sizes of 25,000 cases (1 in 15 of the

,P

,

drafts=artist universe), 10,000 cases (1 in 47.5), and 5,000 cases (1 in.
,

75)..
The largest mple,size7-25,000:--provides reliable esimates within

.

f

1

plus or minus 10 percent for even very small subgrou4ps of xrafts-artisr,

,

. for example, leathercrafters who are about 2 percent of tbe total. The

-

sample "size of 10,000 provides reliable estimates for all.but the-smallest

'subgroups (2 percent or Iess), while the 5;000 sample tize lose's reliahil-

ity for estimates of categories emaller than 8 perCent. Ofetal and *ood-
.

workers are each estimated at about 8 percent, of total crafts-artists,

whil crafts-artists working in glass, "other" media, multi-media, leather

and aper are estimated at 4:Percent or less. Crafts-artist*resident in

the est North Central, West South Central,-and Mountain divisions are

also estimated in each case at less than 8 percent. of the,total.Y",

Table III-f0 looks at the reliability of'estimates of subgroups by

other characteristics based on different sample sizes. Given that one ob-AS.
tains LW() Ases,of a subgioup totalling 10 percent of all crafots-artists

and then wants to distribute that subgroUp by income classes, age-race-sex

grollps, or some othel- variable, the question is the reliabilitif off-the esti-

,pted share of the subgroup accounted for by each 'category of the other

variable.

age
'I

The table ihows.that estimates for a category.accounting' for 10
, , .

.

,,
,

percent_of a large subgroup (for example 10,percent of fiber artists who
i . ,

(

dre clOse,to half, the total) are reliable within plu or minuktWelve

percent based on ksample as small as 5,000. On.the other.hand, estimates

for a category accounting for:110.percent of a small subgroup (8 percent k

,

of the total or less) are unreliable by this measure ren if the total sample,

size As as large as 25 000. ,
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V.

Given that resources to Conduct laurvey of individual crafts ar-

,,./'

/1

tists are limitea-strategy of disproportionate sampling of important

small subgroups is required to achieve anything like a reasonable level

of reliability for further analysis by other characteristics. The following ,

discussiowassumes that 110,000 is the upper bound for the samOle of crafts-

persons-on cost grounds. Alternatives are suggested for the composition of

a samile of crafts-artists based on a total size of 10,000 compared to a

total.'size of 5,000.

COMPOSITIOH OF THE:CRAFTS-ARTISTS SAMPLE

Prior discussion recommended that geographic location and media

be used as stratifiers "for the first-stage sampre of:crafts organizations

to ensure representation of these important.dimensions in the subsequent

sample of individual members'. 'Membership size was recOmmended as another

stiatifier to ensure that tb

of crafts-artists. Each 9f

e roiters obtained totalled the expected number

these dimensions was,also to be deed to strd-

tify the second-stage aampl of individual crafterartists.

,Of the nine major m dia categoiies identified by the Arts Endow-
.

ment, only two--fl.ber and c ay--are estimated to account for more than 8

percent of all'crafts-artists. Clearly, oversampling of the less pre-
.

'valent media types will be necessary for reliable analysisivother charac-

teristics such as age, income training, and so on. .Crafts-artists are

more evenly distributed by area of residence--only three of the nine
4

divisions are estimated to havelewer than 8 percent of total crafts-artists.

Table III11 shows four illustrative crafts-artists samples, two

of total size 10,-000 and two of total size 5,000. In each ,pair, one sample

is designed to achieve as close to the same degiee of reliability as

posVible for estimateaof the nint major media types. These samples

1 7
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TABLE,III -10

./

, f'
95 PERCENT.CONFIbENCE INTERVALS FOR ESTIMATES.OF CATEpORIES .OF

CRAFTSPERSON SUBGRODPS BASED ON ALTERNATIVg SAMPLE SIZES,

Estimated Category Size

Number.and:Perceni-1,
of Subgroup

Number of Cases
in Sample

95% Confidence Interval
'as,Percent of .

Subgroup Category

Sample Sizi: 25,000 crafts-artists (1 in 15 of uniVerse)

18,750 - 10% of a 50% 1,250. +'5.4%
subgroup .

9,375 - 10% of a 25% 625 +. 75
subgroup

3,000 - 10% of an- .8% 200 + 13.8

subgroup i

_

1,500 - le of a 47. 100 [ + 18,8,

subgroup .
1

756 - 10% of a 2% 50 °

)

_+ 27.2
subgroup

Sample Size: 10,060 crafts-artists (1 in 37.5 of universe)

.

N..
,

18,750 500 . + ,8.5%

9,375 250 T- 12.4

3,000
:

80 71-- 21.9
-...,

1,000 40 -1: 29.7

.750 ... 20 T 42.9

Sample Size: 5,000 crafts-artists (1 in 75 Of universe)

16,750
9,375
3,000
1,000

750

250
125
40

20

10

+ 11.8%
+ 16.9
+ 30.5

60.8

A

SOURCE: ConfLdence intervals,calculated using tables in Appendi A,

"Derivation of 95 Pereent Confidence Intervals," in Constance F. Citro nd

Patricia J. Doyle, Description and Evaluation of the SSI Elderly State d"

National Samples (Washington, D.C.: ,Mathematica Policy Research, Ihc.,

August 1977).

NOTE: The 95 percent confidence interval represents twide ihe stan-

dard error and is here presented as a percent of the estimated number for

each subgroup category; e.g., with a dampling fraction of 1 in 15, the 95

percent confidence interval for a 10 percent category of a 50 perceht sub-

group is + 1,010 or + 5.4 percent of the estimated number of 18, 750'crafts-

persons 13 this category.

0411.
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TABLE III-11

ALTERNATIVE SAMPLES OF CRAFTSPERSONS SHOWING'SAMPLING
FRACTIONS FOR MEDIA TYPES AND 95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE

INTERVALS (CI) FOR ESTIMATES OF EACH TYPE AND ESTIMATES OF 10 PERCENT CATEGORIES OF EACH,TYPE

First Sample Plan
SecOnd Sample Plan

Media

TYPe

Sampling
Fraction and
N. of Cases

95% CI for
Estimate of
Media Type

95% CI for.
Estimate of
10% Category

Sampling
Fraction 'and

No. of Cases

95X CI for

Estimate of

Media Type

05% CI for
Estimate of
102 Category

Paper

Leather

Multi-Media

"Other" Media

Glass

Wood

Metal

Clay

Fiber

Sample Size: 10,000 crafts-artists

1/10 - 300

1/10 - 600

1/20 - 550

1/20 - 750

1/20'- 800

1/20 - 1450

1/20 - 1600

1/67 - 1463

1/67 - 2537

+ 8.4

+ 7.1

+ 6.9

+ 5.1

+ 4.8-
+ 4.6

+ 3.0

+ 36.0%

+ 2.6

+ 21.7

+ 21.1

+ 16.3

+ 15.4

+ 15.6

+ 12.0

,/flo - 300 -+ 11.5%

1/10 - 600 + 8.1_

1/40 - 275 + 11.1 I

1/40 - 375 -, + 10.1

1/40 - 400 + 9:7 + 29.9_ -
..-

1/40 - 725 + 7.1 + 23.0- -

1/40 - 800 + 6.8 + 21.8

1/40 - 2450 + 3.6' + 12.0-

1/40 - 4240 -+ 2.3 -+ 9.3

+ 36.0%

+ 25.0

+ 36.2-
+ 30.8

Paper

Sample Size: 5,000 crafts-artists

1/20 - 150 + 16.3 + 50.7

N

+ 5fs.7

Leather
+ 11.4 + 35.3

1/20 - 150 - .

+ 35.3
r 1/20 300

Multi-Media
1//:: : \\320705 ' + 11.9 + 36.2 -7 16.8 , 7- 51.3

+ 30.8

. 1/0p - 138 -
.

+ 10.1
7-43.5

"Other" Media
\

1/40 - ,\375

+ 29.9

1/80 188

+ 13.8 -7 42.1

+ 14.3

Glass
1/40 - 400

_

_+ 9.8
1/80 - 200

+ 23.0
.

: 10.1 + 32.1

Wood

Metal

1/40 - 725

1/40 :- 800

_

-

+ 7.1

+ 6.8 + 21.8

- 1/80 362

+ 9.6 + 30.9

Clay
+ 22.0

1/80 - 400

1/134 - 731 + 6.6
.

Fiber
1/134- 1268

_
_+ 44.3 + 17.0 11: : 1221::, : ::13 : 173.01

SOURCE: Confidence intervals .calculated
using tables in Appendix A, "peril/attic/poi 95 Percent Confidence

Intervals," in Constance F.'CitrO

And Patricia J. Doyle, Description
and Evaluation of ttO SSI Elderly State and National Samples (Washington, D.C.: Mathematics Policy Research, Inc.,

August 1977).

: The 95 percent confidence
interval represents twice the standard error and it here presented as a percent of the estimated number

e media type and as a percent of the estimated number foC a 10 percent category of 'eath media type.
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,

' incorporate three different sampling fractions--I in 10 of p

7
er artists and

6a
leathercraftgrs for the sample-of 10,000 (1 in 20 for the 5,000 sample); 1

in 20 (oi 1 1.1..'40)'of crafts-artists working In multi-media, "other" med a,
v.

glass, wood, and metal; and 1 in 67 (or,1 in 134) of clay and fiber'ar

the Second'sample in each pair inkludeS 1 in 10 (or 1 in 20) of papeiartlsts

and leathercrafters As.before,,but,samples all other media types at a common

.

fraction of 1 in 40 (or 1:In 80). Geographic-location ft not referenced,

,
._ .

as this variable is to be used as a stratifier,but need not be sampled dis-
, .

propportionately. Mebbership size is not reIerenced_either, as the diff rent

, -

salipling fractions required for members of very large groupS.-Versus members
-,---

of all other groups would be.appliedpin,the saMe proportionlo the sampling

fradtions deterrninea for the various media typell:

As can be seen, the sample of 10,000 cases based on three different

sampling fractions provides estimyes of crafts-artists that .are reliable

within a range of plus or minus 8 percent for all media types except paper

,artists; ,when the sample size is restricted to 5,060 cases, estimates by.1

media are still reliable within a range of plua.or mipus 4 to 12.percent for

all types except paper. Similarly, estimates of a category such as an in-

come or age class accounting for 10 percent of tmedia type are reliable

within ranges of plus or minus 12 to 26 ercent and plus or minus 17 to 36

percent for all media types except paper, based on total sample sizes of

10,000 and 5,000 cases,.., respectively.
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In tontrast, the samples'incorporating only two. sampling frac; s,,,

. .
I

vr
,..- ..-

,
,

.

'tiOns shog a greater range/of reliability compared to the suiples just
.

.
.

discussed, although the divergence is less great where the total sample

size is 10,000. These samples are presented because they are simpler in

design and.therefore simpler to obtain. Simplicity gains importancein

light of the two-stagglampling process/required for the individual rafts-,

srtiets survey.

If sufficient funds were available, itisrecotmnended that'a
.

sample of 10,000 cases be selected, using-only two sampling fractions.

This affords estimates for each.media type within a range of plus

or minus 2 to Lapercent, or no more than 5-percentage points-broader than.

the range using the more elaborate sample design 1Ranges for cate-T-
I
4 ,

gories accounting for 10 percent af eact-itype are reliable within phis or

minus '9 to'36 percent using tile simpler dgsign. , This range is per-

centage Points broader than the alternative, but the simpler design af-

fords the advantage of being much easier to implement, is is disc ssed
, ,

the next seCtion. If funding is more limited, then a Ninimum ample

s ze of 5,000 is recommended, using three sampling factions. In this,
i t

c se, g much greater range of reliability of estimates based 6 the
. .

:

simpler design offsets its practicaliadvantages. .

The discussion in this sect / on is meant to be illustrative. Ob-

t I

viously, other sample sizes betwee 5,000 and 10,000, and Other sampling
,

I .

...

fractions than the ones presented, are possible. .A model coultd We'formu-

lated that includes the estimated number of crafts-artists inleach media

category and overall sample size to specify a Unique samplin fraCtion

for each type that.resultsoin estimates of equal reliability Cost

112



could aIso be balanced against reliability in the model to specify an.optiMume
N

sample size within upper andlower bounds. The.drawbäck to "finetuning" the

sample design by specifying unique sampling fractions for each media type

is that every additional sampling fraction included-in the second-stage sample

design makes processing of the first-..stage sample more cbmplex.
1

It ie

strongly recommended that the 'design of the crafts-artists sample.be kept as

simple as possible, while recognizing the need to obtain sufficient cises

for reliable apalysis of die very small media,subgroups.

SAMPLING ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIRST STAGE

Givenithat the bounds of thesecond-stage sample of individual crafts-

*
7.

artists are determined, namely a sample size between 5,000 and 10,000 incor-

porting disproportionate sampling* of small media subgroups, it is.possible

to specify the design or the first-stage sample of organizations. A point

to'make at the outset is that sufficient .organizations should be included.

4, .

in the first-stage sample to produce many more than the desired number of

craftsperson names from their membership rosters fot the second-stage sample.

More names must be Obtained in the first stsge,given that the estimats of

multiple memberships developed in the planning study are very incomplete.

A larger number of craftspersons may belong to tore'than one organization

thin estimated, so that lists would have to be requested fromsdditional

organizations to come up with sufficient names for the craftspersgns samples

unless this problem is anticipated in the first stage. It is also very

'
..4(

1There is alpo the consideration that a,complex sample design on ne

dimension--in this case, meaia--makes estimates of other crosscutting dimen

sions less precise. Thus, estimates of crafts-artists in each geographic

diviSion, for example,-will be a function of the reliability of the esfimates

for each of the media types sampled using a different fraction and of the pro-

portions of each suth Media type within the partinular division. The tonfi-

dente intervals around the estimates for divisions will be broader given use

of different sampling fractions for media types than would be the case if:all

crafts-artists in each division were sampled ai the same fraction.
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desirable to obtain a,pool of craftspdrson names from the first stage that

is many times larkerthan the desired sample to afford the least chance for

, introducing biaa into the craftsperson sample. 'Incluaing organizations in

the first-stage sample whose membership lists will produce 10 to 2Q times

as many craftspersons as are needed for the final sample is recommended.

First-Stage Sample Design for a 10,000,Craftspersons Sample .;

To produce a samplieuf 10,000 craftspersons that overrepresents leather

and paper artists, it is recommended that the first-stage.sample.design recognize

three categories of crafts membership organizations: organizations witti members

who work in leather or paper, very large organizations with membership size of

5,000 or more., and all other organizations. These-groupings are designated the

B, and C samples.

. It is recommended that the A sample include all groups that dention

leather or paper as media their members work in, i.e., that the sampling frac-.

tlon used for these )roups in the first-stage design be 1 in 1 or 100 percent.

Leather and paper media received a total of 89 mentionb from specific and gen-

eral groups (counting any mention from first to fifth'for the latter), but

the unduplicated number of organizations may be a good deal less, depending on

how many groups mentioned both media. "Assuming fordiscusition purposes that

the A samq.e incluaes about 75 organizations,,the membership.lists of.these

groups shou141 tdtal about 24,000 names including an estimatea'9, 0 leather and

paper artists.
1

1Based on an average membership size of 314 craftspersons for all

organizations exCluding those with 5,000 or more'members. Prior-to specify-

ing the final first-stage samOle design, tabulations shodn.be run to deter-

mine the unduplicated count of organizations in the A sample and the average

membership size of groups in each of the A, B, and C samples.
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The B sample of organizations should include ill eight organiZations_

`indicating a membership size

bership organfzations survey.

paper as media their members

izations total about 80,000.

of 5000 or more in response to.the.crafts mem-

(None of,these groups mentioned feather or

worked in.) The membershiOrlists of these organ-

Finally, itdts recommended that the remaining 864,groups be strati-

/

1

fied by geographic division and broad media categvries (excluding paper and
.

leather) and that.the same-sampling fiacfion be used for X11.4tiata. Figure-

.

111-3 shows the str:atifiCation scheme propd d., Note that the media Cate-

gorization for general groups is based on the first or most Popular medium

listed. To add second or additional mentions by general grou0s to the strat-

e_ .

ification seems uxnecessarily complicated; If these. organizations, arrayeiC

as shown are sampled at a fraction of 1 in 4; or 25 percent, about gl6 organ-

izations will be selected. Their membership lists should collectively in-

clude about 68,000 names:.

The total number of organizations recommended for inclusion in the

first-stage sample is 299 anethe Total pool of craftsperson,names obtained

(prior to unduplication) should come to about 172,000. The pool includes,

as described, ai oversampling of leather and paper crafts-artists to permit

incldding a disp oportionate number of crafts-persons working in these media

in the second-st ge sample for reliable analysis.

First-Sta e Sam le Desi n for a 5 000 Craftspersons Sample

To produce a sample of 5,000 craftspersons that uses three different

samplini fractions as outlined in table'III-11 requires f soMewhat.more com-

plicated dample design.

,

It is recommencAd in this instance that

4

I.

1.1.5
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...FIGURE 111-3

'RECOMMENDED STRATIFICATION TO USE IH SELECTING
'ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE FIRST4STAGE "C" SAMPLE

Division 1/.(New England)

Specific Groups, Broad Media Category I (Fiber)
Specific Groups, Broad.Media Category 2 (Metal)

$4.

Specific Groups, Broad Media Category 9 ("Other" Media)

General Groups, 1st Mention, *rodd Media Categdty I (Fiber)

General Groups, 1st Mention, troad Media Category 2-.(Metal) .

General Ctoups, 1st Mention,.Broad Media.Category 9 ("Other" Media)

Division 2 (Middle Atlantic)

Division 9 (Pacific)

National and International Groups '(arrayed as for eati ivision)

NOTE: Use this stratification to array groups not ncluded

in'the "A" or "B" samples

,f1
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the disign recognize four categorieeof crafts membership organizations:

organizations-with Member s who work in-leather or paper; organizations which

Jilt as the,most poPular medium metal, wood, glass, multi-media, or "other";

yery large olganizations with membership pze of 5,00D or more; and all other'

*

organizations. These groupings are designated the D, Ei F and G samples to

distinguish them ftom_the A, B, and C samples discuss krevious1y.

It iS recoMiaended that thel sample (like th'e'A sample) include ali

groups mentioning leather or. paper,gs.a Medium their members worlc: in (in-

cluding any mentioefrom first to fifth). The'D sample should comprise an

estimated'75 organizations, with' membership lists totalling about 24,000 names.' °

4
The E sample should include a representative selection of.groups.with

nembers working in metal, wood, glans, multi-medlte or "other" media., OnlY

those groups listing one bf these media as most popular (either a,single-

k-

medium group naming one of these types or a general iroup'listing one of
-

these types first) should be sampled; to do otherwise would be to include

\ almost all of the %047 organize ions responding to the prior survey in the uni-

verse for the E sample. tai, wood,- glass, multi-media, and "other media",

were listed as most'popula 'among their n4Mbers by 340 groups. Assuming th4t_
A.*

320 groups will form the basis for the E sample after eliminating duplication

sev

with the A simple groups, it is recommended that these groups be stratified

or arrayed by geographic division and media type and that 1,in 2.5 or 40 per-
*

cent of the organizations be selected. Membership lists from the resulting

128 groups selected should total aboUt 40,000 names '
. .

The F siinple of organizations like j.he B sample should, include ali

eight very large organizations with a total membership of ab?ut 80,000. Fi-

nally, it is recommended that the remaining 544 organizations be stratified.
4
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, ,.. .
,

by geograOhic division and the two remaining media categories-I-fiber tnd

clay--based on the first qF most popular medium listed. baMpling these (

,

tit P
, .

.

organizations at a fraction of 1 in 5, or 28 percent, will prol6Le a tothl

of about 109 groups with a membership of about 34,000 for the G sam4e.
,

.

the total number of organizations selected in this sample design is )
. 1

.

320, with a total membership pool 4. 178,000.
\

. . 1

SAMPLING CRAFTSPERSONS FOR THE SECOND STAGE

After a first-stage sample design has been imRAemented and membership

rosters have been requested and received from the sampl* of organizations,

the next task will be to select from and'unduplicate these lists to obtain .

;01°.

the desired number ofmames for the individuals su ey. Figure III-4,outlines .

a seEond-stage'sample of 10,000 crafts-artists based/on the A,. B, and C first-

stage samidee of organizations; figure 111-5 similarlY outlines obtaining a

41, 4
V

second stage sample of 5,000 crafts-artipts based on the D, E, F, and G first-

stage orgAnization samples. Each figure shows the expected numbers of crafts-

persons in each first-stage subsample, the recommended sampling fraction to

use; and the resulting number of second-stage cases.

Note that the sampling fractions are higher than the ones.specified

in the applicable second-stage sample designs shown in table III-11; for
f

example, it is recommended in figure 111-4 that membership rosters of groups

oriented to4teather and paper (the first-stage A sample) be selected at a

ratio of 1 in 0 rather than 1 in 10. Higher sampling iatios are necessary to

arrive at the ultimately desired samplini fraction because of overlapping

memberships. The figurea show the expected number Of cases.and ultimate sam-
.

-

piing fraction aftei elimination of duplicate names. (It is recommensled that

st

'*/
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FIGURE 111-4

OBTAINING A SAMPLE OF 10,000 CRAFTS ORGANIiATION MEMBERS

Univeise:

Sample at
, fraction of:

Resulting pool/

Sample at
fraction of:

First Stage

A Sample B Sample C Sample

75 groups 8 groups 864 groups

24,000 persons 80,000 persons 271,000 peisons

1 in 1

75 groups
24,000 persbns

1 in 1 1 in Ai

.8 groups

80,000 persons

216 groups
68,000 persons

,t

.Second Stage

A Sample k B C'.Sample

1 in 9 1, in 36 1 in 9

Resulting sample
.of persons: 2,667 2,222 7,55

Simple after
unduplicating
(x .87) 2,320 1,933 6,573

Fraction of
universe 1 in 10 1 in 41 1 in 41

Total Sampie = 10,826 persons

NOTE: All figures are approximate.

e
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FIGURE Itt-5 1,/

,

OBTATNING A SAMPLE OF MOO ORAFTS'ORGANIZATION MEMBERS

j.
First Stage

D Sample E Sample F Sample p sample..

75 groups 320 groups 8 groups 544 gr4ups

24,000,persons 100,000 persons 80,000 persons 171,000 persons

Sample at 1 in 1 1 in 2.5 1 in 1 1 in.5,

fraction of:

Resulting pool: 75 groups 128 groups , 8 groups ,109 groups

24,000 persons 40,000 persons 80;o0 persons 34,000 persons. ,

Second Stage

Sample at 1 in 18 1 in 14 1 in 115 1 in 23

fraction of:

Resulting sample 1,333 2,857 696 1,478 .

,
of persons:

gample'after 1,160 2,486 606 1,286

unduplication:
,

(x .87).

.

Fracqon of
universe:,

1 in 21 . 1 in 40 1 in 132, 1 in 133

Total Sample B.5,538 persons

NOT : All figures are approximate.



unduplication of names be performed after selection from.the membership

lists to save on processsing costs.) If it turne out that multiple mem

'bership.is more common than anticipated, additional nasies,can be selected
,r

,

from the first-stage organizations.membership lists; if the overlap is less,^\

than estimated, names can be dropped frpm, the sample.

As can be seen, the final result in each case is.to produce close

to the recommended sampling fractions presenied in table III-11. However,

the sampling fractions, properly speaking, apply to members of organizations

oriented to specific types of media and not necessarily to the various ty0es

of crafts-artists themselves:' For example, the A-sample of organizations

. includes all groups oriented tosleather and paper, from which abopt 2300

cases ace expected to result. 'Of these cases, about 900 ale expected to

be leathercrafters and paper artists, as desired; the remaining 1400 will be

crafts-artists working'in other media who belong to the same organizations.

Thus, the actual sample of, say, metal workers will include in this instance

a. number of cases represerqing 1 in 10 of the universe as well as.cases

representing the desired,fraction of 1 in 40. This inherent feature of

the design ehould not eignificantly affect the composition of the sample,

but,without doubt will complicate determiniag precise cenfidence.intervals

for each media type as well as for categories of other variables.

One final critical element of the second-stage survey design in-

volves assigning %eights toeach of the cases included in the craftspersons

sasiple. A sample, by definition, does not include the entirety of a study

population, and every case must be assigned a weight or multiplying factor

to ude to derive estimates of the total universe. This weight will be ap-
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Oroximately the inverse of the final samplink fraction used to seleCt a

particular case. For example, cases selected from the first-stake A tamp e,

,ifter unduplication, with no other_factOrs entering in, would have a weight

of 10; cases.selected from the D samplela weight of 20; cases selected from

, -

the B, C, and E samples a weight of 40; and cases selected from,the F and .

G samples-a weight of 134.

Other factors do enter in. These include different responte rates

by orkatizationt in the variotis divisionsto the prior crafts memhership

organizations survey, Which enhance or lessen the probability of selection
A

arid hence lower or raise the craftsperson'weights accordingly; varying rates
4

of multiple organization membeishipp that sat to raise the weights to\ft

greater or lesser degree; and,linally,'isrying,ratep of responseto Both

stages of the individual crafts-artists suryey, which operate again to\raise'

the final sample weights. Calculitionof final weights to use in anal)isis

should wait until both the first and secOnd stages of the craftspersonsi sur-
1 -

vey are completed and more complete information on all of these factors is

available.

As is evddent, a representative sample of, crafts-artists belonliing

to organizations that provides reliable estimates for ihe key dimension of

media can be achieved, but at the price of considerable complexipy. The

complexity results from the fact that available information on crafts-artists'

media is organitation-based rather than person-based. It is recommended
'

that the-sample design for the crafts-artists survey be kept as simple as

possible. Nevertheless, given the interest of the Arts Endnwment and others

in the crafts world in'understanding each type of craftsperson, the informs-

.

tion on members' media provided by respondents to the crafts membership or-

A

ganizations survey should undoubtedly be used to strqcture the design of the

individuals survey.
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,CilAPTER IV

CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES TODAY:

A PROFILE

INTRODUCTON
'

The qational suivey of crafts membership organizations cod-

ducted by Mathematics Policy Research in 1978 obtained information on

a broad range of characteristics of crafts groups and their members.

No previous Survey has covered sUch a large or representative number

of-crafts membership organizations. The'preceding chapter discussed

the implications of the survey results for design of a subsequent

survey ofindividual crafts-artists selected from organization member-

ship rolls. This chapter presents the findings of the survey as they

illuminate the character and condition of crafts membership organi-

zations in the United States today.

Voluntary crafts-organizations are formed to serve needs and

interests of their membeis. A number Of items on the survey question-

.

taire focused'directly or indirectly on membership characteristics.

Respondents were aiked about the geograxhicjocation of their membership--

and about crafts mes1,1er'in which members workc- Responses to a question

..

f'
on membership,Size make it possible to estimate the numbers of crafts-

, _-
. ..." . 1

persons iw'each area of the country and working in each medium. Two
,.

other qiiestionnaire items, activities the organization is involved in

and whether or tot presentation of work to a jury is required for member-
.,1

ship, were asked to help determine the proportion of crafts

organizations whose members are engaged in producing high-quality work
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on a professional basis versus Orginizationa geared primarily to

recreatibnalbraftspersons.

Other items on the survey questionnaire relate to the organiza-

tional structure and characteristics of the crafts'membership groups,
0.

themselVes. ;hese variables include corporate structure-(profit or
. .

nonpibfii)., whether the organization has paid staff or owns or rents

anS, facilities -expenditure levels and,sources of funds; and problems

the- organization perceives. Patterns of response to these questions

should' provide insightinto the degree of organizational maturitycf therafts

world and indicate areas where outside help or attention seems needed.

Finally, several remaining questionnaire items, looked at to-

gether, may shed ligHt On the development of"crafts membership organi-

zations over time and their relationship to the broader environment.

These variables include longevity of crafts membership organizations

(years in.existence), the clientele served bY, their activities (members

e

only, members and other crafts professionals, or the general public),

gebgraphic dispersion of.the organizatioil's Membership (whether the

group reftesents primarily a local, state; regional, or national con-

stituency), -mad, finally, the extent to which the organization's stated

purposes are congruent.with fhe.activities it reports carryiing out%

The discussion, that follows iooks in turn-at each of these

dimensions of the organized crafts worldmembership characteristics,

organizational structure, and development over time in the broader

environmental context. The discussion is largely.descriptive. The

survey of crafts membership organizations was conducted primarily to

124
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permit a more cost-effective design for the subsequent-survey of indi-

vidual crafts-artists. _Hypotheses were not formulated,in advance re-

* garding the behavior of crafts membership organizations, and the content

of the survey was not designed to permit rigorous statistical analysis

.of the findings within the cOntextof.an explanatory framework.: TiMa

and resource constraints also limited the present study to a descriptive
Nes

analysis of one-way and two-way tabUlations. The last section of this

chapter presents recommendations for further research using the data

collected in the crafts membership organizations survey.

Without reviewing the literature on voluntary associations, the,

findings of crafts organizations surveysin other countries, or other

relevant studies for testable hypotheses, there are clearly some cdmmon-

sense expectations that can be verified by the results'of this survey.

These expectations reaate primarily to membership size. One rguld expect, .

other things equal, that more large-size. groups would be incorporated,

have paid staff, own or rent facilities, carry out more activities, and

have more sources of funds than smaller-siie organizations. One would

also expect larger-size groups.to account for a larger proportion of

'organizations with a regional, national, or international membership

than of organizationswitha state or local membership and to have been

in existence for longer periods of time. Crosa-tabulations of variables

.by membership size are presented at appropriate pointPin the/discussion-
.--

to test these expeCtations.

All variables presented are also cross-tabulated by geographicr

.
division and by the media reported as most popular among the.Organi-

zation'emembers. It.is believed that.readers of this.report who are '
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active in the crafts world will,be most interested in learning whether

'crAfts organizations differ in lifferent areas of. the 4untry.or

according to type of media. No prior expectations inflorm this analysis;e

instead, the description of crafts,membership Organize ion characteristics

by-geographic location'and media will.undoubtedlY suggest questions
, .

for further research.

MENBAIRSHIP OF CRAFTS ASSOCIATIONS

a

/

Who are the people who belong to crafts membership organizations?

The national crafts membership organizations'survey does not provide data

on the characteristics of individual crafts-artist hernbers as such--their

training, economic level, whether crafts work is c ntral or-peripheral

to their li.elihood, whether they have roots in et nic crafts traditions,

ft

and many other aspects that pAsumably the subseqnent crafts-artists

survey will examine. Nevertheless, the survey of organizations does
401

shed light on some characteristics of individual craftspersons, including'

where they live,their preferred media, how manythere are; whether

their interests, as evidenced by the activities
4

f their organizations;

, I

are primarily to sell or exhibit their Crafts and improve.their skills,./

or to keep in contact and socialize with like-m

li

nded persons; and, .

finallY, whether their work had to be reviewed, by a jury of peers 'or

membership. Following is a description of the urvey findings o each

of these variables.

Geographic Location .

.
.

Figure IV-1 graphs the percent distrlibution of/the total number

f crafts membership organizations in the United States as of 1978 by'

.1
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FIGURE IVI

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF_ESTIMATED ToTAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP

.
ORGANIZATIONSBY REGION AND DIVISION

10.1

12 0

22.2

New
Enaland

Middle,
Atlantic

7.3-

-

West
North
Central

East

18.1 North
Central

7.9

9.9

12.5

30.3%

West

South
Central

East
South
Central

South
Cential

13.3

22.22

Mountain

Pacific

NORTHEASt
(No. 269)

NORTH CENTRAL
(No. 309)

SOUTH WEST

(No. 369) (No. 271)

NOTE: See table I-I for 'gtates included in each.region and division; see chapter II for calculation

of estimated number of crafts membership organizations, including respondents and estimated nonrespondenta.
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region and division of the country. The total was estimated in chapter

II to be 1;218-organizations, including 947 who returned completed

,questionnaites plus an additional 947 who retprned completed question-
. ,

. mires Olup, an additiOnal 271 among ionrespondents to the,aurvey,esti-, '

- mated to be crafts membership organizations.\ Of this"total, the largest

-
number.are located in the South, with just ovet 30.percent. "Each of

the other regions has between 22 and 25 percent. Among divisions, the

highest concentration of crafts groups--over 18 percent7-is in the East

North Central division, and the second highest concentration in the

Pacific division with oVer 13 percent of the total. The areas with the

smallest concentrations are-the West NOrth Central and West &kith

Central divisions.and the Mountain division - -none of these,areas accounts

for more than 9 percent pf crafts membership organizations.

Figure IV-2 shows individual states by nuAr of crafts-member-.

c'sh4/o in decile intervals. The average number of organizations"is 24;

the median number is 18--half the states 'have fewer organizations than

this number and ,half have more. e reiativel;-few states with large
7

numbers of organizations that pull the averaie up include California

and New York, with relatively large numbers also la Ohio and Michigan.

How do these distributions of crafts membership organization

by geographic area tranalate into numbers of crafts-artists? Chapter III

presented updated estmatdie of craftsperions belonging to organizations asof

1978 for the United States and each division. These. estimates incorporate'in-

;formation on the estimated number oforganizations ineacharea,.membershipslee

129
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FIGURE IV-2

DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATED TOTAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP

'ORGANIZATION BY STATE

Nijmber. of

States
,24

;

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15 NH

RI

13 ND

12
s'D

11
DEL VT CONN

10 DC' IOWA
-ME

9 GA KAN NJ

8 SC MINN WIS

7 MISS NEB- MO

6 IDAHO W VA

5
NEV LA ILL MASS 1.

4
UTAH OKLA IND PA

3 WY ARIZ ARK NC KY

2 AK MONT COLO VA TENN

1 HAW ORE NM VAN TEX MICH 1 OH fN

Number of
Organizations

I 4 41

1 to 9% ,ZO-29 40-49 .
60-60,

paii

t

80789

10-1'9. 39-29 . 50-59 70-79 90-100

NOTE: See chapter II for calculation of estimated number of
_-
crafts merabership organizations, including respondents and estimated

rnonrespondents. States are grouped by division within each decile

category.
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reported by organizations completing questionneiree, and estimates of

the extent of multiple membership (that is, craftspersons belonging

to more than one grOup) developed in the initial phase of the plaidaft

study. Figure IV-3 shows the percenx distribution by geographic divisio,
'

of the total estimated ,flumber of crafts membership organizations and of

the total number of estimated craftspersons who coUld be identifed by

geographic area. Note thai there are an additional 69,000 crafts-artiets
,

estimated to belong to groups which indiOated their gembership was pii-

ALh
.

.

marily national or internationpl r er) than regional, state, or local:

Figure IV-3 also shows the percent distribution by division
-

of the total working-age population of the United States age 18 to

64 for comparative purposes. While one would-not necessarily expect
-

crafts-artists to be active throughout the country in direct proportion

to the general population, it is important to make this comparison so

fhat undue significance is not attached to differing concentrations of
-

crads-artists by geographic area.

,- 'Examination of figure IV-3 dohs identify some areas Of the

country that hale higher proportions of crafts-artisfs than one would
.

expect.based on their share of the total adult population.- New England,

.
notably, his ilmost-15 percentOf estimated crafils-artists (and 10 per-

_

ceni of the organizations), but less than 6 Percent of the working-age

population; The EaSt SouthfCentral states also have morescraftipersons,

11 perdent,(and organiietionb-10 percent), than their6 percent share ?

of the general population-wareantst COnvesely, involvement in crafts seems
1 t

6

relaTdly, less kevalent in the South and Middle Atlantic areasthese
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PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION OF

ESTIMATED CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS, ESTIMATED CRAFTS-ARTISTS,

, AND WORKING-AGE POPULATION

New England

Middle '
Atlantic

East North
Central

#

9

West North
Central

South Atlantic

East South

- .Central

West-South'
Acentral

Pacific

Percent of
Total

KEY:

I ;

A7
4MOMMNOMW

Mitaafir ...... . :

-

7,7
$:=Sit*IiMgd

ost,

: ' '' '' '' ' ' ..--

2 6 8 10 12 14 16 16

4

-

Cr af t OrganizatIons (No. Is 1,218).
Graft Artists Belonging to Organizations

ideniifiable by geographic area).

10.1%

144.7,

12.0%
13.0
17.3

18.1%
17.0
18.9

7.3%
4.9
7.6

12.5%
9.9

. 15.9

9.9%
10..8

6.3

V.
20%

(No.

7.9%
7.7
9.8

8.9
5.1
4.6

13.3%
16.1

13.9

305;893

Working-Age Poimlation 18 to 64-in-1977 (No. 128,594,000).

NOTE: percentages add up to 100rfor total crafts membership organi-
sations, total member vrafte -artists, and total working-age population. The

total of 1,218 organisations is a universe fetimite - -see table 111-4. The

total of 305,193 crafts -artists scan& another 68,965 persons estimated
'to belong to organisations which indicated their membership was primarily .

national or international, as opposed to regional, atate, or local, and
hence could not be'reliably,allocatid to divisions-4es table The

source.for tbe working-age population is the U.S.,Sureau of the Census,
!racist of he of totes b a: Jul 1977, Current

tiOrt . r 1 ) 3-Labla 1.



aivisions.account for 16 and 17 Oercent of al

.0

adults, respictiiely,./

but only 10 and 13 percent of crafts-artists. Th1cqntrast, the con-

centrations of crafrspersons and (crafts membership o4anizations) in

4 _ .

the East North general and Pacific divi.sions; mentioned before,sare

about in line with.these areas' share of the population.

Crafts-Media of:Members

A comprehensive study;of craftsperSons requires knowledge of,the

kinds%of materials and techniques they use'and.the kinds of'dbAects they

I*

produce. The survey of'crafts membership Organizatitms could not ask for

much detail about members' work. A pretest of the questionnaire indicated

that it w ould be hard.for,a respondent speaking for an entire organization

a

to supply precise informAllion about members: crafts, and the questionnaire

was purposefully,kept Short to encourage res/ponse. Two questions wiere,di-.

116

4

rected to the kln1 ofs media or materials, such as fiber, wood, lelther, 'and

do on, organization members work with. First, the respondent was adked if .

the organization wad citiented to a single, specific craft medium, or whether

it was &general crafts organization. Respondents for single-medium groups

were asked to write in the medium, while respondents for general groups

were asked to write up'to five media in which they knew membersworked,

listing first the medium they believed was most popular among their meMbers,

then the second-most popular medium and so on. ,Staff of int Airs Endowment

developed a coding scheme to classify the hadnwritten media entriei, in-

cludingn ine d categoriesfiber, clay, metal, wooed, glass, leather,

paper, ."other' media, and multi-media--and over seventy detailed codes

within these categories.

Figure IV-4 looks at the distinction tetween.single-medium and,

general,crafts groups and at how many media were listed by general

(



. FIGURE IV-4

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS BY SPECIFIC VERSUS

GENERAL MEDIA FOCUS AND NUMBER OF MEDIA

LltSTED BY GENERAL-GROUPS, 1.11-.S., 1978

Percent of
ResRondent
Organizations

100

90
(N - 914)

80- It

70
61.6%

60 2.7 Listing One Medium

6.2 Listing Two gedia
50 77.

9.3 ListingThree Media

40 38.4%

Listing Four Media
30 16.6

20 .

f0 26.7 Listing Five Media

-

General-

Medium Groups
Groups

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations

conducted by Mathematica Policy Reseqrch, responses to questions 5a and tb.

NOTE: A few organizations listed as many as eight media (1.3 percene

liked 8; 0.2 pex ent listed 7; and 2.3 percent listed 6),
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groups.
1. Over ope-third of crafts metbership organizations are oriented

Nto a Single medium of crafts work, Another one-qUatter are ..general

groups that-listed five media their members work in, and still another

sixth are general groups that mentioned four media.

°Table IV-1 shows in percentage terms which of the nine broad

media catekories are most often tentiOned by singel-medium groups, and

similarly which are-listed first by general.groups as the most prevalent'

among their members and whicli are listed second. Clearly, fiber and

clay are the predominant media:or,organized craftspersons. Almost two-

e,

thirds of single-medium groups are comprised f fiber artists, such as

weavers, embroiderers, quiltmakers; and So on. Fiber runs second to

clay as the medium mentioned most often first by general groups--it has

less than 30 percent of first mentions, but Is listed most frequently as

the second most popular medium of general;groups with almost 44 percent

of second mentions. The pattern for clay is just the reverse--less th

one-quarter of single-medium groups are oriented to ceramics, porcel

china painting, and so on. Similarly, clay crafts are the second most

popular medium ofless than.20 percent of general groups, but they take

first place as most,popular among general groups with 50 percent of first

mentions. These findings suggest that fiber artists have formed more

cohesive associations amoung themselves than have persons involved with

clay crafts who tend to be members of general groupi along with other

types of crafts-artists.

1 (---Readers should note that Arcentages in this graph and remaining

tableglind figures in.this chapter are baSed on organizations which sent
in cotpleted questionnaires rather than the total estimated universe.

135
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'TABLE IV-1

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OP SINGLE-MEDIUM RESPONSES AND FIRST AND

SECOND LISTINGS OF GENERAL GROUPS BY BROAD MEDIA CATEGORIES,,U.S., 1978

Media
Category

SOecific
Groups

. ".
Geteral Groups "Primary"

Medium
First
L1sti4 I

v
Second

Listing

Fiber 64.77. 27.9% 43.9% -42.0%

Clay 23.4 50.1 18.4 39.8

Metal . 2.3 4.8 11.9 3.8

Wood 2.8 6.2 10.5 4.9

Glass 2.0 2.0 4.5 2.0

Leather 0.9 0.5 2.6
a` 0.7

Paper
b

0.6 0.5 0.7 0.5

Other media 1.7 5.7 4.3 4.2

Multi-mediae 1.7 2.3 3.3 2.1

Total 1001 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (351) (563) (538) (914)

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organiiations,con-

ducted by Mathematica Policy-research, respopses to questions 5a and 5b.

a CombineS resi)onses of single-medium ,groups with first mentions of
,

general groups.

b Includes such media as plastic, ivory, tolé, candles, egg decor,

bread, and.so on. See appendix H.

Includes such categories as dolls and toys, clothing, nature crafts,

belt0 crafts,, and so on. See appendix H.

gar
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None of-the remaining seven broad media type atcciunts Yor more

tHan3 percefit of single-medium groups or more than 7 percent'of first

mentions by,general groups, although metal and wood are each listed

second by oVer 10 t,eicent of general groups. Generally, crafta-artists

working'in these ,dther kinds of media are found more frequently as
i

members of general groups rather than in specialized, specific-medium

organizations. ,

What.one,would like to know in addition to how man5(organiza-

tions mention particular types of media is how many individual crafts,- '

artists work in each type. Developing such ebtimates is not a simple

*matter. To single out one,Oroblem, consider that a medium listed first:

by a general grodpthat mentioned five media in all may engage anywhere
4 *

.from 20 to 100 percent of the membership, and so on for, the Other

mentiqns. Apndix H provides estimates, developed under a particular

set of assumptipns, of the numbers of craftspersons working in each

-'1of ihe broad media tegoriesand detailed subcategories identified by

A A

the Arts Endowment. (Also shown are the number of organizations listing

each media subcategory.) These estimates are approximate, but probably

validly capture the Telative distribution of the various media types among

-organized craftspersons,in.the country today.

Analysis in this chapter of crafts-artists' media looks only at

the responsas of,the organizations ftiemselves. To simplify preaentation,

ah indicator of the "primaryn/ medium of crafts membership grouPs is

used that combines responses of single-medium organizations with re,,

sponses listed first by general gioups, The percent distribution of
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this variable is shown in the last column efAhtle IV71.. Fiber is

the primary medium for 42 percent of drafts membership organizations,
ye:

followed closelY by clay. .None of the other.media account for more
,

.

.
,

than-5 percent-of the total.

f

1

(

The:following.figures re ate the'distribution of-crafts member-

i

. ship qtganizations by Media and t eir dist ibution by-geographic. division' :

i

of the country. Figure'IV-5 shows the prbportion ofcrafts memberShip

organizations that are Oriented-to aeingle medium among national groups

and the organizations in each div1sion.
1 Clearly, organizations with a

national_or international membe hip are predominantly oriented to a

ningle medium--almost 60 "percent a e specific-mediuM.groups
compared

foless than 40 percent on average or.the country as a whdle. Single-

mediumgroups account for about 35 to 45 percent of the organizations in

each division, except in New England and the East and West South Central'

hreas, where less than 30 percent of crafts memberships groups are

oiganized in this manner,

Looking at types of media, table 1V-2 shows the distribution of

national groups and of organizations in.each division by primary.medium.

Fiber aecounts for almoit 40 to almost 50 percent of cAfts membership

organizations-in every division.except the West South.Central states

and New England, with only 30'and 33 percent, respectively, of groups

primarily interested in that medium. National membership groups

1 Including national membership groups in the totals for a geo-

.graphic area--for example; allocating a national group located in New

York City to the thddle Atlantic division7-could distort the picture.:

"of drafts-artists adtually residentin that area and the groups known to

be nerving them.
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FIGURE IV-5

PEkCENT OF NATIONAL CRAFTS MEMEERSMIp, ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS IN

EACH DIVISION ORIENTED TO A SINGLE CRAFT MEDIUM

Percent of
each division
(see.table Iv-Z

b

for N's)
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SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts memberships organizatigns conducted by Mathematica

Policy Research, responses 0 question 5a:

NOTE: "National" groups include organizations responding to question 13 that their membership

was primarily national or international as opposed to regional, state, or local.
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TABLE IV-2

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONAL CRAFT ORGANIZATIONi
AND ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH DIVISION BY MEMBERSHIP SIZE

Region and
Division Fibe-r

/

Clay' Metal tioo'd Glass Leather. Paper
Other
Mtdia

.

Multi -

rtdia

Number of
Respondent
Organizations

National Groups 11.9% 29.2% 6.9% 8.3% 5.>t 1.4% 2.8% 4.2% 72

*

Northeast

New England 33.7 45.7 7.6 5.4 2.2 2.2 242 2.2 92.

Middle Atlantic 45.0 45.0 3.0 3:0 1.0 1.0 2.0- 100

North Central

44.6 41.9 2.7 3.4 2.7 4.1 0.7 148East North Central
West North Central 46:8 27.4 4.8 1.6 4.8 ., "S- 9.7 4.8 62

'South
t

South Atlantic 45.8 45.8 0.9 4.7 O.% 1.9 107

Ease South Central 48.7 35.5 10.5 I.3 1.3 76

West South Central . 29.8 47.4 1.8 5.3 1.8 1.8 8.8 3.5 57

West

Mountain 38.2 39.5 9.2 2.6 1.3 6.6 2.6 76

Pacific 46.8 35.5 .5.6 4.0 3.2 4.0 0.8 124

J

TOTAL 42.0 39.8 3.8 (4.9 2.0 0.7 0.5 4.2 2.1 914

SOURCE: 1918 national survey of craftsimembership organizations conduaed by Mathematica.Policy Research, responses to 9uestions 5a.and 5b.

NOTE: "National" groups include organizations responding to questio 13 that their membership was primarily national or international as
opposed to regional, state, or locah See appendix.H for detailed media included in each category. "Primary" meaium combines responses Of single-medium
groups with first mentions of general groups.
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also have a low proportion vriented o fiber (32 perceni). Clay

4
is the favored medium of 35 to 45 percent of'the groups in all areas of

the country, except the-West North Central states where clay crafts

claim less than 30 percentrof the groups and., conversely, theiyest South

Central area, where they claim over 45 percent.. National membership

groups, again, include a low proportion 'oriented ,primarily 'to

clay--less than 30 percent.

Looking at the other media categories, ihe most evident,phenomehon

is the concentration 'of groups oriented to metal, wood,.glass, leather,

paper, other media, and multi-media among national membership organi-

zations compared to regional, state, and local organizationq in the

divisions,. Crafts-artists wotking_in these-media may be relatively few

in number, but they have joined,together to form nationally-based associa-

tions. Some,other'patterns are diaevident by divisions Metal groups

are conspicuously absent from theiWest North Central states arid more than

usually prevalent in the Mountain states (with over 9 percent of the total

for this division). Wood groups are especially prevalent in the East
0

South Central states. Leather groups show up in larger than expected

numbers in the West North Central area; while the West North and South

Central states have larger numbers of grolips primarily oriented to "other"

media or to Multi-media.

Membership Size

'Number of members belonging to each crafts organization has

been used in this report to calculate estimated numbers of individual

crafts-artists by geographic division and media type. The distribution

( )//2
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of organizations by' membership size categories also says somethinvabout

crafts-artists' joining patternswhether they'belong to larger numbers

of smaller groups or the reverse. Of course, membership size of'organi-
.

zations is always changing. ,The size patterns characterizing crafts

membership organizations at an one time may represen a particular stage

in their general organizational growth. The subsequent d scusSion of

-

organizational structure and development, over time of crafts Membership

groups will return to this point. Nevertheless, it is useful to take a
;.

la-ief look now at the current spread of crafts membership,organizations

on the size dimension.

Figure IV-6 shows the percent distributinn of crafts membership

organizations in the United States by the seven size intervals identifed

on the survey questionnaire: less than 25 members, 25 to 49, 50 to 99,

100 to 499, 500 to 1,999, 2,000 to 4,999, and 5,000 or more. 'It is

evident looking at figure IV-6 that crafts membership groups tend to be,

small in size--over one-third of the survey respondents have less than

so members and only 14 percent have more than 500 members. The media

membership size is 91.

Table'IV-3 shows the size distribution of crafts membership

organizations. in each division of the country: As expected, the nati.Ti

organizations have the highest percentages in the larger size categories
f?:f

(over 500 members). The median size category/for each;division is enclosed

in a box, showing that organizations in almost all areas dividelequally

around a number in the 50 to 99 members category. New England is the

exception, with median membership falling in the 100 to'499 category.

The Pacific division also-stands out by having the second highest
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TABLE IV-3

FE#CENT DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONAL CRAFTS ORGANIZATIONS

AND ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH DIVISION BY MEMBERSHIP SIZE

Region and Division

MMENNIIMI=MI.MEN.L.

Less than
25

,Members

..'

425 to

49

50 to
99

100 500
to to

499 2,499

2,500
to

4,999

5,000
7-or

More

Number .,

Respondent
Organizations

National Groups 10.0% 1.42 2.92 15.7: 8.6% 70
34.32 /27.12/

Northeast

10.6 8.5 25.5- /II57.-_)16:0 1.1 -94
Ney England

. Middle Atlantic 14.3 15.2 32.4 10.5 105
127.6/

North Central

16.9 20.8 31.2 11.0 0.6 0.6 154

East North Central
/18.8/ 1

Wist North Central" 17.7 17.7 /22.6/ 37.1 4.8 62

South

South Atlantic 22.9 16.5 34.9 11.0 .9 - 109
/13.8/

East South Central 25.6 20.5 29.5 l. 5.1 - 1.3' 78
/17.9/,

West South Central 19.0 12.1 34.5 6.9 ,. 1.7 58
/25.9/

West

20.5 26.9 29.5 5.1
.mountaiit

/17.9/

Oaii fic 12.9 20.2 .29.8 12.9 2.4 124
/21.8/

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations, conduCted by MathematicaiFolicy

Research, responses to question 11.

NOTE: "National" groups include organizations responding to question 13 and thit their membership

was primarily national or iniernational as opposed to regional, state, or local.
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4 .

percentage in the 500 to-1,999 members category (almost 13.percent

compared to New Eniland's 16 percent), and the highest percentageeven

though less than 3 percent--in the 2,000 or more members categories.

Table IV-4 shows the size distribution of crafts membership

organizatiOns-by primary medium. .Groulk oriented to fiber tend to be

smaller than groups oriented to any other media type. Less than 39 per-

- cent of fiber groups hay 100 or more members, while 52 percent of all

other crafts groups are -at least this big. The small,numbers of leather

and paper groups also stand out in that none have 500 or more members.

Members' Professionalism

The ihterest of the Arts Endowment in surveying persons active

4

in crafts is primarily in those engaged in selling or exhibiting
44-

their work on a professional basis. The crafts membership organizations

survey asked two questions that help determine whether the membership
4

of respondent organizations is made.up primarily of professional crafts-

persons in this sense.

The survey questionnaire asked organizations to indicate

whether they were involved in any of the following activities in 1977:

exhibits.' Sales, apprerRiceship programs, craft courses, workshops,

othereducational or research activities, social functions, publications,

and all other activities. Almost 70 percent of organizations reported

involvement in three to six of these activities. Table IV-5 shows the

percent of all craffs groups, of groups with a national membership, and

of the reional, state, and local groups in each division indicating they

had carried oui each of these activities (except the "other" category

1,49



TABLE IV-4

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS ORGANIZATIONS
IN EACH PRIMARY MEDIUM CATEGORY

.BY MEMBERSHIP SIZE

Primary
Medium

-
'

Less than
, 25

Members

25,to
49

-

50 to.
99

100
tO

499

500
to

1,999

2,000
to

4,999

5,000
or
more

I

Number
Respondent
Organizations

Fiber 16.8% 23.4% 21.0% . 29.4% 7.6% 0.8% 1.0% 381

Clay 17.0 12.0 19:8 34.0 ; 14.5 2.2 0.6 359

Metal 15.6 18.8 21.9 : 25.0 12.5 3.1 3.1 32

Wood 2(1.0 13.3 13.-3 24.4 24.4 2.2 2.2 45

Glass 27.8 22.2 27.8 22.2 .18

Leather 26.0 40.0 20.0 5

Paper 20.0 20.0, 60.0 5

Other Media 13.2 7.9 18.4 47.4 2.6 10.5 38

Multi-Media 22.2 11.1 5.6 50.0 5.6 5.6 18

. SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations, conducted by Mathematics Policy ,Research,
responses to questions 5a, 5b, and 11.

NOTE: "Primary medium" is based on responses of single-medium group's plus first listings"of general groups.
See appendix H for detailed.media types included in each broad category.
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TABLE IV-5

PERCENT OF NATIONAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
IN EACH DIVISION INVOLVED IN SPECIFIED ACTIVITIES IN 1977

legion and
Division Exhibits Sales

Apprentice-
% ship

Programs
0

Craft
% Courses Workshops

Other EA.
or Research.
Activities

Social
Functions ,Publications

National groups 87.5% 56.9% 21.1% 47.9% 77.8% 62.9% 58.0% 79.2%

Northeast

New England 83.0 85.9 15.1 53.8 65.2 36.7 57.0 44.6

Middle Atlantic 91.4 71.7 16.0 44.3 83.0 '15.2 56.6 43.8

Noreh Central

East North Central 89.6 73,5 14.5 '
47.0 72.2 / 42.9 70.9 46.9

West North Central 91.8 68.9 16.9 55.0 73.3 44.1 i 68.9 ' 50.0

South

South Atlantic 83.2 80.4 11.4 42.1 72.9 50.0 =59.6 46,7

East South Central 92.1 72.7 13.0 41.3 66.7 34.7 61.3 41.4

West South Central 85.6 70.0 11.9 53.4 74.1 38.6 64.4 44.8

West

Mountain 80.8 78.2 9.0 33.3 59.7 25.6 ° 63.6 34.6

Pacific 90.6 60.8 12.1 41.3 72.2 37.1 69.8 44.7

Total
(N)

87.7

(934)

72.1

(929)

14.0

(924)

45.4

(925)

72.0,

(9244

40.6

(911)

63.5'

- (921)

47.6

(918)

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations, conducted by Mathematics Policy Research,
resOonses to questions 6a through 66.

NOTE: Percentages do not add up to 100. "National" groups include organizations respondint to question 13
that their membership was primarily national or international as opposed to regional, st'ate,.or local.i
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.which only 12 percent of groups mentioned). Over 88 percent of'crafts mem-

bership groups exhibited their members' work and 72 percent held sales and

.;Offered workshopsconsiderably higher figures than the 64 percent that held

.social functions. High percentages also put out publications (48 precent),

-

gave craft courses (45 percent); and carried out other educa? tional Or research

activities (41 percent). Relatively few offered formal apprenticeship pro-

graMs (14 precept), but the weight of the findings suggets that mosf crafts

membership organizations are oriented to professional craftspersons who,de-

sire to exhibit and market their work and to improve their skills.

Looking at patterns of organizational activities by area of the country,

some variation is'evident. Many' more national groups were involved in publi-

cations and also in other educational or research activities than was true of

,the regional, state, and local groups in any cf the divisions. Conversely,

fewer national groups held sales. Many more groups in New England held sales

that the average, while the reverse was true for the Pacific area. Workshops

were particularly popular in the Middle Atlantic states and much less popular

in the Mountain area. In fact, the-Mountain states show less Commitment to

training and information activities generally--this area ranks loWest in pro-

portion of craftsmembership groups involved in'courses, publications, and

other educational or research activities, as well as workshops:

'Table IV-6 shows patterns of organizationalactivities by piimary medium.

Leather groups stand out by virtue of being involved in very few activities.

With the exception of exhibits and apprenticeship programs, much smaller per-

centages Of leather groups are engaged ip the activities listed than is typi-

cal of crafts membership organizations generally (iefer back to table IV-5

1 5



TABLE IV-6,

PERCENT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH PRIMARY

MEDIUM CATEGORY INVOLVED IN SPECIFIED ACTIVITIES IN 1077

Primary
Medium. '

Exhibits Sales

Apprentice-
Ship

Pkograms

Crafi
Courses Workshops

Other Ed.
or,Research Social

Activlties. Functions Publications

Fiber 84.0% 61.2% 7.2% 39.8% 77.3% 38:9% 59:0% 45.8%.

Clay 90.8- ' 81.8 19.1 52.9 72.5 42.8 68.9 45.2

Metal 99.3 80.0 17.1 31.4 ,51.4 44.1 71.4 45.7

WOOd ,88.9 80.0 22.7 50.0 68.9 47.7 61.4 . 65.9

Glass 83,3 76.5 11.1 27.8 64.7 64.7 88.2 55.6

Leather 83.3 33.3 . 16.7 16.7 33.3 16.7 33.3

Paper 80.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 100.0' 40.0 40.0 40.0

Other Media 89.5 73.7 23.7 k- 51.4 63.2' .
45.9 68.4 73.7

Multi-Media 84.2 89.5 21.1 42.1 57.9 21.1 36.8 47.4

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts thembership organizations conducted

responses to questions 6a through 6h.
A

JRME: "Primary mediiim" is based on'responses of single-medium groups plus

See appendix-H for detailed media types included in each broad Category.

155

by Mathematics Policy Research,

fi,rst listings of general groups.
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for the percent of all crafts groups reporting each activity). Groups

wood and to "other" media are more involved in publications

than the average, while multi-media groups are more involved in sales.

Table IV-7 shows the pescent of organizations involved in specified

activities by membership size. The largest organizations--those with

5,000. or more membersstand out, as expected, in having the highest or

second highest proportion irivolved in every activity, except craft courses,
4).

where these groups.rank third. However, there is-clearly no linear

-relationship between size and likelihood of undertaking a particular activity.

Very small groupsthOse with under 25 members--include a higher-proportion

than average having sales and 'apprenticeship programs,
although they rank at

J

the bottom for all other activities.

The survey also asked respondenfi whether membershtp in their

organization was contingent upon review of samples of work by a panel of

accomplished craftspersons or a "jury." Responses to the survey indicate

that almost 30 percent of crafts organizations
require jurying of work for

all members, another 10 percent require jurying for certain levels of mem-

berships, and the remainder have no jury requirement. Figure IV-7 shows the

distribution of national groups and organizations in each division by those

requiring presentation of work to a jury for some or all meMbers. New

England stands out as having the largest proportion of organizations with a

jury requirement-45 percent compared to the average of almost 30 percent,,

followed by the South Atlantic division with almost 40 percent. In cOntrast,

the West South Central statts have the most open organizations, with only

10- percent requiring jurying of work, followed by the West North 'central



TABLE IV-7

PERCENT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS INRACH
MEMBERSHIP SIZE CLASS INVOLVED IN SPECIFIED ACTIVI IES IN 1977

Membership
, Size Exhibits

'

Sales

Apprentice-
ship

Programs
Craft

Courses Workshops

Otker Ed.

or Research
_Activities

Social
Functions Publications

1

Under 25 77.17 72.7% 15.7% 28.6% 57.9% 27.0% , 52.3% 19.0%

25 - 49 ni2.4 59.5 9.8 33.6 72.5 32.4 61.6 28.9'

I

50 - 99 91.7 79.9 13.9 46.6 71.0 42.8 67.4 45.9

100 - 499 90.2 72.4 13.4 49.2 74.8 44.1 68.3 64.2e
500 - 1,999 95.2 , 76.9 20.6 68.3 84.5 53.8 61.8 63.5 -

L.)

co

2,000 - 4,999 94.4 - 66.7 11.8 72.2 83.3 66.7 66.7 88.9

5,000 or More 100.0 75.0 25.0 62:5 100.0 75.0 83.3 * 87.5

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations conducted by Mathematica Policy Research,

responses to question 6a through 6h.

no,
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FIGURE IV-7

PERCENT OF NATIONAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH DIVISION4.

HAVING A JURY REQUIREMENT. FOR SOME OR ALL MEMBERS
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division with less than 20 percent. National membership groups include

less than 25 percent with a jury requirethent; or less than the U.S. average.

A
Figure IV-& shows the.percent of crafts membership groups oriented

to each broad media .type that require jurying of work for some or all of

their members. Metal groups rank highest,on this dimension--53 percent have

a jury requirement compared to less than 30 percent typically for all crafts

membership organizations. ,Paper and clay groups have the next highest

proportions requiring Jurying of work. The groups with the least stringent

requirements are those categorized as "other," the multi-media groups, and

the leather groups. Only 11 percent, 16 percent, and 17 percent: respec-

tively, of these kinds of organizations require that all or some of their

applicants' work be subjected to a jury review as a requirement for membership.

What should one make of the differ y geographic division and

primary medium in the proportion of crafts groups having a jury requirement

for membership? Responses to the luestion on activities suggest that a

high proportion of crafts membership groups inall areas and representing,

all media types are oriented to the needs of professional craftspersons. If

the proportions having a jury requirement were similar among areas and media

types, one could reasonably use this variable to further single out those

groups committed to a high quality of professional work. However, the

differences found suggest, not that crafts-artists in New England or those

working in metal are of higher quality than others, but that crafts member-

ship organizations have developed differently in some areas and among some

crafts media than in others.

162
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FIGURE IV-8

PERCENT CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH PRIMARY, MEDIUM '

REQUIRING JURYING OF WORK FOR.SOME OR ALL MEMBERS
to
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See appendix H for derailed media-types included in each bread category.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CRAFT GROUPS

The discussion now turns froth membership charatteristics of crafts

organizations to look at their organizational structure and internal operations.

The focus in this sector is on how crafts membership,groups are formally

organized and what levels of resources--personnel,
facilities, and funds--

are currently available to sustain them. Also examined 'are the problems

they perceive. An understanding of organizational
characteristics and needs

should provide guidance to the National Endowment for the Arts

and other -ctafts-supporting
institutions for program planning.

The,crafts membership organizations survey included questions on.

profit-nonprofit status of crafts organizations, staff and faciliti4s,

level of expenditures and sourcei of funds, as.well as perceived problems.

The discussion takes up each of these organizational characteristics in

turn and relates them to the previous findings on membership.

Corporate Status

Most crafts membership organizations--over 62 percent--are legally

incorporated. Almost 53 percent of the total, or 85 pertent of the corporations,

are nonprofit'501-C-3 (tax-exempt) organizations.
The other 15 percent of

incorporated groups are presumably profit-making or perhaps uncertain about

Or waiting to receiveotheir tax-exempt status.

Tables IV-8 through IV-10 show the percent of crafts membership

groups that are incorporated and the percent of the latter that are tax-

,

exempt wlthin each geographic diVision, each primary medium category, and each

membership size class. There is a definite relationship of incorpotation to

membership size, with groups having.100 ormore membera much more likoly
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TABLE IV-8

PERCENT OF NATiONAL'CRAFTS MEMEERSHIP ORGANItATIONS,AND ORGANIZATIONS 144000

IN EACH DIVISION THAT ARE INCORPORATED, NONFROFIT, HAVE PAID PERSONNEL,

. AND OWN AND/OR RENT FACILITIES
I.

of

Region and

Division

Percent of Total
Organizations

that are

'Incorporated

Percent
Incorporated
Organizations

that are

Nonprofit

Percent of
Total Organi-
zationa with
Paid Officers
or Staff

National Groups 72.97. 82.4% 58.3%

Northeast

New England 68.8 78.1 45.2

Middle Atlantic 57..6 86e0 31.4

North Central
58.1 89.5 ' 24.8

East NonO-Central
West Norfh Central 61 0 91-.7 21.0

South

South Atlantic 61.3 '89.2 42.2

East South Central 71.6 83.0 36.4

West South Central 68.4 82.1 42.4

West
4.

Mountain
58.4 80.0 23.4

Pacific
55.4 86.6 25.8

Total
62.3 85.1 34.0

(N)
(904) (563) (935)

Percent of
Total Organi-
zations Owning
and/or Renting

Facilities

61:1%

61.3
61.2

49.3

49.2

56.1
45.5
57.6

46.8
54.0

54.2
(927)

SOURCE: 1978 national Survey of crafts membership organizations'conducted

by Mathematica Policy Research; responses to questions 4a, 4b, and 8.

, NOTE! "National" groups include,organizations
responding to qutstion 13

thae their membership was
primarily national or international as opposed to

regional, state, or local.
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TABLE IV-9

PERCENT.OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH PRIMARY MEDIUM
CATEGORY THAT ARE INCORPORATED, NONPROFIT, HAVE

PAID PERSONNEL, AbID OWN AND/OR RENT FACILITIES
4

+ I

.Primary

MediUm

Percent of Total
Organizations

that are
Incorporated

Fiber 50,0%

Clay 70.3

Metal 56.3

Wood 81.0

Glass 80.0

Leather , 66.7

Paper 80.0

Other Media 75.7

Multi-Media 52.6 -

Percent of
Incdrporated
prganizations

that are
Nonprofit .

Percent of
Total Organi-
zationo with
Paid Officers

or Staff

Percent of
Total Organi-.
zations Owning
and/or Ranting

Facilities

86.4%

85.8 _

77.8

82.4

83.3

75.0

75.0

78.6

90.0

'Total
(N)

f11.8 85.0

(874) (540)

21:6%

46.2-

37.1

46.4%

62.8

50.0 \

35.6 51.1

33.3 55:6 ,

16.7 50.0

20.0 60.0.

31.6 51.4

42.1 68.

33.7 54

(904) (899)

SOURCE: 1978 national survey.of crafts membership organizations con-

ducted by Mathematica Policy Research; responses to questions 4a, 4b,45a, and 8.

NOTE: "Primary medium" is based on responses of single-medium groups
plus first listings of gf?neral groups; see appendii H for detailed categories

included in each broad media type.

1 6 7
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TABLE IV-1,

,
PERCENT OF &RAFTS MEMBERSHIP

ORGANIZ4kTIONS IN EACH MEMBERSHIP

SIZE CLASS THAT ARE INCORPORATED,
NONPROFIT, HAVE PAID PERSONNEL,

AND OWN AND/OR RENT F4CILITIES

Membership
Size

Percent of Total

Organizationb
// that are

' Incorporate&

Percent of

Incorporated
Organizations

that are.

Nonprofit

Percent- Of

Total Organi-
zations with
Paid Officers
or Staff

Percent of
Total Organi-
zations Owning ,

and/or Renting:
Facilities

Under 25 33.6% 81.3% 16.0% 40.0%

25 .to 49 39:6 86.4 13.7 42.1

50 to 99 58.9,
72.8 29.3 49.4 .

100 to 499' 78.6
88.7 40.6 59,1

500 to 1,999 88.5,
92.4 77.1 76.5

-2,000 to 4,499 88,9
75.0 94.4 88:9

5,000 or more .
85.7

83.3 100.0 87.5

Total
62..4 .

85.0 33.5 53.9

:(N) (890) (555) (924) (916)

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership-organizations conducted

by Mathematica Policy Risearch;-responses to questions 4a, 46, 8 and 11.
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to be incorpoTted than smallei groups. The likelihood of being tax-

exempt shows much less variation. Among media categories, groupsented

primarily to wood, glass, paper, and other media are more likely to have

.formed corporations; while.groups oriented to fiber and to multi-media are

least likely to be incorporated. , Again, there is relatively little variation

by primary medium in the proportion of incorporated groups thdt are tax-

exempt. 'There is least 1;ariation in legal structure by geographic area of

the countrY, although national groups are more likely to be incorporated

than regional, state, or.local groups in,dby of the divisions.. Incorporated

groups in New England are somewhat lessAikely than groups in other divisions

to have tax-exempt status.

Staff and Facilities

One indication of organizational development is the presence of paid

officers or staff at the helm of the organizaiion. The survey revealed.
-

that only'one-third of crafts membership organizations have such paid per-

1

sonnel. The proportion varies dramatically by membership size--as the third

column of table IV-10 indicates, 100 percent of groups with 5,000 or more

members have paid personnel, while this is true of fewer than 20 percent

of groups with under 100 members. Crafts membership groups with a national

or international constitAncy and those in ilew England include higher pro-

\ portions with paid personnel than do groups in other geographic areas

(see table4,IV-8)--the lowest proportions are in the North Central and

West regions. Among primary media categories, groups oriented tc clay are

somewhat more 11kly to have paid personnel, while leather, paper, and fiber
.

JIroups are leaSt likely (see-table IV-9). Differences on this aspect of

5

..?
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organizational structure by area and primary medium are much fess than.

differences by membership size, however.

Owning and/or renting facilities such as office, stuido, or gallery

space can also indicaee increasing institutionalization and 'growth in the

socpe of organization activities. The survey found that about 54 percent

of crafts membership groups.own and/or rent facilities. This is a con-

-sideilably higher figure than the proportiOn having paid staff. Breaking

eown this total, about 20 percent of the organizations report that they

ifctually own space, while close to 40 percent rent (5 percent both own*

and rent). The survey did not aske organizations with rented space

whether they rent on a permanent basis or one-time for specific occasions

such as exhibits and sales.

The proportions owning and/or renting facilities show very little

Viation amoung geographic areas, although national membership groups

and organizations in the Northeast.rank somewhat higher on this dimension

than do groups in other areas. Similarly, there is relatively little

variation by medium of primary interest--multi-meida
groups are some-,

what more likely to have facilities and fiber groups somewhat less

likely. Predictably, membership size shows a pronounced linear pattern:

aliost 90 percent of groups with 2,000 or more members Own and/or rent

facilites compared to only 40 percent of groups with fewer than 50 member.s

17 o
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Funding Sources and Expenditure Levels

The crafts membership organizations survey asked respondents about

sources of funds and levels of expenditures in the previous year--two impor-

.tant dimensions for understanding the operations of any organization.

Lookingpat the first orthese variqles, the survey questionnaire asked

respondents to indicate from which of a number of specified income sources

thpy received mOney in 1977. These sources inolude: membership fees-or

dues, sales, workshop or course fees, private donations, funds from other

organizations, local government funds, state government funds, federal funds,

and all other. (The organization could also indicate that it received no

funds in 1977.)

The most frequently noted'source of funds--mentioned by 85 percent

of 41 crafts membership groups--was membership,fees or dues. Close to

half of the organizations earn income from tble proceeds of their own acti-

Aiities, such as sales (53 percent repprt receiving support from this source).

Very few, in contrast, have outside sources of support. About 31 percent bf

all crafts membership groups receive private donations, but less than 20

pereent'receive support from any other external source, including other or-

ganizations or any level of government.

Table IV-ll shows the percent of crafts membership groupskin the.U.S. and

'in each division of thescountry
receiving support from each type of funding

sdurce identified in the survey. There is little variation by geographic

el
area, although some patterns are apparent. National membership groups

report funding.from private donations and other sources more often than the

average, while fewer of their number receive state and local government funding.

New England also has a higher proportion of groups receiving private donations.

:171



TABLE IV-11

k
PERCENT'OF NATIONAL.CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS

IN EACH DIVISION RECEIVING SUPPORT IN 1977 FROM SPECIFIED SOURCES 6

de

Region end

Division

Hembership
Fees Sales

Workshop) Private
Fees I_ Donations

FundsArom
Other

Organizations

f

Local

Governments

1

State
Governments

Federal

Government

I No
Other I Money

Sourcest Received

I Number of

Respondent-

OrgaOrailons

National Croups 83.3% 47.2% 41.72 43.12 13.9T .1.82 8.32 16.72 ' 23.6E 1.42 72

Northeast

Pew England. MS 55.8 45.3 44.2 7.4 4.2 15.8 11.6 12.6 2.1 95

Middle Atlantic 92.5 50.0 52.5 30.2 ` 12.1 12.3 21.2 9.4 10.4 0.9 106

Werth Central

Est North Central 92.5 52.3 42.6 24.5 8.4 3.9 11.H 8.4 Ift.t 1:9 155

Vest North Central 79.4' 49.2 42.9 36.5 17.5 1.2 20.6 12.7 15.9 4.6 6:3

South

South Atlantic 81.7 62:4 39.4 29.4 8.1 8.3 14.7 13.8 10.1 2.8
,

109

EastSouth Central 74.7 53.2 27.8 30.4 20:1 2.4 34.2 20.3 10.1 1.3 , '9

West South Central 75.4 46.4 46.4 33.3 8.7 14.5 18.8 17.4 11.6
WI

West

-";;untain 84.8 58.2 46.8 19.0 6.1 7.6 16.5 6.1 7.6
70

Pacific 89.1 50.8 47.7 28.9 9.4 17.2 15.6 12.5 Io. 1.6 1:8

Total 85.0 53.3 44.6 114 10.8 8.4 17.2 12.5 11.1 1.7 (16-

SOURCE: 1978 natilnal survey of crafts meMbership organizations donducted by Mathematica Policy Research;fl

responses to question 10.

NOTE: "National" groups include organizations responding to question 13, that their memberships were

primarily national or international as opposed to regional, state, or local.

1 7.
hd
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-

Groups in the Middle Atlantic area rely more heavily on income.from workshop

fees than do organizations in other areasof the country.. Gxoups in the

East South Central states, on the other hand, are less likely 0 have income

from workshop fees more likely to report funding from other organizations

and from state governme ts. Groups in this area also have the highest

proportion receiving federal funds. The.Mountain states have fewer or-

ganizations receiving private donations and federal government support.

The Pacific area has the highest proportion of groups receiving local

'government support, followed by the West South Central division.

Table IV-12 looks at funding sources, note by type, but by how many

sources any one group receives, cross-classified by membership size. As

is evident, the majority--52 percent--of crafts membership organizations

receive support from only one.or two sources. Larger organizations with more

than 500 members are more likely to have more than five sources of funding

than organizations with fewer members.

To get at the magnitude of funds expended by crafts membership

organizations, the survey questionnaire included an item asking respon-

dents to indicate approximately how much their ofganizations spent in

1977. The categories provided include: under $1,000, $1,000 to $4,999\,

$5,000 to $9,000, $10,000 to $24,999, $50,000 to $99,999, $100,000 to

$499,999, and $500,000 or more. The responses provide a general idea

of how much money crafts membership organizations are operating with and

whether the level of resources varies according to other characteristics.

The survey revealed that crafts membership groups tend to be small-

budget operatiOns. Figure shows the percentage distribution of all
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TABLE 1V-12

PERCENT OF CRAFTS ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH MEMBERSHIP SIZE

CLASS BY NUMBER OF FUNDING SOURCES

Membership Size

1 or 2
Sources

-3 to 5

Sources

6 to 9
Sources

Number of Respondent
Organizationt

Under 25 Members 77.4 21.2 1.4 157

25 to 49 Members, 66.6 33.3 0.0 155

50 to 99 Members 54.9 41.8 3.3 183

100 .to 499 Members 41.4 49.3 9.3 306

500 tO 1,999 Members 25.0 39.4 . 35.6 105

2,000 to 4,999 Members 22.2 55.5 22.2 18

5,000 or more Members 25.0 62.5 12.5 8

Total 52.1 139.4 8.5 932

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of 'crafts membership organizations con-

ducted by Mathematica Policy Research; sum of responses to question 10.
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FIGURE IV-9

P§RCENT_DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS BY EXPENDITURES IN 1977, U.S.

Percent of
Total Groups
(N 6 907) 50%

Cl 45

40

26.1%

9

8.9%

$1,000 $5,000
9,999

t10,000 -
24,999

. 7.9%
6.2% *i

ill iiii
:*
:::::::

0.8%

::. :.; JE*I

$25,000 - $50,000 -

4,999 .49,999 99,999 499,999 or more

SOURCE: 1978 hational survey of craftS membership organizations cOnduc.LA by Mathematica Policy Research;,
,

$100,000 - $500000

response§ .,q,question 9.
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crafts membership organizations by reported expenditures in 1977--fully,

one-third of the organizations spent less,than $1,000 in 1977;. 60 percent,

\

spent less than $5,000 and almost 70 percent spent less than 10,000. .

Most of the remaining 30 percent of crafts membership groups spent less

than $500,000 in 1977. Only seven groups--less than 1 percent--indicated

that they spent over half a million dollars or more.

Table IV-13 shows how much money crafts membership organizations

in different geographic areas expended. The groups serving a national

membership which include most of the largest-sized organizations with 2,000

or more members show a much higher proportion spending at least $10,000

in 1977 than do regional, state, or local groups in any of the divisions.

Almost 40 percent of natipnal organizations spent over $50,000, and only. 13

percent spent under $1,0b0. Among the dimisions, New England has the

'smallest proportiOn of organizations--under 20 percelit--spending less than

$1,000, and.also the.highest proportion spending $50,000 or more. In

contrast, the West North Central and Mountain states have the smallest

proportions of organizations spending over $50;:00b--less than 8 percent in

each case--and the-highest proportions making do on less than $1,000--

over 40 pexcent in both areas.

The distribution of expenditure levels among crafts membership

organizations according to their primary medium is quite similar to the'

distribut-!_on for crafts membership organizations as a whole, as is evident

in table IV-14. Over half of the fibe'r groups spent 1640.than $1.,000 *10

in 1977, asicOmpared with about one-third of all groups, and only 8 percent

spent at least $50,000, compared with over 15 percent on averages. This

s
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TABLE IV-13
,

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIp,ORGANIZATIONS
AND ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH DIVISION BY EXPENDITURES IN 1977

Region and Under $1,000 - $5,000 - $10,000

Division $1,000 4,999 9,999 49,999

'National Groups-' 12.7% 12.7% 8.5% 26.8%

,Northeast

New England 19.3 30.7 11.4 20.4

Middle Atlantic 36.0
-,

' 28.0
/

10.0 15.0

North Central //
,

East North Central 39.5 27.0 12.5 8.5

West North Central 43.9 33.3 5.3 10.6

South

South Atlantic 36.2 23.8 8.6 15.2

East South Central 34.2 22.4 10.5 -21.6

West South Central 28.6 30.4 3.6 23.2

West

40.3 29.9 14.3 7.8Mountain
' Pacific 36.8 24.8 10.4 12.0

- $50,000
or more

.Number ,of Respondent
Organizations

39.4% 71

6

d
18.2 88

11.0. 100

12.6 152

7.1 57

I-.

Lel

, 16.2 105 .c.,.

11.8 76
1

.14.3 56

7.8 77

16.0 ,125

1

, SOURCE: 1978 national survey bf crafts membership organizations tonducted by Mathematica Policy Research;

responses to question 9.

NOTE: "National" gro ps include o ganizations responding to questioh 13 that their memberships were

primarily national or international as opposed to regional,.state, or local.

17
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'TABLE IV-14

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH
PRIMARY MEDIUM CATEGORY BY EXPENDITURES IN 1977

Primary

. Medium,
Under
$1,000

$1,000 -
4,999

$5,000 -
9,999

$10,000 -
49,99

$50,000
or more.,

Number of Respondent
Organiiations

Fiber. 50.8% 23.37 8.6% 9.6% 7.8% 374

Clay 19.3 28.0 11.0 20.2 21.7 347

Metal 21.2 30.3 9.1 21.2 18.2. 33

Wood 25.0 , 22.7 9.1 11:4 31.9 44

Glass 23.5 17.6 17.6 11.8 29.4 17

Leather 50.0 16.7 - - - 33.3 6

Paper 75.0 25.0 4 AA
Ui

Other Media 26.3 34.2 13.2 1Q.5 15.8 ,38

Multi-Media 40.0 26.7 6.7 ,26.6 15

SOURCE: 1978-national survey of crafts membership organizations conducted by Mathematica Policy Research;'

resiponses tO question 9.

NOTE: "Primary medium!' is based on responses of single-medium groups plus first listings of general

groups. See appendix H far detailed media types included in each broad category. 4

182
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pattern also characterized leather groups. Groups that appear.relatively

affluent include those oriented to wood, glass, and clay. About 30 percent

of groups oriented to wood or glass spent at least $56,000, while only a

'quarter of these groups spent under $1,000.

.

Problems

The craft organizations survey questionnaire asked respondents to

indicate problems that were sefious for their organization. The possible

choices (one dr.mote could be checked) included: inadequate working space,

lack of meeting,space, inadeqUate display or storage space, not enough

equipment, inadequate funds, not enough staff, not enough communication with

other crafts organiiations, lack of information pn available technical assi-

tance, and all other. Examining the responses to this question, both in

their own terms and as they relate to oeher characteristics, should provide

some insight for the Arts"'Endowment and other crarts-supporting institutions

about the condition of organized craftsp&rsons and the most/pressing

needs that their organizations perceive.

Looking first at simply the number of problems reported by crafts

meMbership organizations, figure T10 shows that 17 percent of the crafts

membership groups in the U.S. today report no serious problmes and that

another 38/Percent report no more than two, About one-third of crafts

members p groups indicate havlg three to five serious ,problems, while

less than 11 perent checked off six or more problems as serious for.their

group.

Examination of number of problems by geographic area shows little

variation. Organizations.in the East and West South Ceneral states are more

1s3



FIGURE IV-10

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS BY NUMBER OF SERIOUS PROBLEMS, U.S., 1978

Percent of
Total Groups
(N = 91S) 50%

Number of
Problems

45

40

35

30

25

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations conducted by Mathematics Policy Research;

responses to question 16.
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likely to report having six or more problems than organizations in other

divisions. There is also little variatioh by membership size. Very ilrge

groups--thse with 5,000 or more membersare most likely to report having

two or fewer problems. However, small groups--those with 4ss_than 500 members-7

are no mote apt to report having many problems than the proportion for the

total.. It is middle-sized groups, those with between 500 and 5100 members,

which are most apt to report having six or more problems.

Looking now at the types of problems mentioned by crafts membership w

organization4 s, figure IV-11 shows, as one might guess, that inadequate

funds is named most often--by almost,48 percent of total crafts membership

organizations--as a serious problem, followed next by inadequate display or

storage space. The specific problem considered serious by the least number

of groups is lack of meeting space--only 21 percent of organizaions mention

this as a problem. Note that in no case is a problem considered serious

by as many as half the respondent crafts membership organizations.

The likelihood of reporting particular problems varies by membership

size. Again, groups between 500 and 5,000 members are More likely to report

problems than either smaller or larger-sized groups--this is the case for

inadequate working space, inadequate display space, notsenough equipment,

inadequate &Inds, and not enough staff.

Looking at:problems by,geographic area of the country, groups with

a national membership-stand out by virtue of mentioning not enough equip-

ment as a problem less often than regional, state, or local groups in any-

of the divisions, and, conversely, by mentioning not enough staff as a

problem almost twice as often. Groups in the West North Central states

1.
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Total Groups
(N =,915)
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FICURE IV-11

PERCENT OF CRAFTS WEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS REPORTING SPECIFIED SERIOUS PROBLEMS, U.S., 1978.
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N Not Enough Not Enough Lack of Technical Other
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14.6%

0

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations conducted by Msthematica Policy Rpsearch; responses to question 16.



generally have smaller percentages reportin particular problems than the

average. The Mountain states have the highest proportion of groups--over

30 percent--expressing.-a problem of lack of communication with other

-crafts membership organizations; while groups in the Pacific states most

often report not having enough display or storage space.

When looking at crafts membership groups according to their primary

medium, there are two problems--not enough staff and not enough equipment

that appear to afflict groups oriented to certain types of media more than

others. Almost 40 percent of wood groups report not having enough equipment

as a problem, compared with thesaverage of 25,percent; over 45 percent of

'glais groups and almost 40 percent of groups oriented to clay crafts report

not enough staff as a serious problem, compared tohe average of about 30

epetcent. Conversely, multi-media, leather, and fiber groups arle least

likely to have problems with either staff or equiprpgnt.

One other variable that relates o the propensity of crafts member-

ship organizations to report problems is the organization's longevity, or the

length of time it,has been in existence. About 55 percent of crafts mem-

bership groups that have been in existence 1 to 2 years or 3 to 4 years

report inadequate funding as a serious problem, compared to about 40 percent

oi groups in existence 20 yealmor more. Zimilarly, about 40 percent of very

young group, organiked one to two years ago, report lack of information on

technical assistance as a serious problem.compared to less than 20 percent

of the older groups.
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.1

; . .

DEVELOFMENTAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP

- ORGANIZATIONS

/ Several other characteristics of crafts membership,groups Eurther

.illuminate their relationship to their membera and the broader environment'
, .

/

in which they operate and pay shed light, as,well, o the path,of their

,

develop ent over time. These variables include longevity crafts pembership .

-
Organizations (how long they have been in existence);,whether'the geoeraphic

dispersionof themembership is primarily local, state, regional, national,

or international; the clientele served by organizatiori activities (members only

members and other craftspersona'only, or the general public); and fhe con-

gruence of organization purposes with actrvities .(that is, whether their

stated purposes coincide with the,activities they report undertaking).t

These characteristics of crafts menership organizations are discussed in

turn below and, where considerable variation is found to exist, in relation-

/

.
ship to geographic location, primarT.medium, membership size, and'activiti'es

of the organization,

Lonievity

Crafts membership groups, on average, have been in existence at least

ten yeats, as shown in figure IV-12, and nearly 85 percent were over five

.years old as of 1978.. The feweit grolips were in the categories,of having

been\in existence two years'or less )(only 6 percent of all groups) or'three

to four years (about 10 percent))

Since the survey ,gives a point-in-time picture of crafts membership

.
groups, one cannot conclude withfconfidence that the current distribution

by years iNexistence is the.same as would have been found-in previous

1 9
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FIGURE IV-12

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP
ORGANIZAtIONS BY YEARS IN EXISTENCE, U.Se, 1978

Percent of
Total Groups
(N = 935) 450%

.4 5

40

35

Number of
Years

413Nr.

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts memberShip organizations con-

ducted by Mathematics Policy Research; responses to question 2.



years or would be true in the future. Comparative data Ikomihe initial
,

phase of the planning study analyzed in chapter III suggest that.aii excep-
,

tionally large ntimber of ccafte membership_groups were, formed in the period

five to ten }iears ago and that this cohort of groups has had a high survival

rate. Since that period, the rate of formation of ne4groups has appeared

to slacken (see table 111-6 for comparative data from the survey and the

first phase of the planning study).

It is evident flip table IV-15 that there is some re4tionship be-

#

tween a group's size and its longevity. That is, the larger groups are on

the whole older and the smaller groups _younger.

Longevity of crafts membership also bears some relationship to the 4r

kinds of activities they repor4 undertakIng. As is seen in tatile

considerably smallerpercentages of grouks formed only one or two years

ago report involvement in-,axhibiting, 419sapprent1ceship programs,

/gil

craft courses, d workshops than is generally the case for all organizations.
,

,Groups formed / three to four years ago also tend to.be less involved in training

activities Such as courses, workshops, and apprenticeship,. program How-

ever, once a crafts Membership group has been in existence for at least

five years, it is just about as likely to carry on a full range of marketing

and training functions as much older organizations. Contrary to the general

pattern described a higher percentage the younger groups (those formed

no more than four years ago) have publications thah do any of-the older groups..

No particur r relationships of longevity with geogrnhic location

-

or primary medium are evident, except that groups oriented to metal, leather,

and millti-media, along with groups in'the Mountain and West North Central
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TABLE 1V-15

PERCENT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP OaCANIZAiIONS IN EACH MEMBERSHIP
CLASS BY YEARS IN EXISTENCE

Membekship
Size

2 Years
or less

3 to 4
Years

.

5 to 9
Years

lo Years
or more

.

Number of*
Respondent
OrganizatiOns

Under 9.0% 16.1% 36.8% 38.1% 155

25 to 49 / 9.9 11.8 33.6 44.7 152

50 to 99 3.8 7.7 34.6 53.9 182

100 to 499 4.3 8.3 26.2 6111 301

500 to 1,999 3.8 6.7 18.3 71.2 104

2,0Q0 to 4,999 16.7 83.3 18

5,000 or ,more 12.5 25.0 62.5 8"

SOURCE: 1978 national
ssurvey of crafts membership organizations con-

.

ducted by Mathematica Policy Research; responses to question 2.

1 ;4



'FABLE IV-16

PERCENT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH YEARS OF EXISTENCE CATEGORY
INVOLVED IN SPECIFIED ACTIVITIES IN 1977

1

Yeari in
ptittence Exhibit4 Sales

2 Years or less

3 to 4 Years

5 to 9 Years

10 to 49 Years

20 Years or ore

55.1%

83.3

88,5

91.6

91.0

47.9i 1

71.1i

79.5

74.9

66.1

Total 87.7 71.9

.14

Apprentice-
ship

Programs

13.8_

Craft
,Coursee *Workshops

Other Ecli

or Research
Activities

Social
Functions Publicarions 4

25.0% 56.3% 42.6% 52.2% 57.4%

35.6 66,3 43.2 64.0 57.3

43.4 65.5 /40.7 61.5 42.7

47.6 72.9 35 3 . 60.7 46.9

51.4 82.5 43.7 69.8 48.5

45.1 72.0 40.6 63.6 4747 1.4

C6
Ln

SOURCE:. 1978 ngtional aurvey of crafts membership organizations conducted by Mathematica'policy

Research; responses to questions 6a through 6b.

vs

195
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states, participated most heavily in the bobm period for formation of

crafts membership organizations five to ten years ago. Conversely, groups-
c.

in the East North Central and Eacific divisions were least likely to have

formed in that boom period.

Membership Dispersion and Clientele

Two characteristics of crafts membership organizations that show how

4
broad their outreach is and may relate to stageS in their dgvelopment are

,

the relative dispersion or concentration of their membership and whether

they see their mission as serving only their members or a wider audience

or cltentele. .

0

Looking first at the geographic dispersion of the membership, it

*
\ has already been noted that fewerthan 8 percent of crafts organizations

draw their.membership from all areas of the country (about half of thete also

have fbreign members). In general, crafts membership'groups tendto have

a limited membership base. Figure IV-13 hbws the percent of all crafts

organizations reporting that their membership was primarily local, state,

- regional, national, or internallonal. AlMUt 63 percent report-a local

membership drawn from a town, county,- or other small area; another 0 percent

report that-their members arejrom a single st'ate; while 9 percent arg

regiongi with members from a tew adjaCent states.

Looking just at local, state:and regional organizattons by geographic

division in table IV-17 (which is how area distributións-have been reported
t.

for other characteristics), some distinctive patterns emerge. New England

stands out as an area where relatively few crafts membArship organizations

artlocally oriented, while-many more than the average represent either a

A



FIGURE IV-13

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF'CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS BY GLOgRAPHIC DLSPERSION OF MEMBERS, U.S., 1978
-

Percent of
Total Grihips
(N = 917) 100%

90

80

"70

4.2%

II
Regional

411,

3.7%

National

k

4.1%

rI
International

SOURCE: 178 national survey of crafts membership organizations conducted by Mathematica Policy Research;

responses to question 13.

.197

0.4

198
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TABLE IV-17

\.

.

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN EAU
DIVISION BY LOCAL-STATE-REGIONAL MEMBERSHIP ,.

4 i

.

Region and
Division

.

Local
Membership

State
Membership

Regional
MembershTK--

Nufzber of .

Respondent
Organizations

Northeast
A%

New Eng/and 48.9% 32.2% 13.9X 90
Middle Atlantic 68.3 13.9 17.8 101

North Central .

I

East North Central 65.6 22.5 11.9 151
West North Central 72.1 '23.0 4.9 61

South

South Atlantic 65.7 34.8 9.5 % 105
East South Central 65.8 26.3 7.9 7(6

West South Ceritiar 71.7 21.7 6.7

Weist

Mountain 73.3 20.0 6.7 75
Pacific 80.2 17.5 2.4 126

*

Total 67.9 22.1 9.9 845,4

SOURCE: 1978, natiOnal survey of mats membership orgadizations conducted
by Mathematica Policy. Research; responses to queition 13.

I.
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state or the whole region. The Middle Atlantic states also have a larger

percentage of regional grvups, although fewer state organizations than the

average. Many more crafts membership organizations in the Pacific states

.represent local areas than is generally typical and fewer are organized-

at the state or regional level.

Table 1V-18 shows a few dIfferences in geographic dispersion by

primary medium--metal, wood, paper, and glass groups are more likely to be

regional, or national or international in membership, while multi-media

groups are more likely to be either local or international. There is a

clear relationship of membership size to geographic dispersion of members--
,

as is seen in Table 1V-19, the fieavy majority Of small groups with under 100

members are local in orientation, while a majority of groups with 2,000

or more members,are national or internatibnal :in scope.

Looking also at the clientele served by organization activities,

table 1V720 shows the percent of ,arafts membership organizations reporting
. ,

involvement in A particular activity in 1977 by whom that activity was in-

tended foK: members only, members and other crafts professionals, or the

general public. Generally, crafts membership groups try to put on functions

either for their members only or for the general public rather than for

members and other non-affiliated craftspersons. Exhibits and craft courses

pare most apt to be open to the general public, although this is also true

to a great extent for sales, apprenticeship rograms, workshops, and other

educational or research activities. Social functions and publications are

most often restricted to members only.

2 w
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TABLE iV -18

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATION'S IN EACH

PRIMARY MEDIUM CATEGORY BY GEOGRAPHIC DISPERSION OF MEMBERS

Primary
Medium Local State Regional

National

-

Inter-
national

Number of
,

Respnndent
Organizations

Fiber 68.4% 17.7% ,7.8% -2.9% 3.2% 373

Clay 58.9 25.5 4.0 2.0 353

Metal 51.5 18.2 15.2 6.1 9.1 33

Wood 55.6 20.0 11.1 6.7 6.7 45

Glass 35.3 29.4 11.8 5.9 17.6 17

Leither 66.7 16.7 -- 16.7 6

Paper 20.0 .10110. 40.0 20.0 20.0 5

Other Media 67.6 10.8 2.7 5.4 13.5 37

Multi-Media 72.2 5.6 5.6 *a. 16.7 16

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations conducted

by Mathematica Policy Research; responses to question 13.

NOTE: "Primary medium" is based on responses of single-medium groups

plus first listings of general groups.;1 See appendix.H for detailed media.types in-

cluded-in each broad:category.
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TABLE IV-19

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH
MEMBEFSHIP SIZE CLASS BY GEOGRAPHIC DISPERSION OF MEMBERS

Membership
Size Local State Regional National

Inter-
nationa)

Number of
Respondent
Organizations

Under 25 84.4% 7.1% 3.9% 4.57. 154

25 to 49 81.5 11.9 6.0 0.7 157

50 to 99 72.6 18.3 8.0 0.6 0.6% 175

100 to 499 51.0 31.3 9.7 4.3 3.7 300

500 to 1,999 30.3 29.3 21.2 6.1 13.1 99

2,000 to 4,999 22.2 11.1 5.6 22.2 38.9 18

5,000 or more 12.5 -- 12.5 75.0 8

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membezship organizations conducted
by Mathematica Policy Research; responscs to question 13.
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TABLE IV-20

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN

ACTIVITIES BY WHOM INTENDED FOR, U.S., 1978

Activity

Members
Only

Members and

Other Craft
Professionals

General
Public

Number of
Respondent
Organizations

Exhibits
23.5%

..,-

21.8% 54.7% _793

Sales
30.2 21.0 48.8 652

Apprenticeship Programs 29.1 27.6 43.3 127

Craft Courses
28.8 13.6 57.6 403

Workshops
35.4 18.8 45.8 638

Other Educational or
Research Activities 30.8 19.9 49.1 351

Social Functions
54.2 14.3 31.5 553

Publications
52.8 19.5 27.7 415

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations con-

ducted by Mathematica Policy Research; responses to questions 7a through h.

2!_,13
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Congruence of Purpose and Activities

The crafts membership organization survey asked responctents to indi-

cate their main purposes from a list including eKhibiting, marketing, con

ducting workships or other skill learning activities for members, providing

information on crafts to members, social interaction among members, end,all

others. Figure IV-14 shows the percent of all crafts membership organizations

reporting each purpose category as central for-their organizations. -The

most frequently named purpose is conducting workshop_s_RI_Other skill learning

activities for members--over two-thirds of,organizations mention this ,

cat4gory% Exhibiting is menioned next most often--by over half the organi-

zations--followed by providing Information on crafts to members, which is

mentioned as a main purpose by close to half of the respondents. _Crafts

membership organizations are less likely to mention marketing or selling the

products of members as primary purposes and least likely to mention social

interaction among members.

The reader will note that the purpose categories listed are very

similar to the categories provided for the question on activities the organi-

zation was involved in during 1977. A comparison was made of the extent to

,which reported activities mesh with or diverge from stated purposes. To

simplify analysis, a composite variable was created that collapses the

responses to the purpose and activity questions into four broad categories:

1. Marketing (including exhibiting and/or marketing as purposes

versus exhibiting and/or sales as, activities)

2. Training (including workshops as purpose versus workshops
and/or apprenticeship programs and/or craft courses as

activities)

29
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FIGURE'IV-14

PERCENT OF CRAK1'S MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

STATING SPECIFIED PURPOSES, U.S., 1978

Percent of
Total Groups
(N = 943) 100%

90

80

70 68.0%

60

55.9%

:.:

50 48.8%

i*
43.8%

40 :.:

if::

.:*
:::

30

:.i:
:::.:

20

10 :.,: ::::

0 :.: ;Ili

Purpose Exhibiting Marketing:. Workshop Information
k

44.

Social

SOURCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizaticns con.=

ducted by MAthematica Policy Research; responses to question 1.'
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3. Information (including providing information on crafts to

members as a purpose versus other educational or research

activities and/or publications as actiVities)

'4. Social (including social interaction among members as a

purpose versus social functions as an activity).

Organizations were classified as having stated one of these categories as

a purpose and also as having carried out a related activity (this is purpose-

activity'congruence); as having carried*out the-activity even though a cor-

responding purpose was not stated; and finally, as having stated the purpose

but having failed to carry out a r9ated activity.

Looking at table IV-21, the highest congruence of purpose with acti-

.

vity is reported for groups involved in training--over 70 percent both stated

training as a primary purpOse and reported carrying out one or more training

4

activities; another 22 percent did not state training as a purpose but,

nevertheless, put on 4pt training function in 1977; while oniy 8 percent

placed emphasis on training as one of their main purposes but failed to

carry out a training activity. There is also substantial convuence of

purpose and activity for marketing and social functions--over 56 percent

reported marketing and over 43 percent social interaction as both a purpose

and an activity. Another 24 percent and 47 percent carried out maiketins

and social functions, respectively,
although they did not state marketing

or social interaction as a main purpose. The latter finding is not sur-

prising, given that social activity is in Oie nature of-organization,
but is

less likely to be considered a primary'purpose. Only 19 percent and 10

percent stated marketing and social interaction,
respectively, as a purpose

and failed to put on a"marketing or social function. There is much less congru...

ence of purpose and activity for information functions. Over 41 percent of

(,...... Organizations stated that providing information on crafts to members was a.pri-

wary purpose but did not cariry out any informational activities in 1977.
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TABLE IV-21

PERCENT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS REPORTING EACH

PURPOSE AND/OR ACTIVITY CATEGORY BY-CONGRUENCE OF PURPOSE WITH ACTIVITY

Purpose4
Activity
Cat egory

Purpose
Activity
Congruent

Have stated
purpose but
did not report
activity in '77

Reported
activity but
did not have
stated purpose

Number of
Respondent
Organizations

.'Marketing- 56.5% 19.4% 24.1% 892

Training 70.3 8.1 21.6 893

InforMation 23.0 41.4 35.6 696

Social Functions 43.3 10.0 46.7 647

SOVRCE: 1978 national survey of crafts membership organizations con-
ducted by Mahematica Policy Research; ikesponses to questions 1 and 6a through

6h. See text for derivation of purpose/activity categories.

297
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There is very little variation in percent of crafts membership

groups not carrying out their stated purposes by division of the

country, of by membership size-.or years in existence. Variation is

evident, however, according to the organizations's primary media.

It appears that groups oriented to paper and leather are much more likely

to have experienced difficulties in achieving their stated purpose of mar-

keting members' products than are groups oriented to other kinds of media.

Leather groups, along with glass organizations, are again more likely not

to have actualized their stated purpose.of conducting workshops or other

skill ktarning activities for members. Finally, leather and paper groups

report the highest divergence of activities from purpose in the area of

information functions. It should.be noted th.it there are very few groups

oriented primarily to leather, paper; or glass, and that these groups

tend to be small in sizeindbudgetparticulary the leather and paper groups.

AN OVERVIEW OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES TODAY

As a result of this firstmajor survey of cfafts membership organi-

azations in the United States, a broad brush portrait of these groups.

has emerged. Much more information is now available than ever befort about

where they are located, the kinds of crafts media their members work in,

activities ihey undertake, their membership size and expenditures, the problems

they perceive, and a number of other characteristics. This chapter has pre-

Nims.
sented a descriptive picture of crafts membership organizations on each ofl

thecharacteristics for which inArmation is available from the survey.

1.4.1

The discussion has Made evident the variation among crafts membership'groups
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I.

on each characteristic. It igpossible, thoug to abstract from this

diversity modal attributes th.at characterizethe largest iumber of crafts

membership organizations in the country today.

The "typical" craftsmembership organization has been in eftitence

for about 10 yearssand'has about 90 members who come from the local area

and are accepted without prior screening of their work. Not all of the group's

_members work in the same kind of crafts medium; but the majority work with

0
clay and fiher. The typiearcrafas membership group is involved during ,

the yeat in putting on crafts exhibits, sales, and, workshops--all open to

the general public--end sociA al functions for members. The typical crafts

memberihip organizat,ion is a non-profit corporation that owns and/or rents

facilities and hps a budget of about $3,500 per year obtained largely from
71

membership due and proceeds of sales. The group perceives few problems.

If it had to pinpoint a particular need, it would ask for additional funding
s.*

and more display and storage space.

The profile outlined above of the "tynoical" crafts membership or-

ganization captures the central tendencies of the information obtained from

the survey. However,'it is a/6 true that crafts meMBership organizations

are represented in every category of each variable--there are some large
4r,

size and large budget groups, some groups offering traft courses as well

as workshops, soot groups, requiring jurying of work for all members, some

groups perceiving problems, and so on. Thd discussion has presented

cross-tabulations of most characteristics by geographic dimision, primary

medium, andmembership size._ Below are summarized the principal findings of

4,
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differencesamong crafts membership groups by where they are locate and the

primary medium of their membership. Last, these findings and the findings

0 0

related to membership size are discussed in the context of suggestions for

further research.

'Or aniiation Patterns b Geo ra hic Location

Crafts membership organizations are active in all areas of the

country today. However, in some areas, crafts organizations and organized
0

crafts=artists are more numerous than one would expect based on thgsdistri-

bution of the total, working-age population. New England stands out in

-having almost three times as high a-proportion of crafts-membership organi-

zation and twice as high a proportion of crafts-artists belongiag to or-

e

ganizations as its share of the adul,t working-age population. The East

North Central, Pacific, and Middle Atlantic diviiions have the highest

proportions of crafts organizations and crafts-artist members, but generally

no more, and, in the Middle Atlantic states, less, than expected based on

their shares of total working-age population.

Crafts membership organizations show variation on each character-

istic includeA'In the survey within every geographic division. However,

organizations in some divisions tend to cluster in distinctive ways oh a

number of charac'teristics. Moreover, orgdnizations with a national or

international membership differ in several respects from those with a regional,

state, or local membership in each division. ,

Looking first at the particular attributes of national and inter-

national organizations, these groups are much larger on average than groups

210
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in any division. Over 51 percent of nationa1 and international crafts
44,

membership organizations have 500 or.more members, and almost 25 percent

have 2,000 or more members, compared.to only 17 percent and 2 percent,

respectively, miximum by division. The national and international groues

also ibclude afhigher proportion oriented rto\a, single craftg medium than is

true for other crafts membership organizations. On the other hand, smaller

proportions of national and international groups than of other crafts

membership.organizations are oriented to fiber or clay.

Crafts organizatonS with a national or international membership

differ from regional, state, and local groups in other ways as well. A

smaller flroportion of national and international groups is involved in sales

of members' work and larger proportions have publications and carry out

other ecducational or research activities. Higher proportions are incor-

porated and have yaid officers or staff. National and international groups

are least likely to receive funding from state and locel governments and

most likely to receive funds from other unspecified sources. Fully two-
,

thirds of national and international groups spent $10,000 or more in 1977

and alMost 40 percenf spent $50,000 or more compared to 38 percent and 18

percent, respectively, maximum in any division. .National and international

groups most often mention not enough staff as a serious problem and least

often mention not enough equipment.

To summarize the differences between crafts organizations with a

national or international membership and all others, the "typical" national
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or international group is larger in size and budget compared to the "typical"

group based dbiall respondents. It also differs in having paid staff,

publication and educational or research programs, and in being oriented to

a single medium of crafts work.

Loo ing now at organizations with a regional, state, or local

membirsh n.the nine geographic divisions, groups in New England show diver-

genjatterns from those in other areas of the country on a number of vari-

ables included in the survey. -Crafts membership organizatIons in New England

are Ierger on average-than in other divisions--over 55 percent of New England

drga4zations have 100 or more members and over 17 percent have 500 or more

os

members, compared to 42 percent and 10 percent, respectively, of organriations

in all other divisions. New England has the lowest proportion of organi-

zations oriented to g single craft medium of any division and the second

'smallest,proportion of groups oriented to fiber as a primary medium.

A higher proportion of groups in New England are involved in sales of mem-

bers' work than is true in any other area, and a higher proportion has a

jury requirement,, for membership. Groups in New England inclucie a higher

proportionalmost
39°percentspending $10,000 or more in the previous year

and higher proportions with members drawn from the region or a state as

opposed to a local area than art found among crafts membership organizations

in any other division.

In sum, crafts membership
organizations in New England look more

like organizations with a national or international membership in terms of

membership size and expenditure levels than like the organizayons in other

divisions. In contrast to the pattern for national and international groups,
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crafts membership organizations in New England include much higher pro-

portions with a jury requirement and involved in selling members' work and

a much lower proportion oriented to a single medium of crafts work.

Crafts membership organizations in the Mountain states show dis-

tinctive patterns on several variables that are often in the opposite

direction from the patterns of New England organizations. Thus, the Moun-

tain division has the highest proportion of smA11 size groups--over 47

percent have fewer than 50 members compared to 19 percent in New England

that are ails small. The Mountain division has the highest proportion of

groups oriented to metal, although, like New England, it has a high propor-

tion of general crafts membership organizations including more than one

type of crafts-artist. Organizations in the Mountain area are least likely

to have carried out apprenticeship programs, craft courses, wukshops,

other educational or research activities, or publicationsl than organizations

in any other division. They are also least likely to have received funding

from the federal government. Groups in this area include the smallest

proportion spending $10,000 or more in 1977 of any division--less than

16 percent. Finally, the Mountain division has the highest proportion

of groups expressing a-problem of lack of comMunication with other crafts

membership organizations.

None of the other divisions show as distinctive patterns character-

izing their crafts membership organizations as do the New England and

Mountain states. Some isolated points of difference stand out. The

Middle Atlantic states include the highest proportion conducting workshops.

The West North Central division includes higher proportions of crafts mem-
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bership organizations oriented to leather, "other" media, and multi-media,

and smaller proportions oriented to clay and metal than foUnd elsewhere.

Groups in this area are also less likely to have a jury requirement for

embershili, exceeding only groups in theWest South Central division on

this variable.

Crafts membership groups in the South Atlantic division have the

second highest proportion with a jury requirement (next to New England)

and the highest proportioncarrying out other educational or research acti-

vities. The East South Central division includes the second highest

proportion of small size groups with less than 50 members. Higher pro-

portions-of organizations in this area are oriented to wood and receive

state and federal funding than in other divisions.

Crafts membership organizations in the,Pacific division are larger

on average than anywhere else except in New England, but also include the

largest proportion with a strictly local membership and the largest pro-

portion receiving local government funding. Organizations in this area

are also least likely to be involved in selling membersY work.

Organization Patterns by Primary Medlin'

Crafts membership organizations divide about 40 percent versus

60 percent between groups oriented to a single medium of crafts work and

general groups oriented to more than one medium. The distribution of

crafts groups by media reported as most popular among their members is

very uneven. Almost twe-thirds of single-medium crafts membership groups

are orien;:ed to fiber aneanother 23 percent to clay crafts. Among general
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groups, clay is the fir;t-ranked medium of half of the groups and fiber

is first-ranked by another 28 percent. Combining responses of single-

medium.groups and the first-ranked categories of general groups, fiber and

. clay are each the "primary medium" of about 40 percent of crafts membership

organizations. Metal, wood, and "other" media are each fhe primary medium

of another 4 to 5 percent; glass and multi-mediaJetch of another 2 percent;

while leather and paper are each the primary medium of less than 1 percent

of crafts membership organizations.

Looking at each primary medium category by other characteristics,

less distinctive patterns appear thav was true for geographic divisions.

As .noted before, there is some clustering of media types within geographic

areas. Most striking are the lower proportiOris of groups oriented to fiber

and clay among those with a national or international membership compared to

all other groups and the higher proportions of national and international

groups oriented to the other media types.

There is little variation in membership size by primary medium

categories, except that the larger number of fiber groups includes the

smallest proportion of groups with 500 or more members--less than 10 percent

compared to the overall average of 14 percent of crafts organizations with

at least this many members. In terms of activiites, leather groups stand

out by being least involved in sales, workshops, crafts courses, other

educational or research activitiei, social functions, and publications.

The only activity most of the very small number of leather groups carried
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out in 1977 was puttingon exhibits. Leacher groups and those oriented to

"other" media and to multi-media are least likely to have a jury requirement.

*Metal groups also include the second highest proportion with Publications

(next to "other" media groups), and paper organizations the highest propor-

tion (100 percent) offering workshops.

Crafts membership organizations oriented primarily tO fiber are

least likely to be incorporated, to have paid staff, or to own or rent facili-
,,

ties of any of the media types. Clay and multi-media groups are most

likely t6 have paid staff and own or rent facilities. Fiber groups include

the smallest proportions spending $10,000 or more in 1977--less than 18 per-

cent compared to 30 percent for all crafts membership organizations.

In summary, fiber groups, while more numerous than any other media

type, are smaller, spend less money, and are least likely to have staff

or facilities. They are also less likely to have a national ot international

membership than any other media type except clay. The small number of

leather organizations stand out as being involved in very few activities.

Suggestions for Further Research

This report has presented a purely descriptive analysis of crafts

membership organizations in the United States today, based on the results

of the national survey. Even though the survey questionnaire was limited

in content and was not designed to test any prior theories about the

behavior.of crafts membership organizations, there is clearly much that
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can be done to mine the data systeMatically to test hypotheses and establish

Interrelationships -Among variables.

The first step redoemended is to conduct a more rigorous descrip-,

tive study, using correlation and factor Analysis techniques. These

methods can be used to study more fully the nature and eittent of differences

among crafts membeiship.organizatibni bY geographic division and primary

medium. Their use will also establish the strength and statistical signi-

ficance of relationships noted in the tabular presentation between membership

size and variables such as expenditures, number of funding sources, and like-
,

lihood of having paid staff or facilities.

Basically, the procedure would be to construct a correlation matrix

of the variables in the survey with each other, then determine if the

matrix can be reduced to a gmaller number of factors. For example, there

may be a "local orientation" factor characterized by local membership,

'funding from local or state government sources, a small number of members,

and similar attributes; or a "big-scale operations" factor characterized

by a large number of members, a large budget*, paid staff and facilities,

involvement in many activities, and 6imilar attributes. It can then be

determined to what extent crafts membership organizations in different

-areas of the country or that are oriented to different media cluster at

different points along the dimensions measured by each factor.

Having characterized more precisely the interrelationships among

variables evident in the survey regPonses, it is recommended that these

. findings be placed in context by comparison with results of studies for
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similar kinds of voluntary associations. How typical or atypical is the

finding that the average crafts membership organization has about 90

members and expenditures of about $3,500? Surveys related,to crafts have

.been conducted in Canada and Australia that may providt useful compara-

tive data.- The literature in-sociology and political science on interest

groups, professional associations, and community service organizations

can also.be reviewed to find.appropriate comparison points. An ambitious

study could place crafts membership organizations within a typology of

voluntary associations active in the United States and other Western

countries.

The research suggested abouve is still descriptive. It is redom-

mended that consideration be 'given to studies that try to explain the "why"

of the findings. For example, why are crafts membership grodps theat are

oriented to different media types more prevalent in certain areas of the

country, or why do they differ on variables such as activities and expen-k-

diture levels? Why atre any differences that may be found among crafts mem-

bership organizations in the United States and in other counries or other types of

voluntary associations present? Answers to such questions.will necessi-
.

tate formulating theoretical models that seek to define causal relationships

among variables. The literature in sociology and political science referred

to above.should be a source for develo-ping such models.

It is likely that currently available data will supporetesting

and development only of empirical models and hypotheses that are limited

in scope. For example,-differences among organizations oriented to diffetent

media in the kinds of activities they undertake may be explainable using
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a model that includes membership size, years in existence, and budget

as independent variables. This model is testable using the durvey

A
data. However,,it may be that faCtors relating to the difficulty or

'expense of acquiring requisite skills and materials or historical factors

that cannot be analyzed with the survey data are important in explaining

differences among.crafts membership organizations according to media

type.

Similarly, longitudinal data that are not currently available may

be needed to specify and test an empirical model that includes all of the

relationships posited theoretically; For example, one would need longi-

gudinal information to test the hypothesis that crafts membership organi-

zations first gain members and then undertake more activities, or, conversely,

the hypothesis that organizations grow and attract members as a result of

spending higher dollar amounts per member on certain kinds of activities.

Comparative data from studies of crafts organizations in other countries

or other kinds of voluntary associations may help answer such questions.

A research program that seeks to explain relationships among Vari-

ables characterizing crafts membership organizations should contribute to

the literature on voluntary associations and the functions and rolesthey

Play in American,society. It may also provide guidance to the Arts!En-

dowment and other crafts-supporting institutions in developing poliCies

aimed at helping individual crafts-artiSts through' helping their organi-

zations. At this stage of knowledge, a research program could usefully

formulate explanatory models, test such aspects of the models as is possible

with available data, and offer recommendations for collecting additional

needed data.
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APPENDIX A

FIRST DRAFT OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS



CRAFT ORGANIZATION

QUETIONNAIRE

Draft 1

9/23/77

Prir.ceton,

222
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A. The first section of this questionnaire has to do with dyer-history

and structure of your organization.

1. In what year was this organization founded?

W'nich one of the fpllowing best describes the structure of this

organization? (Circle one)

Corporation

Cooperative

Incorporated as a nonprofit association

Unincorporated with a constitution or bylaWs . .

Notformal structure

Other (Specify)

2

3

3a. fs this organization a chapter or btanch of a larger or3anization?
4

Yes

No (Skip to c2.

35. What is the name and address of the parent organization?

Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip Code:

The rotst of the questions on this questionnaire refer only to -your'

chapter or branch. (Skip to r2. )
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4a. Does this organization itself contain chapters and/or brancher

Yes 1

No.(SK,ip to Q. ) . . . 2

4b. How many chpaters or branches?

3- The following section deals with characteristics of the Membershia

your organization.

5. Hcw many members does your organization have at present? (Circle

cne)

Under 1

Over

to

to

. . 3

0. Hcw many members did yoUr organization have about a year ago?'

(Circle one)

Under

to

to

to

Over

221

5
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_Which one of the.following best describes the geographic

distrib4tion of your organization's members? (Circle one)

National (members from many states)

Regional (members from a few adjacent states) . .

.State

Local (members from a town, county, tt
other small area) 4

Sa. DOes your organization have a list of members?

Yes

No (Skip to Q. ) . .

Is this list cc,mputerized?

41,

1
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9. Please answer the followilg to the best of your ability; even if

you are 116.t absolutely cute of the answers.

About what proportion of your members engage in the following

craft specialties? (Please circle 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 for each),

1

.

:'
Z
I'd

>.

W
M

0 ...I

z 4
o .,

z =-

0
a)

..

....

o
m

0
..;

=

,
.:2

t'

.-.4

.--t

E

4./
0
0

m

0 ,.,

< E

^1L4

D =

Z. . .

> -

,..z. 4 .-...

7unttiona1 ceramits

Loom weaving

f-loom techniques

Ceramic sc_ipture

::etal :tewelry

:tner metal work

:titon,.ry

Leatnet:work

;lass -

;ther oraft speciality
(Please sI:eolfy)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1.,

2

1

,

2

-

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4 ,

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

7.',

a,

3

_
7.,

z
,

5

2 2 6
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10. About what proportion of your organization's members exhibit

or sell their VOrk? (Circle one)

Ali or nearly all . . . 1

Most 2

Some 3

None or hardly any .

11. In your judgment, do more of the members of, this organization

4 consider themselves to be artists, or do more of the members

consider themselves makers of useful products?

Artists 1

Makers of useful. products .

The following section contains questions on the activities and

characteristics of your organization.

12. D:.d your organization engage in any of the following activities

during the past.year? (Circle s or no for each)

Exhibits 1 2

Craft courses
i

Apprenticeship programs 1

Gther educational and research activities . . . L 2

Fundraisin9_ 1 2

Purchasing of crafts materials for members . . . 1
,
_

Eocial functions
lot

1 2

Aarketing
- 2

Publications 1 7

Ctner (speci,fy)
2
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13a. Does your organization have any paid officers?

Yes 1.

No (Skip to Q. ). .

13b. How many paid officers do You have?

Full time

Part time

14a. Does your organization have any other paid staff members?

Yes 1

No (Skip to Q. ). .

14b. How many paid staff members do you have?

Full time

Part time

15. What was the annual budget of your organization in 1)77?

(Circle one)

Undc3r

226
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or over . . . 6
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IS. What is your name and your position within this organization?

Name

Position

In the space below the iabel, please correct any errors in the

name or address of this organization.
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Can you give us the names and addresses of any other craft
organizations to which we should also send questionnaires?
We are particularly interested in new or local organizations
which we might not have on our list.

17. Please,use the following space for any comments you mi4ht lie
to make on how the National Endowment of the Arts could help

your organization_or the members which you ser-Je.



APPENDIX B

DRAFT QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN PRETEST FOR
NATIONAL SURVEY OF dRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZ4TIONS



No.

MATHEMATICA POLICY RESEARCH

CRArT ORGANIZATI,ON STUDY

(Circle one answer code number for each question vnless otherwise instructed.

1. What is the general purpose of your craft organizatiOn? (Circle one or more)

2. Is your organization. .

Exhibiting 1

Marketing (selling the
products of members) . . 2

Conducting Workshops . . . 3

Providing information on.
crafts to meMbers . . 4

Socializing 5

OtheC2 (Shecify) 6

YES NO

incorporated?, . . . l 2

for profit? . . . . 1 2

a cooperative? .

3. About how many years has your craft organization been in existence?

2 years or less . . . 1

. . 1 2

3-4 Years 2

5-9 years 3

10-19 years 4

20 years or more . . 5

4. Is your organization oriented to a single media of craft work (fiber, claY, etc.)

or is it a general craft organization which is involved in more than one media?

general (More than one'media). . . 1

Single media (Which media?) 2
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S. Is jUrying of work a req Irement of membership for your membeis?

i

/

.6. Was your organization ,involved in any 7. (If "Yes" to Q.6)

of the following actiVities during For whom were these activities

1977? intended? ,

(Circle "1" or " "'for each) (Circle 1, 2 or3 for each)

Yes, for all members 1

Yes, but just for some members . . 2

No 3

No

a. Exhibits 2

b. Sales 2

c. Apprenticeship
Programs 2

d. Craft Courses . 2

e. Workshops 2

f. Other EduCational
or Research
Activities . . . 2

g. Social Functions . 2

h. Publications . . . 2

2

1.

Other
(Specify)

Yes
Members

Only

Members and
Other Craft
Professionals

General Public
(Anyone)

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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, 'b. About how much money did your organization soend in 1977?

Under 1,000 . . .....

$ 1,000 - $ 4,999 . . . 2

$ 5,000 - $ 9,999 , . . 3

$ 10,000 - $ 24,999 . . . 4

$ 25,000 - $ 49,999 . . . 5

$ 50,000 - $ 99,999 . . . 6

$100,000 -=-$499,999 . ..7

9.

$500,000 or more

Trom what sources did your organization receive funds in 1977?
(Circle a// that app/y)

8

Membership fees or dues 1

Sales . . ik '2

Class tuition 3

Private donations 4

Funds from other organizations . . 5

Local government funds 6

State government funds 7

Federal funds 8

Other (Specify)

No money received in 1977 . . 10

10. About how many members does your organization have at present?

(Circle one)

Under 50 1

50 99 2

100 - 499 3

500 - 1,999 4

2,000 - 9,999 . . . 5

10,000 or more- 6

2),1
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11. Which one of the following best describes the geographic-distribution of most

of your organization's members? (Circle one)

International (members froMmore than one country)

National (members from many states) 2

Regional (members from a few adjacent states) 3

State

Local (members from a town,.county, or other small 'area) . . . 5

12. About what proportion of your members work in the following media, Within or
outside your organization? (Cizie 2, 2, 3 or 4 for each media)

Le an

Between
one-third and More than

Media None_ one-thir two-thirds two-thirds
.

.'

a. Ceramics 1 2 3 4

,

ID'. Fibers 1 3 4.

c. Glass 1 2 3 4

d. Metal 1 2 3 4

e. Wood 1 2 3 4

f. Leather 1 2 3 4

Other media (Specify).. 1

g. 2 3 4

h. 2 3 4

2 3 4



13 Does y9ur organization have 4ny of the following problem3? (Circle a// that apply)

Inadequate working space 1

Lack of meeting space 2

Not enough equipment 3

Inadequate funds 4

Not enough staff 5

Need more communication with
other craft organizations . . 6

Lack of information on
available technical assistance. . 7

Other problems (Specify) 8

No problems 9

14.. Can you give us the names and addresses of any o4her craft organizations_to which

we should also send. questionnaires? We are particularly interested in new or

local organizations which we might not have on our list.

236
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I. Is the address we hall* used a permanent mailing address for your organization?

Yes . . (Skip10 Q.16). , I

No 2

IF NOT, please fill in another addressVhere your organization might be reached:

4.1

16. What is your name and your position within this organization?

Name

Position

If you have a short publication which describes your organization, we would
appreciate your enclosing a copy along with the questionnaire.

Thank you very much for your cooperation in this study. Please return this in

the enclosed postpaid envelope.
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TO Connie Citro

FROM Lois Blanchard

C-2

MATHEMATICA POLICY RESEARCH, INC.

sueuE& Craft Pretest Debrief Report

DATE beceniber 19, 1977

The Craft Organization Study pretest was held during the week of

December 12, with the pretest debrief meeting on December 16. Two Craft

Organizations were visited in person; seven 'others were sent questionnaires

through the mail after arranging by phone to have respondents call MPR

collect as soon as they had filled out the questionnaires, to discuss any

problems in filling them out. At the time of the debrief representatives

of four organizations had called in.

Two interviewers were used in the pretest: Both made their own prior

phone contacts, and reported a rather time-consuming telephone search for

some organizations, since phone numbers were not included on the list. The

sample list used was from Marietta College and included organizations from

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the Washington D.C. area. The list

used included names of contacts within the organization; some of these were

outdated and interviewers were referred to other peogie who were better able

to answer the questionnaire. Interviewers reported interest and cooperation

on the part of all Craft Organizations contacted.

The questionnaire took about 10-15 minutes to fill out, and respondents'

generally were able to answer questions without having to refer to records.
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The following is a question-by-question review of comments and problems

Iibrought up by respondents during the pretest.

Q.1) Several respondents felt that education of the public regard-
ing their particular crafts was an important purpose Of their
oiganization which we did not have in our list. Education of
members was not felt to be adequately covered by our categorY
"providing information on crafts to membets." One respondent
felt that "helping members make a living through crafts" should
be included. Another respondent objected to the category
"socializing"; perhaps we could change it to something like
"social interaction among members."

Q.2) This question was changed because it was felt respondents
-would have a great dealrof difficulty with it in its former
wording. Evidently there is still a problem with it. One
respondent had difficulty with the phrase "for profit",
saying in order to be non-profit,'they would have to be
incorporated. Several people,did notknow what a "cooperative"
was, so we need a definition.

Q.3) No problems.

Q.4) Respondents reported no problems with this question, althobgh
all organizations reporting at the time of the pretest were
single media organizations. Nobody objected to the plural word
"media" used as a singular.

Q.5) Respondents seemed to understand the meaning of the term
"jurying of work"; however, there was confusion between
the practice of jurying as a requirement for exhibiting
versus jurying as a requirement for membership. At least
one respondent had answered "yes", when in fact jurying
took place only for exhibits and not as a

4
condition of

membership.

Q.6) The two respondents visited in-person circled only the "yes"
answers for this question, leaving the others blank. ,This
indicates we may want to reformat the question to allow for
this.

Q.?) There is a problem here regarding at least the first two
categories. If."1" were circled, does that mean members
can only attend the exhibit, or actually do the exhibiting?
This is not clear.

Q.8) Wehad one refusal here, from a large organization. Another
respondent reported that she had to check with the treasureir.

, to see whether it was OK to answer this question. We may have
to explain More about the purpose of this question, and/or add
mention of confidentiality. The latter may be required by
OMB.

24 1
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Q.9) No problems.

Q.I0) One respondent questioned the ranges in this question- she
felt that the third category (100-499) was too broad, and
wondered what we-would do with the answers.

Q.11) There was some feeling of uneasiness in ariswering this questidn.
One respondent was unsure what to circle because there were
three members from Canada in an otherwise regional organization.
We suggest adding the word "in general" to the question, and
switching the words in parentheses with the words which aren't,

e.g., Members from more than one county (International)

Members from many states (National) etc.

Q.12) All of the telephone respondents stated that they had no idea
what media members worked in other than the craft of their
particular organization. The in-petsön respondents did not
say they had a ptoblem, but thvy answered the question only
for their particular media, and left the rest of the question
blank. Also, there was some confusion on what we meant by the
word "work" in particular media- does this mean work for profit?

We would like to see this question deleted, and wait to get
this information in the future craftperson questionnaire.

Q.13) An organization which was a parent organization containing a
number of chapters said that the parent organization had none
Of these problems, but that its chapters had all of them. We
ne0d to clarify this question (and probably others too) so
,that organizations with chapters will know what to do.

Need for more storage space and display space were additional
problems mentioned.

Q.14) We suggest stressing the new/local organizations in the first
sentence of this question, and adding the words:

ORGANIZATION

NAME

ADDRESS

§TATE, ZIP

in front of the blank spaces.

Q.15-) No problems.
16
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FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE AND COVER LETTER
, USED IN NATIONAL SURVEY OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
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Dear Craft Organization:

Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.

PO. Box 2393
Princeton
New Jersey 08540

609-7992600

Attached is the questionnaire we are sending as part of a census

of crafts orginizationsbeing conducted by the National Endowment fbr the

Arts through Mathimatica Policy Research. The Endowment is working to help

American Craftspeople andtheir organizations to achieve greater recognition

and impact on both local and national levels. This census is a major step

to improve information needed in these tasks. Although your participation

is voluntary, we hope you will work with us to make sure your organization

is represented. To protect confidentiality, the survey results will be

reported in aggregate form only and individual craft organizations will

not be identified.

The census questionnaire has been designed to require as little

of your time as possible. Most questions can be answeed by circling

a code number. If you find that other representatives of the organization

can better answer some items of the questionnaire, please consult with

these people as necessary.

We ask for your prompt return of this questionnaire so that we

can complete this study. A prepaid addressed envelope has been enclosed

for your convenience.

Sincerely,

44;
Lois Blanchard
Survey Manager

P.S. If you have any questions about the study or this questionnaire,

call me collect at (609) 799-2600.

i"
An Equal Oppornmen dtphner
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Expires 7-31-78 CRAFT ORGANIZATION STUDY

No.

(Circle one answer code number for each question unless otherwise instructed.)

1. What would you say are the main purposes of your craft organization? (Circle one

or Imre cbde numbers)

Exhibiting 1

Marketing (selling the products
of members)

Conducting workshops or other skill
learning activities for members . . . . 3

Providing information on crafts
to members 4

Social interaction among members . . . . 5

Other (Specify) 6

About how many years has your craft organization been in existence?

2 years or less . . 1

3-4 years 2

5-9 years 3

,10-19 years 4

20 years or more . . . 5

3. Is your organization. .

YES NO

4 chapter or branch of a larger organization? 1 2

(If yes, please answer the remaining questions for only
your own chapter or branch)

A parent organization that itself has chapters or branches?. . 1 2

(If yes, please answer the remaining quegtions just for
the parent organization)
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4a. Is your organization incorporated?

Yes 1

No . . (Skip to 0.5a). . 2

Don't Know . .

(Skip to Q.Sa). . . 3

40. Is your organization incorporated as a not-forlarofit.501-C-3
organization?

Yes 1

No 2

Don't Know . 3

5a. Is your organization oriented to a.single medium of-craft work (fiber,

clay, etc.) or is it a general craft organization which is involved in
more than one medium?

Specific medium (Which medium?) . . 1

(Skip to Q.6)

General (More than 'one medium) . . 2

5b. If your organization is a general craft organization, could you list
up to five media in which you knoW your members work? Please liSt
the media in the order of popularity among your members, that is,
first the medium in which, as far as you know, the largest proportion
of your members work, then the next most popular medium, and so on.

1.

2.
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6. Was your organization involved in any 7. (If "Yes" to any part of question 6)

of the following activities during For whom were these activities

1977? intendO?
(Circle code "I" or "2" for each) (Circle code I, 2, or 3 for each)

Members and
Members Other Craft General Public

No Yes Only Professionals (Anyone)

a. Exhibits 2 1 1 2 3

b.

c.

Sales

Apprenticeship

2 1 1 2 3

Programs / 2 1 1 2 3

d. Craft Courses 2 1 1 2 3

e..

f.

Workshops

Other Educational
or Research'

2 1------ww- 1 2 3

Activities . . . . 2 1 1 2 3

g. Social Functions . . 2 1 1 2 3

h. Publications . . . . 2 1 2 31

i. Other 2 1 1. 2 3

(Specify)

j. 'Other 2 1 2 31

(Specify)

8. Does your organization. .

have any paid officers or other staff members?.

own any facilities such as office space, studio
ongallery space"'

rent any facilities such as office, studio, or
gallery space?

3

xEs NO

1 2

1 2

1 2



9. About how much money did your organization spend in 19777

1Under $1,000

$ 1,000 - $ 4,999

$ 5,000 - $ 9,999 . , 3

$ 10,000 - $ 24,999 . . 4

$ 25,000 - $ 49,999 5

$ 50,000 - $ 99,999 . . . 6

$100,000 - $499,999 . . 7

$500,000 or more 8

10. From what sources did your organization receive funds in 1977?
(Circle all codes'that apply)

Membership fees or dues 1

Sales , 2

Workshop or course fees 3

Privat tions ..... . . 4.

Funds fin other organizations . . 5

Local go ernment funds 6

State government funds
7

A
Federal funds 8

Other (Specify) 9

No money received in 1977 . . 10

11. About how many members does your organization gave at presIpt?
(Circle one)

Under 25 1

25 - 49

50 - 99 3

100 - 499 4

500 - 1,999 . . . . 5

2,000 - 1,999 . . . 6

5,000 or more . . . 7
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12. Is the presentation of work to jury a requirement for membership In

yourorganization?

.Yes, for all membera 1

Yes, buttjust for certain levels of membership . . 2

No 3

13. In general, which of the following best describe's the geographic

distribution of most of your organization's current members? (Circle one).

Members from a town, county, or other small area (Local) . .

Members from one state (State)

Members from a few.adjacent states (Regional)

2

3

Members from many states (Nationa/) 4

Members from many states and more than one country
(International) 5

14a. Does your organization hold regularly scheduled elections for officers?

Yes 1

. . (Skip to 0.15a) . . 2

14b. How often are elections held?
Every year 1-

Every 2 years . . . . 2

Every 3 years . . . . 3

Other (Specify) . 4

14c. When is your.next election scheduled?

MONTH YEAR

14d. Does the address of your.organization change with a change in

'officers?
Yes . . . 1

No . . . 2

5

A



15a. Is there anothez,address where your organization might be reached?'

Yes . 1

No . . . (Skip to 0.16) . . 2
4

15b. If yes, please fill in the address below:*

1
16. Are any of the following problems serious for your organization?

(Circle all that apply)

Inadequate working space

Lack of meeting space 2

Inadequate display or storage space 3

Not enough Atipment . 4

Inadequate fends 5

Not enough staff 6

Not enough communication with other
craftiorganizations 7

Lack of information on.ayailable
technical assigtance 8

Othez: problems (Specify) 9

No Problems 10

6
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17. W ar interested in obtaining names of new.or local organizations which
we might not have on our list. If you know the names of any other such
craft organizations to which we should also send questionnaires, please fill
them in belOw:

ORGANIZATION

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIP

ORGANIZATION

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE,
ZIP

18. What is your name and your positi6n wi

NAME

POSITION

in this organization?

If you publish a newsletter or have a short description "of your organization,
we would appreciate your enclosing a copy along with the questionnaire.

Thank you very much for your cooperation in this study. Please return this
questionnaire in the enclosed postpaid envelope.
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ACCOMPANYING MAILING PIECES USED IN THE
NATibNAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS SURVEY

Advance letter

Postcard included with advance letter

Reminder postcard

Posicard included with quesiionnaire

"Umbrella" letter

"Conversion" letter

Third mailing letter
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IlATIOliFIL -WASHIliGT011
E11001.11MErIT D.C. 2Q50B
FOR
THE ARTS A Federal agency advised by the

National Council on the Arts

April 28, 1978

Dear Crafts Organization:
-

The Natiaial Endowment for the Arts is studying the needs of

craftspeople and crafts organizations to help improve our

programs. One of our studies is a census of crafts organi-
zations in order to increaSe our understanding of the field.

The Endowment has asked Mathematica Policy Research of
Prindeton, New Jersey, to survey all crafts organizations in

the United States. Because this is the first census of cfafts
organizations ever conducted, it is extremely important that
we obtain a response from everyone.

In order to prepare the most accurate possible list of
addresses for the crafts organizations in the census,, we
ask,that you complete and return the enclosed postcard. Your

prompt return of this poitcard will be appreciated.

If you respond that yours is an active cratts membership
organization, you will receive a short questionnaire from
Mathematic& Policy Research. It is also important to have
this questionnaire returned as soon as poslible.

We appreciate your cooperition in this census. A report of

the study will be available to everyone who would like to
have a copy.

Siricerely,

James Melchert
Director, Visual Arts Program

,
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040042
Central Arkansas Weavers Guild

41 Arbor Oaks
N. Little Rock, Arkansas 72116

Please make ny necessary changes in the above label.

Is this an active crafts membership organization?

o* YES

NO

If not, how would you describe your organization?

(STAPLE OR TAPE)

4,v

2 3



mpr Mathematica Policy Research, Inc'
P.O. Box 2393 / Princeton, New Jersey 085401

An Equal Opportunity Employer

V

This is just a short note to remind you about the Craft Organization questionnaire
that was sent to you a few days ago. If you have already_completed the question-
naire and returned it, thank you. However, if you have not been able to complete
the questionnaire, would you do so now. As you know, the success of a census
depends on getting a response from everyone.

Thank you.
Sinc rely,

is Blanchard
Survey Manager

P.S. Please call me collect at (609) 799-2600 if you did not receive or have
masplaced the questionnaire.
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Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.
P.O. Box 2393 / Princeton, New Jersey 08540

As Equal Oppommity Employer

af this is not an active crafts membership organi-
zation, please check below and return this prepaid
postcard so,that we can remove your organization
from our mailing_list_ and you wilLmat_be_contacted_
again. Thank you.

0 NOT AN ACTIVE CRAFTS ORGANIZATION

How would you describe your organization?
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LETTER TO "UMBRELLA" GROUPS

Dear Organization:

4

Thank you for your cooperation and response to the aetter from

the National Endowment for the Arts. From your response, it appears

that your organization has contact with other craft organizations.

Because this is the first census of craft organizations ever conducted,

it is extremely *portant that we obtain a response from everyone.

If you can provide a list of any active craft organizations in

your area, would you please forward the full name of each organization

and its a0dress. Enclosed is a pre-paid envelope for that purpose.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Audrey McDonald
Project Manager

AM/dd
Enclosure



July 5, 1978
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Mathematica Policy Research; Inc.

"CONVERSION" LETTER

PO. Box 2393 .

Princeton

New Jersey 08540

609-799-2600

Dea: Craft Organization:

Thank you for returning to us the postcard in connection with
our census of craft organizations.

We have read your comments and consider for the purposes of
our survey your organization should be included.

Would yoU please take a few minutes to fill out the enclosed
simple questionnaire and return it to us on the prepaid addressed

envelope.

AMc/mm

Thank you.

incerely,

//15\

Audrey Mcdonald
Survey Researcher

2 "
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L,
pear Craft Organization:

Mat hematica Policy Research, Inc.

P.O. Box 2393
Princeton
New Jersey 08540

609-799-2600

October 2, 1978

Attached is a que tionnaire and an accompanying' letter of introduction.

AlthoUgh we have Mailed this material to you previously, it may never
have reached you. It occurreatpusthat,one of the reasons it may
never have reached you might be that yogp, organization either suspended

or moved its operation during the summer months. On the other hand,

you may have received the material, completed and mailed it back to us,

but due to some mishap it did not reach us.

Because of the above possibilities and because it is important to the
National Endowment for the Arti that your organization be included in
the census, we are "king this final attgmpt to reach you.

-Please complete and return this questionnaire pi ly, using the

prepared addresled envelope. -A

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Audrey McDonald
Survey Manager

a

4n Eqaut Opportwyr Emph)yer
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APPENDIX F

QUALITY CONTROL AND CODING INSTRUCTIONS FOR
NAiIONAL SURVEY OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

25;1
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rv. QUALITY CONTROL AND CODING

1. All questions in an interview must be answered unless there

is a "skip" instruction to skip the question. If a question is left

blank it may be a "valid" blank. Valid blanks could occur when a Respondent

refused to answer a question or when a Respondent does not know the Answer.

The following coding characters are used for such cases:

Don't Know -- "DK"

Refused "RF"

RespOndents may make notations on the interview that will allow you to

enter one of these codes. If, however, a questions was-not answered and

there is no explanation, then you silould use the coding character "MS."

2. During the course of editing, you will be concerned with three

basic areas: one, skip logic; two, consistency; and three, backcoding.

First of all, you have to pay very close attention to the skip logic of

the questionnaire. The data entry machine will automatical!y reject any

deviance from the predetermined skip logic. Therefore,, all interviews

must be edited to correct any errors in skip logic. The followingjs an

example of the use of skip logic:
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Example:

6. Was your organization involved in 7. (If "Yes" to any part of question
any of the following activities x)

during 1977? For whom were these activities
(Circle coae "1" or "2" for each) intended?

(Circle code Z, 2, or 3 for each)

Members and
Members Other Craft General Ofiblic

No Yes Only Professionals (Anyone)

a. Exhibits 2 1 .

b. Sales 2 1 ------+

c. Apprenticeship
Programs . . t 2 1

d. Craft Courses . . 2 - 1

e. Workshops . . . 2 1

f. Other Educational
or Research
Activities . . . 2 1

g. Social Functions . 2 1

h. Publications . . . 2 l

i. Other 2 1

(Specif0

1 2 3

/ 1

1

1.

1

1

1*.

1

1

2 3

2

2

3 I

3

2 3

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

/The answer in Q.6 determines whether Q.7 will be
answered: if the respondent says "yes" to Q.6a,
there should be one answer in Q.7a. If the

respondents says "no" to Q.6a, Q.7a should not
be answered.

Secondly, you must check for consistent answers. Respondents

sometimes give inconsistent and unbelievable responses to similar questions.

For example, a Respondent may state that .his organization has under 25 mem-

bers (2.11), is financed by membership dues only (2.10), and spent over

$500,000-1ast year (Q.9). These inconsistencies should be brought to the

attention of the Supervisor, unless-you have other information in the inter-

view with which to correct inconsistent data. In some cases, a Researcher
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or Survey Manager may decide to leave inconsistent data "as is" rather

than attempting to recontact a respondent. This type of decision is
4

usually based on whether the response in question is a "key" response.

As you become more familiar with the interview, you will understand which .

questions are "key" questions.

Finally, you should always scrutinize answers recorded in "Other
1

(Specify)" to see if they do, in fact, belong to one of the precoded

categories and can be backcoded. Fo' example, a response of "Need more

chopping machines" in Q.16 could be crossed off and "Not enough equipment . .

4" stipstituted. In addition, Respondents often write an answer in "Other"

which explains their reason(s) for circling a precoded egory: these

maY be redundant. In the initial stages of QC check with your Supervisor

or the Survey Manager if you think you've found a backcodeable "Other."

Later, after you become more familiar with the responses, you will be able

to detect patterns and to backcode easily.

B. Specific Editing Guidelines for the Craft Study

'Q #1

Q 42

Check to make sure that at least one,cOde number is circled
(more than one is acceptable). If none are circled write
"MS" (Missing) in the right-hand margin alongside the code
numbers.

Experience has shown that self-administered questionnaires come
back with a large percentage of answers Written in,"Other (Sibecify)"
which belong in precoded.categories. For this reason, you should
alwys attempt to determine whether "Other" answers can be'backcoded.
If in doubt (borderline cases often appear), consult with the Survey
Manager.

-eheck to confirm that only one answer is circled. In none is,
write "MS" in the margin. If more than one number is coded you
must also code "MS," but be sure to cross out the circles.



Q #3

Q #4a

Q #4b

Q #5a &

#5b

Q #6
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These organizational structures are not mutually exclusive,
so both "ls" can be circled. You will probably encounter
some questionnaires in which only,one "Yes" is circled:
in these cases yOu should circle the other "No." If both
are circled, the answer becomes "M....'(cross out the circles).
Consult the Survey Manager if only one "2" is coded.

Notice the skip pattern here and check to make sure the
Respondent has followed the correct skip. A "Yes" response
goes on to Q.4b. A "No" response skips to Q.5a, as.does a
"Don't Know" response. If "Yes" and some other response are
both Circled, check to see if Q.4b is also answered and coded
appropriately.

ik

Check to make sure the skip pattern has been correctly followed:
only "Yes" responses in Q.4(h will.,lead to Q.4b; the two alter-
natives skip to Q.5a. Cross out the circled response if
this question should have been skipped. If Q.4b is coded
"Yes" and Q.4a was not answered (left blank), go back and circle
"1" in Q.4a. lf, however, Q.4b is coded "2" or ...3" and Q.4a

was skipped, code "MS" in Q.4a.

Check these questions only for the skip logic dictated by the

response to Q.5a. It any answer(s) is/are recorded in either
question, Xerox the page and write the questionnaire ID#

across the top of the copy. When you have amassed4ten copies,
record their ID#s on .the appropriate batch sheet and give

them, along with the batch sheet, to the Survey Manager. Keep

a auplicate batch sheet on file. If there are no written

responses on both Qs #5a and 5b, something is amiss: code "MS"

as appropriate. In such cases, xio not Xerox or batch the page.

Confirm that either codes "2" or "1" are circled for items a-j.
If any do not have one or the other codes circled, check to see
whether or not the corresponding answer Ch Q.7 has been

coded. If it has, circle "1" on the appropriate line. In
self-administered questionnaires,Rs'commonly ignore the instruc-,

tion "C6de "1" or "2" for eaCh", and Circle only "ls" (the
activities which they do perform). When this occurs, the non-
coded catqguries should be coded "2" (assuming,.of course,
that there is nothing circled in the corresponding Q.7). Watch

for posslble backcodes.

Note that only if a "1" is circled in Q.6 will Q.7 be answered.
If all "2s" are circled Q.7 is skipped.

2.
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Q #8

Q #9

Q #10
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Check "1" or "Yes" respones to Q.6: if there are Falv,

then one of the corresponding codes 1, 2, or 3 should be

.circled; if any are not, enter a small "As" in the margin

after the "3" on the appropriate line: if if is oversize

or misplaced, data entry may become confused and "MS" the'

entire answer. If a category has been coded even though a

"No" was circled in the corresponding 02:6, you should check

with the Survey Manager--Q.6's code may be inaccurate.

If more than one code is circled for any one item, cross out

the lower number(s), leaving the highest number as the

answer.

Check to make sure either "lr oi "2" is circled for each

item, enter "Mt" in the margin 41ong side the relevant line

if they are not:. like Q.2, these responses are not

mutually exclusive.

Onl# one resppnse code should be circled here. If more than

one code is circled code as "MS". .If no answer code is

circled then place "MS" once in the margin.

Several answer codes can be circled, but not in conjunction

with code "10". If none are circled code "MS" once in the -

margin. Again, look for possible backcodes.

Q #11, #12,
#13 These questions can accept only one response. If none is

circled coded "MS" once in the margin. Write "MS". if more

than one are circled also, but cross out the Circles.

'Q #14a

Q 414b .

Q #14c

Notice the pAtern her and check to make sure the

respondent has followed the correct eip. If a "Yes"

responseis coded then Q.14b-14d require answers. If a "No"

response is coded then the next question that requires an

answer is.Q.15a. Check with the Survey Manager if a "No"

is circled in Q.14a and,any of Q.14b-14d are coded.

Chgck.fOr one ,response only, code "MS" rf necessary. If

more than one number is circ1ed cross out the highest

number(s) and leave the single lowest number.

If the mon written out, cross out the written respons

And imme aeely abOve enter the equivalent numeric code.--

(i.e., January = 01).

Q #14d Self explanatory.
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Q #15a

Q #15b

Q #16

Q #17

0:*

Q #18
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Check for skip affecting Ql5b. If blank, code "1" if
Q.15b is answered; "2" if Q.15b is also blank.

. This question should be answered only if Q.15a is coded "1",
so recode Q.15a if necessary.

Several answers can be circled, but not along with code "10".

Check these organizations against those on the Master List.
If you find any which are not on the Master List, Xerox the
page, add the organization(soto the list along with the appro-

' priate number(s)leand, following, the usual logging pro-
cedures, send them an advance letter followed by a question-
naire. If there is no information written here iris not
necessary to code "MS".

Disregard this answer; it catches supplemental information for
the files.

Batching

When the quality control procedure'is complete, the ID number of

each questionnaire will bewtered on to a batch sheet. The batch

sheet has space for thirty ID numbers. When it is filled it will be sent,

together with the corresponding questionnaires, to Data Processing for .

entry.

2C0-
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6/26/78

CENSUS OF CRAFT ORGANIZATIONS

ADDITIONAL Q. C. INSTRUCTIONS

1. If.xou discover unsolvable problems, write your initials on the back at

the questionnaire and put it in the problem boX. Do not xerox page 2 at

this time--so we can avoid duplicates.

2. If, after QCing 10 percent or 50 percent or even 99 percent of the ques-
.

tionnaire, you experience a sudden leap of the imagination and a light-
*

CA
bulb goes olf-in your head and you realize that something's been done wrong

all the way through do not keep silent about it--it can be easily fixed as

long as the entering program is in the machine. Later it's dearly iMpossible.

C-

3. If you notice some non-backcatchable answer coming up consistently in

any "Other"--mention it. We can easily go back and retrieve the information

and it will be helpful in the analysis.

Q.5b. Enter the nuniVr of responses beneath last line.

rv )
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1978 NATIONAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS SURVEr- DATA FILE *--4
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

Abstract:

This document describes the technical characteristici and record
contents of the 1978 National Crafts Membership Organizations Surveydata
file. The file contains records for 947 respondents to a survey of crafts
membership organizations conducted by Mathematic& Policy Research, Inc.,
under contract NEA-PC 77-39 with the Research Division of the National Endow-
ment for the Arts. The survey was conducted by mail and asked information

c

about membership characteristics, organizational structure, purposes or activ-
ft ities, funding, and problems of crafts membership organizations. The response

rate to the survey was about 78 percent of the estimated universe.

Technical Characteristics

Logical record type: There is one logical record for each crafts membership
organization responding to the survey.

Number of logical records: 947

Sort Sequence: The records are in ascending order by 2-digit state code
(assigned alphabetically), a 14-digit title code assigned to each organiza-
tion in advance of the survey mailing, and a 3-digit serial number unique
within state (see variables 4-6).

Length,of records (logical record size): Fixed length, 179 characters

Blocking factor (physical record size): 1,790 characters or 100 logical
records per block

Number of standard-length tape reels and density: 1 reel at density of 800
bytes per inch

Language, parity, and recording tracks: EBCDIC, odd parity, 9 tracks

DSW---- ART:CRAFT
Labels: IBM OS 'Standard labels, iiii&-+-MIT-APatt-244.416L2

Data representation and missing values:. All fields contain integer values.
The following not applicable (N.A.) or miSsing value code scheme has been
applied consistently to all variables on the file:

- 1 Respondent answered "don't know"
-2 Used when respondent did not circle one of a series of items or

answered,no to a previdUs screening question; i.e.,,can be
interpreted as a "no" response

-3 Refused
Organization not in ixistenCe in reference year of 1977 (applies
only to some questions)

- 5 . Respondent dld not proviae an answer to any patt of question;
i.e.', the data are truly missing.,
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All N.A. codes are right justified in their fields.

Reference

A report delivered to the Arts Endowment, entitled Results from a
National Survey of Crafts Membership Organizations, by Consfance F. Citro,
Penelope Engel, and Andrey McDonald, provides a reference for users of the
1978 National Crafts Membership Organizations Survey file. The report
describes the background leading up to the survey and the procedures used to
carry it out. A copy of the questionnaire is included. The report also
develops estimates of craftspersons using the survey findings and presents
Lmplications for a design of a subsequent survey of organization members.
Finally, the report gives a descriptive picture of crafts membership organi-
zations in the United States today based on the survey results.

Marginals

One-way tabulations have been run on the crafts membership organfza-
tion records using the SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)
program. They provide frequency counts for all values of every variable,
including N.A. codes. The tabulations have been provided to the Arts Endow-
ment.

Record Format Description

The remainder of-this document contains the description of the record
format for fhe 1978 National Crafts Membership Organizations Survey data file.
The description indicates, for each variable, its field position (character
location), length, and brief textual description, including labels for each
code value, and references to item numbers in the questionnaire. The use of
the -2 N.A. code is explained for each relevant variable.

2 1
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VARIABLE FIELD
NUMBER POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIpTION

VO1 1-2 2 SECTION NUMBER (AA)

V02 3-5 3 MPR SURVEY DOCUMENT NUMBER (296)

V03 6-11 5 BATCH DATE (DDD) AND NUMBER (Julian date
of data entry and series number assigned
to batch in which this record entered)

(Note: The user should ignore the above variables.)

VO4 12-13 2 STATE CODE (codes are listed in attactunent 1)

VO5 14 1 TITLE CODE
0 = Crafts-related title
1 = Arts-related title
2 = Chapter
3 = Educational title
4 = Shop
5 = "Other" title
6 = Museum
7 = Exhibit
8 = Person (no organization name)

V06 15-17 3 ID NUMBER (Unique within state)

VO7 18-19 2 PURPOSE--EXHIBITING (Q.1)
1 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V08 20-21 2 PURPOSE--MARKETING (Q.1)
2 = Mentioned

-2 = Not Mentioned

V09 22-23 2 PURPOSE--WORKSHOPS (Q.1)
3 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V10 24-25 2 PURPOSE--INFORMATION TO MEMBERS (Q.1)
4 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

26-27 2 PURPOSE--SOCIAL INTERACTION (Q.1)
5 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V12 28-29 2 PURPOSE--OTHER (Q.1)
6 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned
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VARIABLE
NUMBER

FIELD
POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

V13 30-31 2 NUMBER OF YEARS IN EXISTENCE (Q.2)
1 2 years or less
2 3-4 years
3 = 5-9 years
4 10-19 years
5 20 years or more

V14 32-33 2 CHAPTER OR BRANCH OF LARGER ORGANIZATION

(Q.5)
1 = Yes
2 = No

V15 34-35 2 PARENT ORGANIZATION THAT HAS CHAPTERS

(Q.3)
1 = Yes
2 = No .

VI6 36-37 2 INCORPORATED (Q.4a)
1 = Yes o

2 = No
3 = Don't know

V17 38-39 2, INCORPORATED AS A NOT-FOR-MFIT 50I-C-3
(Q.46)

1 = Yes
2 = No

3 = Don't know
-2 = Not applicable (answered no or don't

know in V16)

V18 40-41 2 SINGLE VS. GENERAL MEDIA ORGANIZATION (Q.5a)
1 = Specific-medium organization
2 = General media organization

V19 42-44 3 MEDIUM OF SINGLE-MEDIUM ORGANIZATION (Q.5a)
(media codes are listed in attachment 2)
-2 = Not applicable (general organiza-

tion)

45-46 2 Blank

V20 47-48 2

V21 49-51 3

NUMBER MEDIA LISTED BY GENERAL ORGANIZATION
(Q.%)
(Note: ignore this variable, as it does
not agree with actual numberof media
entries in V21-V28.)

FIRST-LISTED MEDIUM OF GENERAL ORGANIZA- .

TION (Q.56)
(media codes are listed in attachment 2)
-2 Not applicable (single-medium

organization)

071



VARIABLE
NUMBER

FIELD
POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

V22 52,-54 3 SECOND-LISTED MEDIUM OF GENERAL'ORGANIZA-
TION (Q.5b) (media.codes are listed in
attachment'2)
-2 = Not'applioable (single-mediUm

organization or general group ltst-
ing oily one medium)

V23 55-57 3 THIRD-LISTED MEDIUM OF GENERAL ORGANIZA-
TION (Q.5b) (media codes are listed in
attachment 2)
-2 = Not applicable (single-medium

organization or general group 1 st-
ing no more than tt.lo mP4ia)

.

V24 58-60 3 FOURTH-LISA MEDIUM.OF GENERAL ORGANIZA-
TION (Q.5b) (media codes are lfsted in
attachment 2)
-2 = Not applicable (single-medium

organization or general group list-
ing no'more than three media)

V25 61-63 3 FIFTH-LISTED MEDIUM OF GENERA. ORGANIZAI-
TION (Q.5b) (media code4 are listed in
attachment 2)

4

-2 = Not applicable (single-medium
organizatiom or general group list-
ing no more than four media)

126 64-66 3 SIXTH-LISTED MEDIUM OF.GENERAL ORGANIZA-
TION (Q.5b) (Media codes are listed in
attachment 2)
-2 = Not applicable (single-medium

organization dr general group list.-
ing no more than five media)

V27 67-69 3 SEVENTH-LISTED MEDIUM OF GENERAL ORGANIZA-
TION (Q.5b) (media codes.are listed in
attachment 2)
-2 = Not applicable (single-meditim

organization or general grOup list-
ing no more than six media)

V28 70-72 3 EIGHTH-LISTEDHMED1UM OF GENERAL ORGANIZA-
TION (Q.5b) (media codes are listed in
attachment 2)
-2 = Not applicable (single-medium

organization or general group,list-
ing no more than seVen media)
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VARIABLE
NUMBER'

FIELD
POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

1 Blank

V29 74-75 2 ACTIVITY OF ORGANIZATION IN 1977--EXHIBITS
(Q.6a)

1 = Yes
2 = No

V30 76-77 2 FOR WHOM EXHIBITS INTENDED 0.70,
1 = Members only
2 = Meobers and other craft professionals
3 = General public

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V29)

V3I 78-79 2 ACTIVIITY IN 1977--SALES (Q.6b)
1 = Yes
2 = No

V32 80-81 2 FOR WHOM SALES INTENDED (Q.7b)
1 = Members only
2 = Members and other craft professionals
3 = Gener.-..1 public

-2 = Not Ipplicable (answered no in V31)

V33 82-83 2 ACTIVITY IN 1977--APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS
(Q 6c)

1 = Yes
2 = No

V34 84785 2 FOR WHOM APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS INTENDED
(Q.-7c)

1 = Members only
2 = Members and other craft professionals
3 = General public

-2 = Not applicable (anawered no in V33)

V35 86m,87 2 ACTIVITY IN 1977--CRAFT COURSES (Q.6d)
1 = Yes
2 = No

V36 88-89 2 FOR WHOM CRAFTCOURSESINTENDED (Q.7d)
= Members only

2 - Members and other craft professionals
3 = General public

-2 = Not applicable (ar-wered no in V35)

V37 , 90-91 2 ACTIVITY IN 1977--WORKSHOPS (Q.6e)
1 = Yes

42 = No



VARIABLE
NUMBER

FIELD
POSITION
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LENGTH

V38 92-93 2

V39 94-95 2

-
V40 96-97 2

V41 98-99 2

41742 100-101 .2

V43 102-103 2

V44 104-105 2

V45 06-107 2

V46 108-109 2

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

FOR WHOM WORKSHOPS INTENDED (Q.7e)
1 a Members only
2 = Members and other craft professionals
3 a General-bublic

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V37)

ACTIVITY IN 1977--OTHER EDUCATIONAL OR
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 0.60
1 a Yes
2 = No

FOR WHOM IOTHER EDUCATIONAL OR RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES INTENDED (Q.7f)
1 = Members only
2 = Members and other craft professionals
3 = General public

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V39)

ACTIVITY IN 19f7--SOCIAL FUNCTIONS (0.6g)
1 = Yes
2 = No

FOR WHOM SOCIAL FUNCTIONS INTENDED (Q.7g)
1 = Members only
2 = Members and other craft prolessionals
'3 = General public

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V41)

ACTIVITY IN 1977--PUBLIaTIONS (Q.6h)
1 = Yes
2 = No

FOR WHOM PUBLICATIONS INTENDED (Q.7h)
1 = Members on/y
2 = Members and other craft professionals
3 = General public

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V43)

ACTIVITY IN 1977--FIRST OTHER (SPECIFY)
(Q.6i)
1 = Yes
2 = No

FOR WHOM FIRST OTHER ACTIVITY INTENDED
0.70
1 = Members only
2 = Members and other craft professionals
3 = General public

-2 a Not applicable (answered no in V45)
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VARIABLE
NUMBER

FIELD
POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

V47 -140-111 2 ACTIVITY IN 1977SECOND OTHER (SPECIFY)

1.0.6i)
1',=Yes

5ik

2 No
i

V48 112-113 2 FOR WHOM SECOND OTHER ACTIVITY INTENDED

(4. 7.1)

1 = Members pally
2 = Members and other craft professionals
3 = General public

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V47)

v49 114-115 2 ANY PAID OFFICERS OR OTHER,STAFF MEM/2M

(Q,8)
1 = Yes
2 = No

V30 116-117 2 OWN ANY FACILITIES SUCH AS OFFICE, STUDIO,
OR GALLERY SPACE (Q.8)

1 = Yes
2 = No

V51 118-119 2 RENT ANY FACILITIES SUCH AS OFFICE, STUDIO,
08 GALLERY SPACE (p.8)
1 = Yes
2 = No

V52 1120-121 2 MONEY SPENT IN 1977 (Q.9)
1 = Under $1,000
2 = $1,000-$4,999
3 = $5,000-$9,999
4 = $10,000-$24,999
5 = $25,000-$49,999
6 = $50,000-$99,999
7 = $100,000-$499,999
8 = $500,000 or more

V53 122-123 2 SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977--MEMBERSHIP FEES
OR DUES (Q.10)
1 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V54 124-125 2 SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977--SALES (Q.10)
= Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V55 126-427 2 SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977WORKSAOP OR
COURSE FEES (Q.10)
3 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned



VARIABLE
NUMBER

G-10

FIELD
POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

V56 128-129 2 SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977--PRIVATE DOA
TIONS (Q.10)
4 =, Mentioned

- 2 = Not mentioned

V57 130-131 2 SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977 - -FUNDS FROM OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS (Q.10)
5 = Mentioned

- 2 = Not mentioned

V58 132-133 2 SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977 - -LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT FUNDS (Q.10)
6 = Mentioned
2 = Not mentioned

V59

V60

V61

V62

V63

V64

134-135

F36-137

138-139

140-141

142-143

2,

2

2

VI

SOURCE1OF FUNDS IN 1977 - -STATE GOVERN- 0

MENT FUNDS 4Q.10)
1111

7 = Mentioned -

-2 = Not mentioned

SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977--FEDERAL FUNDS
. (Q.10)

8 = Mentioned
-2 = Not mentioned

SOURCE OF FUNDS IN 1977--OTHER (Q.10)
9 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

NO MONEY RECEIVED IN 1977 (Q.10)
IO = Mentioned (yes)
-2 = Not mentioned (no)

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF MEMBERS (Q.11)
AT PRESENT
1 = Under 25
2 = 25-49
3 = 50-99
4 = 100-499
5 = 500-1,999
6 = 2,000-4,999
7 = 5,000 or more

144-14c, 2 PRESENTATION OF WORK TO A JURY REQUIRED
FOR MEMBERSHIP? (Q.12)

1 = Yes, for all members
2 = Yes, but just for.certain levels

of membership
3 = No
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VARIABLE
NUMBER

FIELD
POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

V65 146-147 2 GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF MOST OF THE
ORGANIZATION"S MEMBERS (Q.13)
1 = Local (members from a town, county,

or other small area)
2 = State (members from one state)
3 = Regional (members from a few

adjac,nt states)
4 = National (members from many states)
5 = International (members from many

states and more than one country)

148-149 2 REGULARLY SCHEDULED ELECTIONS HELD FOR
OFFICERS (Q.14a)
1 = Yes
2 = No

V67 150-151 2 HOW OFTEN ELECTIONS ARE HELD (Q.14)
1 Every year
2 = Every 2 years
3 = Every 3 years
4 = Other intervals
-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V66)

V68 152-153 2 MONTH (MM) WHEN NEXT ELECTION IS SCHEDULED
(Q.I4c) (values from 01.to 12)
-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V66)

V69 154-155 2 YEAR WHEN NEXT ELECTION IS SCHEDULED (Q.14c)
(last two digits)

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V66)

V70 156-157 2 DOES ADDRESS CHANGE WITH CHANGE IN OFFICERS
(Q.14d)
1 = Yes
2 = No

-2 = Not applicable (answered no in V66).

V71 158-159 2 DOES ORGANIZATION HAVE ANOTHER ADDRESS

(Q.15a)
1 = Yes
2 = No

V72 160161 .
2 SERIOUS PROBLEM FOR ORGANIZATON-

INADEQUATE WORKING SPACE (Q.16)
I = Mentioned
= Not mentioned

V73 162-163 2 PROBLEM--LACK OF MEETING SPACE,,(Q.16)

2 = Mentioned
-2 = Not mentioned
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VARIABLE
NUMBER

FIELD
POSITION LENGTH VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

V74 164-165 2 PROBLEM--INADEQUATE DISPLAY OR STORAGE
SPACE (Q.16)
3 .et Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V75 166-167 2 PRat.EM--NOT ENOUGH EQUIPMENT (Q.16)
'4 = Mentioned
-2 = Not mentioned

114

V76 168-169 2 PROBLEM--INADEQUATE FUNDS (Q.16)
5 = Mentioned

72 = Not mentioned

V77 170-171 2 PROBLEM--NOT ENOUGH STAFF (Q.16)
6 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V78 172-173 2 PROBLEM--NOT ENOUGH COMMUNICATIONS WITH
OTHER CRAFT ORGANIZATIONS (Q.16)
7 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V79 174-175 2 PROBLEM--LACK OF INFORMATION ON AVAILABLE
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (Q.16)
8 = Mentioned

-2 =.Not mentioned

V80 176-177 2 PROBLEM--OTHER (Q.16)
9 = Mentioned

-2 = Not mentioned

V81 178-179 2 NO PROBLEMS (Q.16)
10 = Mentioned (yes)
-2 = Not mentioned (no)
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ATTACHMENT 1

STATE CODES USED ON THE
1978 NATIONAL'CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

SURVEY FILE

01

02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

27

29

30

31

32

33

34

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York-
North Carolina

09 District of Columbia 35 North Dakota

10 Florida 36 Ohio

11 Georgia 37 Oklahoma

12 Hawaii 38 Oregon

13 Idaho 39 Pepsylvania
14 Illinois 40 Rhode Island

15 Indiana 41 South Carolina

16 Iowa 42 South Dakota

17 Kansas 43 Tennessee

18 Kentucky 44 Texas

19 Louisiana 45 Utah

20 Maine 46 Vermont

21 Maryland 47 Virginia

22 Massachusetts 48 Washington

23 Michigan 49- West Virginia

24 Minnesota 50 Wisconsin

25 Mississippi 51 Wyoming

,6 Missouri

p.
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ATTACHMENT 2

MEDIA CODES USED ON THE
1978 NATIONAL CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

SURVEY FILE

Code Media Category

100 Fiber
105, E4.ber, not elsewhere classified
110 4sketry, Caning
120 We ving, Spinning and Dyeing; Textiles,

Tapestry, Clo0
130 Embroidery, Stitchery, Needlework,

Crewel,

140 Quiltmaking, Patchwork, Pillows, Applique
150 Batik, Tie-dyeing

160 Lace

170 Knitting, Crocheting, Tatting

180 Rug-hoo ing

190 Macram , Rope

191 Dy or Dyeing

200 Mets1
210 Metal, not elsewhere classified
220 Jewelry

230 Metalsmithing, Blacksmithing

240 Silver, Silverwork

250 Gold, Goldwork

260 Wirework

270 Founding

280 Copperwork

290 Iron, Wrought Iron

300 Clay

310 Clay, not elsewhere classified

320 Ceramics, Porcelain, Pottery

330 Porcelain--or China--Painting

340 Plaster-crafting

350 Cerathic molds, Cast clay

400 Wood

410 Wood, not elsewhere classified

420 Marquetry

430 Wood carving

440 Musical instruments

450 Furniture making

460 Wood turning
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Code Media Categor(

500 Glass

510 Glass, not elsewhere classified
520 . Hot or Blown glass
530 Stained or Leaded glass
540 Enamel, Enameling

--\\ 600 Leather
610 ..Leather, not elsewhere classified
620 Buckskinwork, Suedework
630 Tanning

700 Paper
710 Paper, not elsewhere classified
720 Book arts
730 Decoupage, Collage
740 Handmade paper

800 Multi-Media
810 Multi-media, not elsewhere classified
820 Heritage crafts
830 Indian arts and crafts, Native American

crafts
840 Hand made dolls or tbYS
850 Costuming, Clothing, Sewing
860 Kitchfncrafts, Hqusewares
870 Soft goods
880 Minatures for doll houses
890 Nature crafts
891 Christmas crafts
892 Early American Decorative Arts
893a Folk crafts
894 Czech Folk Arts 00"

695 Beaehcraft, Coral. Shells
896a Home hobby crafts
897 Children crafts

900 Other

910 Kites

920 Plastics, Synthetics
930 Beadwork
940 Lapidary, Stone work, Jewel work
950 Ivory, Bone, Scrimshaw
960 Shuck work
970 Tole, Stenciling, Rosemaling
980 Featherwork

990 Candle making
991 Egg decor, Egg art, Eggery
992 Bird garving
993 Calligraphy
994 Flower arranging, Silk flowers, Flower

jewelry
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Code Media Category

995 Broom making
996 Bread dough art

NOTE: Media codes were assigned by staff of the Arts Endowment based
on iandwritten replies to questions 3a and 5b. Thefirst digit indicates the
broad media category, while the second and third digits togezher indicate
subcategories.

a
None of the records on the final survey data file contain this

designation.



APPENDIX H

CALCULATION OF ESTIMATED CRAFTSPERSONS BY
MEDIA CATEGORIES AND SUBCATEGORIES
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Table H-1 provides crude estimates of the number and percent of

craftspersons working in each of the nine major media categories identified

by the Arts Endowment from responses to the crafts membership organizations

survey (these are fiber, metal, clay, wood, glass, leather, paper, multi-

media, and "other" media). Table H-2 shows the percent distribution of

estimated crafts-artists within each major media category by specific sub-

categories coded by the Endowment.

Essential to proper evaluation of the figures in these tables is under-

standing of the wording of the media questions included in the siirvey and of

how responses were coded. Question 5a asked each respoddent organization

whether it was oriented to a single medium of craft work (fiber, clay, etc.),

or whether it was a general craft organizatfon involved in more than one me-

dium. Organi7i-ions responding "specific medium" were asked to write in the

medium; ori ions responding "general" were asked in question 5b to list

up to five in which members worked in order of popularity.

Staff of the Arts Endowment coded the responses to these questions

into the categories identified in attachment-2 to appendix G. The Endowment

attempted to extract as much detail as possible from the written answers.

For example, respondents listing lace or rug-hooking were given separate sub-

group identification within the broad category of fioer. However, a large

number of groups responded as suggested in the question wording*yi simply

listing a general medium such as fiber; these were classified as "fiber,

other" and are identified as the "fiber, not specified" category in table

H-1. They undoubtedly include some lace and rug-hookthg groups as well

as groups falling into each of the other fiber subcategories specifically

identified in the coding. The metal, clay, wood, glass, leather, and



TABLE. H-1

NUMBER AND PERCLNT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZAT\KINS

AND ESTIMATED CRAFTS-ARTISTS BY
MAJoR MEDIA CATEGORIES, ALL MENTIONS AND MOST POPULAR MENTIONS

Media
Category

organizations Estimated Crafts-Artists

Most Popular
No.

All Mentions
No.

Most Popular
No.

All Mentions
No,

Fiber
Not Specified 280

7733,94C51 224.76%

19.3% 333 12.9% 78,124 20.6%

Specified 340 23.4 591 23.0 91 592 24.1
. _...

42.7 924 35.9 147,365 49.3 169,716 44.7Total 620

Metal
Not Specified 23 1.6 109 4.2 3,988 1.3 10,595 2.8

Specified 76 5.2 934204 7.9 11 291 3.8 20x___ 5.5

Total 99 6.8 313 12.2 15,279 5.1 31,529 8.3

Clay
Not Specified 167 11.5 191 7.4 35,1-19 11.7 36,931 9.1

Specified 296 20.4 369 14.3 61 155 278 18.5 21 16.1

Total 463
__x___

31.9 560 21.7 90,417 30.2 98,052 25.8 =I
I

Wood 44

Not Specified 77 5.3 226 8.8 12,558 4.2 3,124 6.1

Specified 24 1.7 57 2.2 3 851 ...61.3 191

Total 101 7.0 283 11.0 16,409 5.5 29,315 7.7

Glass
Not Specitied 12 0.8 81 3.1 2,145 0.7 6,205 1.6

Specitied 30 2.1 90 3.5 5 382 1.8 9 190 2.5

Total 42 2.9 171 6.6 7,527 2.5 15,595 4.1

Leather
Not Specified IS 1.2 56 2.2 3,162 1.0 5,510 1.:4

Specified 2 0.1 8 0.3 240 0.1 664 0.2

Total 20 1.3 64 2.5 3,402 1.1 6,174 1.6

Paper

Not Specified 1 0.1 5 0.2 ,158 0.1 449 0.1

Specified 8 0.5 20 0.8 2 323 0.6

Total 9 0.6 25 1.0 1,785 0.6 2,772 0.7

Multi-Media
Total 37 2:5 109 4.2 6,705 2.2 11,484 3.0

Other Media,

Total 61.-' 4.2 124 4.8 10,304 3.4 14,885 3.9

Vaal 1,452 99.9 2,573 99.9 299,193 99.9 379,522 99.8

SOURCE: National survey of crafts membership organizations conducted by Mathematica Policy Research, 1978.

See text for explanation of table eptries.
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TABLE H-72

PERCENT DISTRIBUTIT OF CRAFTS MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
AND ESTIMATED CRAFTS -ARTIST$ BY SPECIFIED SUBCATEGORIES
OF MAJOR MEDIA,'ALL MENTIONS*AND MOST POPULAR MENTIONS

Media
-) Category

Organizations Estimated Crafts-Artists

Most Popular All Mentions gost PoPular All Mentions

Fiber, % of ,

specified ,

Weaving 52.4% 44.2% .

,

59.2% 54.4%,

Embroidery 11.5 12.0 - 11.7 11.8
Quiltmaking 11.8 10..0 10.1 9.5
Macrame 7.9 12.5 47 74

..,.....4 tting 6.2 6.4 4.9 5.2
ik 3.5 6.6 2.6 4.2

Basketry 3.8 5.4 2.8 3.8
, 1.8 1.5 2.2

Lace 0.9 0.7 1.7

f.0
1.4

Dyes 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.4
Total Specified '100.1 100.0 100.1 100.1
(number) (340) (591) (73,457) (91,522)

Metal, % of
specified
Jewelry
Silver
Metalsmithing
Iron
Gold
rgundry
Copper
Wirework

Total Specified
(number)

73.7%
15.8
7.9
1.3
1.3

- -
100.0
(76)

75.5% 70.2% 73.17 .

11.3 13.5 11.5
7.4 11.6 9.2
2.0 3.7 2.9
1.5 1.1 1.4
1.0 0.7
1.0 0.6

, 0.5 0.4
100.2 100.1 99.8
(204) (11,291) (20,934)

Clay, % of
specified:
Ceramics 94.6% 94.3% 92.6% 92.6%
China Painting 4.1 4.6

5

5.6'
Ceramic Molds 0.7 0.5 1, 1.5
Plaster-crafting 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4

(number) (9396.4

99.9 100.1Total specified 100.0
(296) (55,27 ) (16,121)

(contidued)

4



TABLE H-2 (continued)

\,
sib

atm*

Media
Category

Organizations Estimated Crafts-Artists

Most Popular All Mentions Most Popular Alf Mentions

Wood, % of

. .

Cary ng 33.3% 70.2% 79.8% 73.9%
Furn ture 8.3 19.3 6.3 12.7
Harquetry 4.2 5.3 10.8 9.7
Wood Turning 4.2 1.8 3.1 1.9
Muiical Instrumenes -- 3.5 1.7

Total Specified 100.0 100.1 100.0 99.9
(number) (24) (57) (3.851) (6,191)

Glass, % of
specified:
i Stained Glass
Enamel

. Blown Glass
Total Specified
(number)

\Igther, % of

cified:

53.3%
36.7
10.0

55.6%
34.4
10.0

50.2%
32.1
17.7

.

411

53,9%
32.6
13.d

100.0

(30)

100.0
(90) .

N..

100.0 100.1

(9,390)

87.5%Suede 50.0% 50.0% 81.9%. i

Tanning 50.0 12.5 50.0 18.1
1

Xotal Specified 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 i

(number) (2) (8) (240) (664)

Paper, % of
specified:
Decoupage
'Book 'Arta

62.5%
47.5

70.0% .

25.0
.57.47.

--
42.6

,...../
61.6%
36.6

Handmade Paper __ , 5.0 1.8
Total Specified 100.0 -T00C.-15 100.0 d 100.0
(number)* (8) (20) (1,627). (2,323)

Multi-Media, . o

total:
Dolls and Toys 29.77. * 28.4% 1 .25.2% 27.2%
Other 18.9 20.2 19.2 19.4
Clothing 16.2 14.7 . .11.9 ( 13.4-
Nature Crafts 5.4 11.9 8.5 10.9
Indian Arts 5.4 5.5 12.4 9.5
Kitchencrafts 8.2 3.7 6.5 4.2
Heritage Crafts 2,7 0.9 6.2 3.6
Early American 2.7 3.7 1,8 2.3
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TABLE H-2 (continued)
.

. t

Media
Category,

Soft Goods
Xmas Crafts
Children
Czech Folk
Beach Craft
Miniatures

Total
(number)

4
Organizations ' Estimated Crafts-Artists

MoSt Popular All Meptions Must Popular All Mentions

.2.7
2.7

2.8% 2.4%

- 2.8 1.8

2.3
2.2

2.7 4'1.8 1.8
,

1.8

2.7 0.9 .2.4 1.4

1.8 .. .P.9
4.- 09 0.8

. 100.0. I-6676 100:1 4 '14-99.9
(37) (109) (6,705) (11.484)

Other Media, . of

total:
Lapidary 23.0%

Tole . 26.2
Beadwork 21.3

Candles 3.3

necor 3.3

Calligraphy I 3.3

Plastics 1.6

Shuck Work 3.3
Flower Arranging
Ivory , 3.3

Kites 1.6

Bird Carving 3

Brooms
Bread 1.6

F atherwork
0 her,

Tot 1 100.0

(num er) (61)

18.5%
18.5
16.9

25.3%
24.4
17.7

22.2%
20.7
16.8

5.6 5.6 6.6

4.0 5.6 5.2

6.5 2.3 4.5

7.3 1.5 4.1

5.6 2.3 3.7,

4.8 2.7 . 3.7

3.2 3.1 3.2

0.8 4.0 2.8
,"-

1.6 3.1 2.1
2.4 -n 1.5

1.6 1.2 1.4 .

0.8% 1.2 0.8

1.6 -- 0.7

99,7) 100.0*- 100.0

(124) (10,304) (14,885)

SOURCE: National survey of crafts membership organizations conducted

by Mathematica Policy Research,.1978. See text for explanation of table .

entries.



a

paper categories similarly include specified subcategorie's and an'other",

-

*that, is, mtot specified, category that accouits foi not less than ons-sixth

of the fesponses imseach iMstanCe.

though theasurvey questions asked for media rather than the natpre.'

of the bjects.kprioduced dr techniquts tised, some responses covld not.be

.

.c1Tified by Media and were.iftcluded ih"the "multi-media" Some

. 44'
of these.listings, such asNclothing oi dolls and toys, may represent a single
. ..14

1
t'''

medium such as fiber or wood, but the reépondent did not provide enough

information to permit this determination. Media that were clearly unique, -

,

such asCandles, egg.decor, or bread, were identified separately'under the

"other thedia" heading.

Table H-1 provides counts ofthe er of organizations meneioning

4

each of-the major media categories, fuft er distributed by whether the men-

tior was simply "fiber" or "clay" without Additional specification, or whether

a tpekified subcategory was identified. The entries in the column labeled

"most Oopular".include single-Tedium grouPe listing th4 category, plus gen.-

eral groups listing the category 1st, 2nd,.3rd, 4th, or 5th (a few groups

listed'as many as 8 media, but mentions beyond the 5th are not included).
.

The percentage dtptribution for this column is based on the total number'

6

of 2,573 mentions. fer

Table H-2 looks further at the specified subcategories within each
af

major media categor9, suchils weaving, embroidery, *and so on for fiber, and

gives the percent aistribution of "most popular" mentions and"all mentions"

within the major groupings. This table shows, a-example, that of the 591

organizations ihat listed a specified fibei medium (as opposed to the 333

organizations that simple replied "fiber" over 44 percent mentioned

Zs'

4
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H-8

weaving,.while less than 1 percent mentioned lace ordyes. If one were to
t-

assume that ihe distribution of the "not specified" ffber replies followed

the distribution of the "specified" sbbcategorieS, this wohld imply that

*almost 16 percent of all media mentions by crafts organizations,were of
t.

weaving (44.2 percent from table H-2 tim4s fiber'stoeal 35.9 percent

share of alltmentions from table H-1), while lace mentions represented less

than one-half of one percent of the total. For the multi-media and "other"

4%
-media groupings, the percent distributions in talrile H-2 are-based on the

. , total of most popular ani all mentions,.as responsgs were not placed in

.

4.
. .

.

,r
)

O
these categories unlesq a specific media subtype was identlIfed.

..,.

The estiMates of crafts-artists working in each majoe,media category i
. _--

N. .

id' table 11-1 and in specified subcategories in table 11-2 Were constructed
ift ,

.

4.

using.the following assufaptions applied to the *umber of organizations

ranking a category as mostpopular and all organizations listing a citegory:

1. average membership of all organizations (including international,

national, regional, state, and local groups) is 415 craftiPersons

A

2. all members of specific medium groups and general groups listing

only one medium work in the media category listed

3. members of general groups fisting five media divide as follows:

30 percent work in the first-mentioned category, 25 percent Ole

second, 20 percent the third, 15 percenIthe fourth, and 10

percent the fifth
/

4. members of general groups list4 ing four media divide as follows:

33 peiCent work in the first category, 28 percent the second,

22 percent the third, and 17 percent ehe fourth

5. members of general groups listing three media divide as .folfowsl

40 percent work in the first category, 34 percent the second,

and 16 percent the third

6. members of general groups listing two media divide as follows:

54 percent work in the first category and 46 percent in the

second.

-

2J0
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Average Proportions of members working in a media by or*der of-Mention

were calculated to simplify the estimation process, namely.that: 100 per-

cent of-the members of single-medium grbups work in the medium'listed as

before; 38 percent on average of the members of general groups-

medium first work in the medium; this ig true for 29 percent of the members
,

of general groups listing a medium second: for 22 percent of members in gen-

eral groups listing the medium third; for 16 percent in groups listing 04'

meditun fourth; and for 10 percent in genetal groups listing the medium fifth.

(These averages result from applying the proportions indkcated in.(2).through
.

(6) above to the number of groups.listing a Medium first who had five,-four,

three, two, and only one mention,summing,the resuitie and dividiAby the

total number of first mentions, and.so on for each mention.category.) Note

%

that these-percentages add up to 115 percent, allowing for some members

working in more than one medium.- .,.

Tables showing the number oT organizations listing each media category %
...

first, second, and so on meré provided to the Arts Endowment. To illustrate

.t4e procedure. with an exaMple,,the book arts category under paper (code 220)

,fl

had one mention by a singleimediumgroup, one first mention by a general

group, and one each second, third, and fourth mations. Applyifig the average

proportions above gave an estimated number of book arts crafts_artisir based

on the most popular mentions of W(1.00)(415) + (1)(.38)(415) + W(.29),
6

(415) = 415 + 158- + 120 = 693, or 42.6 percent of the total estimated num-

ber of ciafts-artists working in specified paer categories as shOwn in_

table H-;2. Similarly, the estimated number based on all mentions works

ou,t to 693 + 99(.22)(415) + (1)(.16)(415) = 693 + 91 + 66 = 850 crafts-4

persons in all, or 36.6 percent of the total specified paper crafts-artists

4
as shown in table H-2.
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H-10

As is obvious frdm reviewing these assumptions and ptocedures, the

estimates ofsrafts-arti sts provided in tables 11-1 a nd H-2 are very crude
4

apd should be used with great caution. The estimates have the following

problems:
1

1. Using a single average meMbership size may not give a valid

figure if differencis in mpmbership size correlate with dif-

ferenoes in media popularit9 among organizations;

2. Thelssumptions regarding proportion of members working in
the medium listed first, second, and so on are*only one
possible scenario of many that could be postulated. Consider

that some members of an organiz#tion may not work in 241. me-
dium; hat memberg of single-medium organizations may also.work
in other media; that membexs of general groups may divide among

the listed media in many different proportions; that membert ot

general gcoups may work in one or more of the listed media,(so

diat the total distribution may range from 100 percent to

- 'wady in excess of 100 percent).;

3. The estimates are not adjusted for nonresponse to the survey,

or
t,

conversely,.fortmultiple organization memberships. .

In light of these problems, the estimates should be used only as a rough

fuide for identifying media categories that may require4oversamping to

achieve reliable repre5antat1an.

MIX
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